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KurandaFest
29/30/31

 August 2003

 All rego forms 
for the Kuranda  

Fest for any 
events are 

available from 
the Info centre 
in the park as 
from Friday 
1 August.

 Read all about 
the Youth photo 

comp.
 The theme for 
this year‛s Fest 
is the Happy 
Hippy, so haul 
out those tie-

dyed items from 
the 70‛s.

 

Community Calendar 
 Regular Meetings in Kuranda.

DATE CLAIMER

Every Sunday  Soft Ball,Hunter Park,Fallon Road 2.30 pm Ph 4093 7113

             Al-Anon 10.30 am Neighbourhood Centre Cnr.

             Coondoo & Barang Sts. Ph 4093 0462

             Alcoholics Anonymous 10.30 am at CWA Hall Ph 4093 0462

             Kuranda Bowls Club social games 3 pm (reg. 2.30 pm)

1st Sunday    R.S.L. 5pm  Sports and Social Club Family Service, Uniting Church    

 St.Christophers

2nd Sunday    Kuranda Bowls Club Monthly Meeting 2 pm

3rd Sunday    “Potters do your own thing Day” Mud Slingers 10.30 am

             284 Myola Road next to High School.Ph Ian 4093 9652

Every Mon Life Span exercise QCWA Hall 9.30 am

Every Mon  Kuranda Playgroup, 10 am – 12 noon at Catholic Church hall, Barang St.

 Ph: Faith Bassett Ph 4093 8172 or Julie Swartz Ph 4093 8433

1st Monday    Kuranda Horse and Pony Club 7.30 pm Mantaka

             Tennis Club 7.30 pm Ambulance Fallon Road

      Koah Sports & Social Club 7.30 pm Barbara La Baysse 4093 7026

             Kuranda Inter-Agency Network Meeting, 2.30-4.00pm

             Kuranda Neighbourhood Centre,7 Rob Veivers Drive Ph 4093 8933

2nd Monday    KNC (was KISC) 7.30 pm Management & 8.00 pm General

             QCWA 12.30 pm Ph 4093 8933

             High School P & C 5.00 pm

2nd & 4th Mon  Kuranda Lions 7.30 pm S & S Club Fallon Road Ph 4093 7187

3rd Monday    Kuranda State Primary P & C Assoc 3.30 pm in school staff room

             KNC Management Committee Meeting 7.00 pm Rob Veivers Dve Ph 4093 8933

Every Tuesday Taekwondo & Self Defence adults 7.00 pm CWA hall Ph 4093 8682

             8 Ball 7.15 pm at Speewah Tavern,Fitzies Tavern and Sports & Social Club

First Tuesday  Chamber of Commerce 5.00 pm Billys Bar Ph 4093 8834

3rd Tuesday Rangers Soccer Club 6.30 pm Ph 4093 8803 Norman Guy

Every Wed     Craft classes at QCWA hall 9.30 am

             Cub Scouts 5.00-6.30 pm Contact Clare Hennesy Ph 4093 9038

             Dog Training 7.00 pm Kuranda Pony Club Ph 4093 8970

First Wed      Kuranda Envirocare,Primary School 7.00 pm  Ph 4093 8834

2nd Wed       QCWA meeting 12.30 pm at hall Ph 4093 7617

Last Wed      Sports & Social Club meeting 7.30 pm

Every Thurs   Joey Scouts meeting 5.00 to 6.00 pm

             Rotary 6.00 pm KURANDA HOTEL/MOTEL PHONE: 40937 206 

             Kuranda Bowls Club Night Bowls - Casual 7.00 pm

             Taekwondo & Self Defence 7.00 pm CWA Hall Ph 4093 8682

1st Thurs     Charity Bowls 7 pm (reg. 6.45 pm) other Thurs Social Bowls 7 pm reg.6.45pm)

2nd Thurs     Ambulance 7.30 pm Ambulance Centre Fallon Road

             Respite Care QCWA Hall 9.00 am- 3.00 pm 

3rd Thurs     8 Ball Competition S & S Club 7.15 pm

1st Saturday  Pottery Workshop MUD SLINGERS 10.30 am next to High School 284 Myola Rd 

 Ph. Ian 4093 9652

2nd Saturday  Garden Group 2 pm  

 Phone David Hulme 4039 0762 

3rd Saturday  Ambulance Committee Stall outside St Saviours Church (bi monthly)

Every Sat     EnviroCare 8-9 am tree planting bees Ph 4093 8834

PLEASE CHECK IF THE DAY TIME AND PHONE NUMBERS ARE CORRECT

Kuranda Kryptic Krossword 

No. 45
Compiled by John Brooksbank
Across

1. New to You clothing in a previous life?

4. Road almost gets you to Billy’s Bar and grill.

8. Hottest place in Kamla’s house?

9. Beef sounds like it should be in the garden.

12. In short - you have be to get into the Kuranda Cemetery.

14. Could be wet or dry here in the tropics.

16. Fragrant tropical wood found on a local foot?

19. Simian copy.

20. Love lives on a pizza from Billy’s.

24. Exotic eastern antics practised at the CWA (5,7).

25. Another sucker found in the rainforest.

26. Take Marjorie hunting in the bush?

Down

1. Most Kuranda houses don’t need these.

2. Loonie poets preferred form of expression.

3. Aboriginal Tjapukai cousin - from Borneo.

5. Dr Cuming recommends you stay this way.

6. Leaving Cairo aphrodisiac is home to garden pests.

7. Any nag can be agisted on this Speewah street.

10. Most of the party used to catch rainforest ferals.

1 1.Kuranda State hopefully teaches kids to do this.

13.Leak after losing head whilst sleeping.

15.My friend - it’s French you know.

16. Sounds like 16 across but found in 8 across.

17. Pachyderm who packed her bag, said goodbye & went feral?.

18. Another friend in times of war.

2 1. Snorted in the middle of the road?

22.Essential for singing carols at St Christophers.

23. Glider borne sweetener.

ANSWERS to 44
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CLASSIFIEDS 
CLASSIFIEDS COST 22 CENTS PER 

WORD. UNPAID CLASSIFIEDS WILL NOT 

BE ACCEPTED. 

Lodge at The Green House 

Environment Shop, Coondoo Street.

Trade & Commercial 

Pool Maintenance - Kuranda “The Pool 

Man” - Regular service, Pump, Filter 

and Chlorination repairs. Phone “The 

Pool Man” 4031 3600 or 0408 382 464

**********

Denture Repairs - 2 hours by 

appointment. Chipped/cracked or 

missing teeth. Registered Dental 

Technician will make you smile again. 

Phone 4093 7668 A/H or 

Mobile 0410 650 538

**********

CAR TRAILER HIRE: 6x4 box trailers for 

hire. $10 half day. $20 fullday.

*************

T V Antenna installation and repairs  

- Contact a local bloke to solve your TV 

reception problems. Call Bob Madden 

at Speewah on 4093 0169.

***************

ABSOLUTE DOMESTICS Quality 

Affordable Service. Carefully selected 

cleaners 4045 3895

**************

MULCHING HAY (round bales - equal 

to 8 square bales). Weed-free. $18 

to members, $20 to non-members. 

KURANDA EnviroCare 4093 8834

*************

NATIVE TREES - available at our 

nursery, Pademelon Lane (corner 

Kennedy Hwy and Fallon

Road) KURANDA EnviroCare 4093 8834

*************

LAND for WILDLIFE

KURANDA EnviroCare offi cers are now 

trained to assess and register your 

property. If you want your property to 

be recognised for its wildlife habitat 

value call KURANDA 

EnviroCare 4093 8834

*************

For VCR,Stereo,microwave & other 

small appliance repairs Phone Darryl 

4093 9157 Free estimates in workshop

**************

KURANDA EnviroCare 4093 8834

************

GENERAL
Wanted to Buy - Betel Nut, 

Phone 4053 2128 

****************

For Sale Morgan-Selkin solid fuel open 

fi replace. Polished brass hood and fl ue. 

$300 o.n.o. Ph4038 2087.

*****************

New toilet pedestal and seat $68. 9 

metres white tiles $12 metre. Wooden 

vanity unit,porcelain sink,taps $300 

Ph 4093 7511.

****************

Oil paintings by Paddy (C.G.) Taylor. 

Local scenes and nudes 

Phone 4093 7301.

****************

Atco transportable accomodation 

building. Located at Speewah. 

Aluminium walls and roof. 3.0mx12.0m 

Attached iron verandah and timber 

deck 5.0mx8.0m. Lounge,kitchen,toilet 

and bathroom,carpeted bedroom. Has 

hot water system and safety fuses. 

Easily moved. $12,500 

Telephone 4093 0030

*****************

Wanted to rent in Kuranda area. One 

cottage or self contained bungalow, 

(or possibly large room in share house) 

27 year old male (working,clean and 

tidy). Good references available. 

Please call Richard on 0439 354 701.

****************

Wanted to buy 1 sheet of Plywood. 

Used will be fi ne. 

Phone Larry 4093 0257.

***************

Garden shed,zincaloom,excellent 

order. Easily unbolted from concrete 

pad. Comparisons priced $450 to 

$500. Cheapest Hardware Bunnings 

$398. Width 2.2, Height 2 sides 1.5 

metres. Selling $200/o.n.o. Apply 

Mainwood,Jarawee Road. 

Phone 4093 8330.

*****************

Gemstones- $300 each or 4 for $10.00. 

Many to choose from -Discover the 

power of stones at The Greenhouse.

Travel light,Travel smart-We have the 

amazing L.E.D. keyring torches,super 

cute and groovy key ring watches,and 

waterproof,slip on surf watches. 

Practical gifts for you and yours. 

The Greenhouse Ph 4093 8917.

*****************

For sale, Cox Ride On 12hp Mower and 

trailer. Good condition $1300. Stihl 

Farm Boss Chainsaw, Good Condition 

$350. Phone 4093 7589. Sunday 

afternoon.

****************

Toyota Seca 1990 5 Speed Air Con.,CD 

Player,RWC,6 months rego. Excellent 

Condition $6900.00 Peggy Woodcock 

0408615698, HM: 4093 9060.

**************

Kay and Querida’s re-location bargain 

sale. Lot 108 Myola Road- Sunday 9am 

3rd August 2003. Shoes (as new) Size 

71/2(homyped) and 9($15.00);outdoor 

metal cabinet(new $200 now $100).

School desk $50;Clothes,garden 

tools,wheel barrow(as new $50); 

outdoor table and 4 chairs;word 

processor-use as electric 

typewriter$80;small pantry 

cupboard$50;bric-a-brac.

****************

By Popular Demand-Back in stock are 

heat pads and stress balls,also arnica 

oil and lotion for bruises and deep 

tissue relief and hypericum oil for 

healing cuts. A range of pure essential 

and carrier oils,including pure hemp 

oil, available at The Green House,

main Street. Ph 4093 7487

****************

New Music Titles- Now Available 

at The Green House- World music 

including “ World Lounge”,”Asian 

Groove”,”Latin Groove” and Salsa 

around the World. Plus many more. 

Also music for massage including 

“Healing Mantras”. Open every day, 

main Street,next to St.Saviours Church 

9.30.a.m. to 5pm

*****************

Holden Barina 1987 Model, Excellent 

Condition,Roadworthy,one owner,

Low klms,$3750

Phone 0740 937 385 or 0419 702 229.

  

 

Deadlines
September

2003 Paper

Editorial: 

Thurs21 Aug

Advertising: 

Thurs 21 Aug

Classifi eds: 

Mon 25 Aug

Paper out: 

Thur29Aug

Rainfall
23-06-03

To

27-07-03

85mm
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Dorothy‛s Totally
 Delicious Gingerbread

(made from Liz Graham‛s recipe)

2/3rd cup treacle
125g butter
1 cup brown sugar
Warm on low heat until brown sugar 
melts.  Remove from heat and allow to 
cool, add to:
1 1/2  cups of plain fl our
1 tablespoon ground ginger
1/2 teaspoon mixed spice
1/2 teaspoon cloves
Sieve dry ingredients to mix well.
Add treacle mixture and beat well.
Add two beaten eggs and pour into 
lamington tin lined with greaseproof 
paper. Cook for 1 hour at 150 deg. F.  
or until fi rm to touch.

COMMUNITY LETTERS
PO BOX 66 KURANDA 4872

Please note: The Kuranda Paper attempts to print all letters 

received. Please keep yours to the point and under 200 words. All 

are subject to editing. We do not publish anonymous letters or those 

of doubtful origin. Please ensure your correct signature, name, full 

street address and phone contact are submitted with your letter. 

Opinions expressed are not necessarily those of the Kuranda 

Paper.

THE KURANDA MEDIA Assoc Inc. is the publisher of the Kuranda Paper. 
Printer: The Cairns Post Pty Ltd, Cairns, Qld. 4870 

CIRCULATION: 1600 

Cost: 55 cents. 

Address your mail as follows: 

The Sec., Kuranda Media Assoc., 

P.O. Box 66, 

Kuranda 4872. 

Phone: 4093 0543 or 4093 8942

EMAIL: kurandapaper@iig.com.au
Please state clearly if the letter is for Management only, The Media Association or The Kuranda 

Paper. The Kuranda Media Association does not authorize reporters or photographers on the 

Kuranda Paper. Conditions apply to acceptance of material. All articles submitted will be 

printed at the discretion of Production/Management and may be subject to editorial changes. 

All contributions and advertising to The Green House Environment Shop, 9 Coondoo Street. 

Deadlines must be adhered to. Photographs and items for return to be collected from the 

Green House after publication 

THE KURANDA MEDIA ASSOC. Inc. is a VOLUNTARY association.  A fi ve-member committee 

deals with the running of the Organisation and a production team is in charge of producing the 

paper. To remain viable the Association depends on the money collected from advertisers, who 

would like to see the newspaper continue circulating. Our stated objectives are to PROVIDE 

MEANS OF OPEN COMMUNICATION IN ORDER TO PROVIDE THE SPIRIT OF COMMUNITY 

INVOLVEMENT AND REFLECT THE ONGOING ASPIRATIONS OF THE RESIDENTS OF THE 

KURANDA AREA. 

This edition No.136 of the Kuranda Paper was produced by a volunteer team including: Star, 

Lotus, Ahimsa, Ra, Geoff Thomas,  Aide, Marie Boswarva,  Masthead compiled by Aide. Thanks 

to The Paper Folders.  Thanks to Ann Mansfi eld and her staff at The Green House Environment 

Shop. Contributors please present your work in Typewritten Format. We are NOT able to scan 

handwritten articles. Classifi eds and small items may be handwritten.

Dear Kuranda Paper,

 I write with horror etched across my consciousness as I have 

recently learned of the proposal of building a food irradiation plant 

in Cairns, (the fi rst in Australia !!). If this goes ahead we can all 

kiss GOODBYE to our.... Health, Economy, Ecology, Future, Our KIds 

Future, AND The Clean, Green Image our FOOD PRODUCE still retains 

at the present moment on the world market !!!! Japan & Europe will 

automatically reject our produce whether it be of plant or animal 

origin. Organically grown food once irradiated cannot be sold as 

organic!!!! Orphaned children in India used as guinea pigs had their 

white blood cell count raised 16 TIMES HIGHER after being subjected to 

this mutated muck after one month of eating it. This food is no longer 

recognisable as nutrition once irradiated, (E-Beamed, Electronic 

Pasturisation, Electronic ionisation) .... all these are the new terms 

to try to hide the word Irradiation, as these companies are well aware 

the world - wide population is not into irradiation so they name their 

dirty deeds (user-friendly ????) “Pasturisation, yes that’s one the sheep 

will recognise... we’ll use that”...  Well I call for a public investigation 

done with properly informed choice so that we and future generations 

are not led like lambs to the slaughter because of our ignorance now. 

I demand clean food for all ....  

For info: Contact Local Member, Senator Len Harris-4092 3194 or email: 

senator.harris@aph.gov.au and on the subject line put irradiated 

food...  thanks. Also you can contact Local member, Senator Andrew 

Bartlett- Ph: 1300 301 879 or email: senator.bartlett@democrats.org.

au for all the informed info. Hope to hear from the citizens of FNQ on 

this matter. Better active today than radioactive tomorrow...               

  Yours in harmony, Star Thomas.

Dear Kuranda Paper, Re: Alternative Runway In Kuranda.

 I absolutely agree with the concerns expressed by Zaiga 

Gardiner (The Kuranda Paper July edition)regarding the intense 

illumination at the lower end of Coondoo St., and I may just have a 

solution to the problem.  Make it even brighter!  Make it much bigger 

and brighter!  Let Coondoo St. beseen from space! But if we don’t want 

to take it THAT far...  How about an alternative runway? It is generally 

accepted that because of its topography, Cairns is not the 

ideal location for an International Airport, and it has long been 

suggested  (since WW2?) that Mareeba is the better site.  This being the 

case, what about a compromise? An alternative runway in Kuranda that 

caters specifi cally for a chosen few such as foreign dignities, hostage 

aircraft etc., could not possibly offend the good people of Cairns, and 

might console Mareeba for its loss. (All this and no tunnel either?) 

Considering the traditionally off handed manner in which Mareeba 

Shire Council appears to regard the wishes of Kuranda residents, this 

may have been their plan all along.

 Yours tongue in cheek, Lea Harris-Schmidt. 

“Living on Earth may be expensive, but it includes an annual free 

trip around the sun.”
Dear Kuranda Paper,

Cairns Post’s “Outdoor Passport” on18/7/03 states that you’ll fi nd 

great swimming spots on the Barron, but what Murdoch’s little paper 

doesn’t say is that if you do swim in the Barron you’ll probably cop 

a nasty ear infection or skin disorder. As any local can tell you the 

Barron is a cocktail of Ag chemicals,sewerage runoff and fertiliser. This 

cocktail according to the GBRMPA is badly harming the reef as well as 

the local children and any unsuspecting tourists. So is the Cairns Post 

into denial( A river in Egypt) or is it going on the denial by Mareeba 

Shire Council who refuses to test the river. I’ve heard that the Council 

uses the river as one of its many excuses not to build a public pool in 

Kuranda even though Mareeba and Dimbulah have had public pools for 

over 20 years.Happy swimming!    Andrew Ryan.

Dear Kuranda Paper,

Kuranda  and Julatten has not been represented by a councillor of their choice for some 

time now, whereas Cairns residents have 12 divisional councillors representing their diverse 

community interests. Both Kuranda and Julatten  have little in common with Mareeba yet we 

are ruled by a group of people who use our rates to service their own interests. I understand 

that Kuranda & Julatten contribute at least a half of all rates paid to Mareeba Shire but we 

receive little in return.One glaring example is the lack of a public pool in Kuranda. Both 

Mareeba & Dimbulah have had a pool for well over 20 years. Kuranda kids have to travel down 

the range or swim in the polluted Barron river. Kids who swim in the river regularly get ear 

infections and skin diseases.This same water is killing the reef but no one in power seems to 

give a stuff about our kids. Nearly all Kuranda residents have signed and sent a petition to 

Mareeba Shire about a pool and as usual our rulers have not the decency to reply.We can’t vote 

out the Mareeba Mafi a but we can vote out Lesley Clarke and Steve Bredhauer ,who are fully 

aware of this absurdly undemocratic farce. We want democracy and services in Kuranda and 

Julatten now.  Andrew Ryan

Dear Kuranda Paper, Re: Our Polluted Barron River

Cairns Post’s “Outdoor Passport” on18/7/03 states that you’ll fi nd great swimming spots on the 

Barron, but what Murdoch’s little paper doesn’t say is that if you do swim in the Barron you’ll 

probably cop a nasty ear infection or skin disorder. As any local can tell you the Barron is a 

cocktail of Ag chemicals,sewerage runoff and fertiliser. This cocktail according to the GBRMPA 

is badly harming the reef as well as the local children and any unsuspecting tourists. So is the 

Cairns Post into denial( A river in Egypt) or is it going on the denial by Mareeba Shire Council 

who refuses to test the river. I’ve heard that the Council uses the river as one of its many 

excuses not to build a public pool in Kuranda even though Mareeba and Dimbulah have had 

public pools for over 20 years.Happy swimming!  Andrew Ryan.
Dear Kuranda Paper,

Many people in Cairns think that their Council is undemocratic. Try living in Kuranda. We have 

no representation on probably the most undemocratic local government in Oz- Mareeba Shire 

Council. In Mareeba Shire there is no divisional representation which means that no one from 

Kuranda can ever sit on the Council unless they get more than 90% of the Kuranda vote. We are 

an Oz Bantustan. After all can’t trust those damn Kuranda hippies & murries on a respectable 

Council like Mareeba. Mareeba pollies know whats best for Kuranda! At the State level Kuranda 

is divided along the highway into the Cook and Barron River Electorates.Sophie’s choice 

between Lesley or Steve and wallah! Kuranda disappears. Can we join Cairns please? Then 

maybe we can get some of that democracy and some basic services that Cairns people take for 

granted! What’s the Minister for Local Government and No Democracy doing about this absurd 

farce? Just ask Lesley,Steve, or Mick Borzi,our Mayor of the Kuranda Bantustan.         Andrew 

Ryan.

Letters 
continued 
page 4

Dear Kuranda Paper, 

Congratulations to Star for that excellent report on food irradiation, 

& the Kuranda paper for publishing it. It is an important topic, & one 

the mainstream media is trying to keep concealed from us. The same 

is happening to other important issues, like globalization, corporate 

crime & hidden political & economic agendas. With the internet it is 

now easy to keep ourselves informed of items the mainstream media 

chooses to ignore. Try the following websites: www.newint.org/ 

www.wtowatch.org. www.corpwatch.org. www.indymedia.org. 

www.foe.org. On a different note it is pleasing to see the overhead 

powerlines fi nally disappearing from Coondoo street, & the 

Amphitheatre getting back on track again. Thanks to all those movers 

& shakers behind the scenes. Re: tourism in Kuranda, many visitors 

seem to arrive at the Skyrail terminal with no idea what there is to 

see & do in Kuranda. A simple stand with a Kuranda map, which the 

tourist Info Centre keeps, would be a great help & entice more people 

to spend time in the village & enjoy what is on offer. The tourist info 

centre seems to be in the wrong spot, as most visitors arrive by skyrail 

or train. Frank Burton.
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Local Consultant   
Geoff Thomas. 
Advanced Wind 
Technologies.
Ph: 4093 8899

KURANDA

S.E.S. 

40937188 
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“Everything the power of the world does is done in 
a circle. The sky is round, and I have heard that the 
earth is round like a ball, and so are all the stars.The 

wind, in its greatest power, whirls. Birds make their nests in 
circles, for theirs is the same religion as ours. The sun comes 

forth and goes down again in a circle. The moon does the same, 
and both are round. Even the seasons form a great circle in 

their changing, and always come back again to where they were. 
The life of a man is a circle from childhood to manhood, and 
so it is in everything where power moves. Our teepees were 
round like the nests of birds, and these were always set in 

a circle, the nations hoop, a nest of many nests, where 
the great spirit meant for us to hatch our children. But 

the Wasichus have put us in these square boxes. 
Our power is gone and we are dying, for the 

power is not in us anymore.” 

Black Elk

Below: The Amphitheatre’s new fan-dangled ride-on lawn mower courtesy 

of the Reef Hotel Casino.

Celebration of the reopening of 
the Amphitheatre

   Sunday 3/8/03 2pm - 10pm
THE WAIT IS OVER! We are re-opening 
our Community Arts Space which has 
been closed since September 2001, due 
to the extreme escalation of Insurance 
Premiums to Not-For Profi t Organisations 
like ourselves. It has been no small matter 
for a small town like ours to maintain 
community support for what appeared to 
many people to be “Dead in the Water‛. 
However, with perseverance and faith, and 
a passion for our venue that defi es logic, 
we are going to be open on 3rd August.
 Because of the continued support 
in our area, we, the committee, would 
like to have as our fi rst “gig”, an opening 
day for the community, refl ecting the 
diverse cultures and arts practices we 
are so fortunate to have here.
 All of our fundraising these last 
two years have been forced to happen 
outside our venue, making it hard to make 
ends meet, and still work on the constant 
upgrading of a facility that encompasses 
almost two hectares, but we had a boost 
earlier this year with a successful grant 
funding from The Reef Casino Gambling 
Community Benefi t Fund for a ride-on-
mower. To keep the enthusiasm going, we 
named our fundraiser, The Energy Circle, 
which appears to he have struck a chord 
with the town, and so we will be calling our 
opening day by this name. As the venue 
has been closed for so long with little cash 
fl ow for upkeep, there has been a lot of 
work to be done, and a concerted effort 
to upgrade the facility by members and 
the community has been inspiring. We 
are, however, running low on tools and 
equipment. IF anybody has been taking 
care of any of the Amp. equipment eg. 
lights, leads, guerneys, power tools etc. we 
would appreciate it if they were returned   
- no questions asked. Many businesses 
have donated goods needed to get the 
work done, and Mareeba Shire Council has 
donated $4000 of work and materials “in 
kind”.
THE ARTISTIC VISION OF THE ENERGY 
CIRCLE OPENING DAY 
Sunday 3/8/03, 2pm - 10pm, Sundays are 
our Market days and by 2pm local workers 
get a chance to come to the event, and 
tourists will be a bonus. The theme is 
obviously CIRCLES, and as our venue is a 
natural amphitheatre, it lends its self to 
this concept.
 Member for Barron River, Dr 
Lesley Clarke, with Djabagui Elder, Mr 
Milton Brim will offi cially open the day, and 
the afternoon will feature workshops on: 
Banner painting and raising the banners 
to the tree tops Circus Skills.  Musicians 
will perform or run music making and 
percussion workshops in the afternoon. 
Kassowary Circus will run circus skills 
workshops, and Mrs. Pat will help the young 
ones “costume up” for the afternoon. The 
stage will have lots of performances in the 
afternoon. 
Tai Chi and Karate demonstrations.
 Bar and Food will be available on 
the day.

On dusk, costumed youth [still room for a 
couple more] will encourage the audience to 
sit in circles painted on the terrace, where 
a surprise gift will be given to audience 
members to enable them to participate in 
the opening main show, which will be from 
5.30pm to 7pm and will be a showcase of 
Kuranda‛s artists and performers. The 
theme is “Kuranda Tribal” and “Light”. 
Throughout the day and for the evening 
there will be some excellent bands and 
performers; Claire and De Loons, local jazz 
heroes, June Graham, Rudy Homberger, 
Dave Hart and Clive Ward. Get Reel, Celtic 
at its best with Gayle Betts, Kirk Steele, 
Dave Martin, Laurie Ernst,Snake Gully, 
Willie and the Poor Boys, Funky Reggae 
and World music, Willie Brim, Aiden Brim, 
Isaac Crowley, Janey Modric, Woyaya
Kassowary Circus performances, Mantaka 
Dance Troupe, Roses of the Desert, 
Tablelands Belly Dancing Troupe. Suzie 
Lee, Physical theatre Pitter Patter, Also 
Percussion with
Unsummoned, a New upcoming group with a 
forceful set of original material - featuring 
- Ahimsa Thomas,  Scott Anderssen, Rowan 
Carroll, Mark Jones & Josh Fox. Plus other 
musical and movement surprises.
All musical and theatrical presentation will 
have a “coming together” theme, as well as 
a Kuranda song element. [We have loads of 
songs about Kuranda!]
We envisage that this will be a harmonious, 
“up” kind of day, giving everyone who wants 
to be involved an opportunity to do so.
So, what will all of this great stuff 
costs? Adults: $10, Schoolies:$2, Pre-
schoolers free. No concessions
Come and celebrate the reclaiming of our 
ONLY arts space in town!!
Thanks to all who have worked so hard, 
and stayed with it over the last two years, 
this couldn‛t have happened without you. 
Diana. (President)

Coming bookings for 
August at the Amphitheatre are:

August 23 
The John Butler Trio [Tickets at 

Kuranda Video /Ticketlink.]
August 31 

Kurandafest Recovery Party at 
the Amphitheatre 

10 am - 6p
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KURANDA MEDIA ASSOCIATION INC.

Notice of Annual General Meeting

 The membership of the Kuranda Media 

Association Inc.are advised that the 

A.G.M.of the Association will be held on 

Tuesday 26th.August 2003 at 6.00pm in 

the recreation room of the Fire Station 

in Coondoo Street Kuranda.Non members 

are invited to attend and join prior to the 

meeting (subject to approval). 

The Business will include election of offi ce 

bearers in the Management Committee.

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE   Allan Rose.
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Servicing Kuranda 
and District 

Regular Pool Servicing. 

Green Pool Clean ups. 

Pump-Filter-Chlorinator  

Repairs 

Pump-Filter-Chlorinator Sales 

and service. 

Free Quotes and Chemical  

delivery. 

Ph: 4031 3600 
Fax: 4031 3661 

SOMMER 
P A I N T I N G  S E R V I C E S 

Q.B.S.A. Lic. No. 076195 

P h / F a x  4 0 9 3  0 1 4 6    M o b i l e :  0 4 1 3  3 1 3  8 2 3   

Your Local Painter

Domestic      Commercial      Maintenance 

Specialising in repaints 

NO JOB TOO SMALL!!! 

DARYL STYLES 

PLUMBING 

MAINTENANCE 
0417232567 or 40939151 

All Domestic Repairs and 

Installations 

Local Plumber       QBSA No 80021 
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Globalisation book review
By Philippa Clarkson, Kuranda Partners for Peace

The Lexus and the Olive Tree by Thomas Friedman
The New Rulers of the World by John Pilger

 I read two books recently which present some contrasting views of 
that controversial beastie, globalisation...
 New York Times correspondent Thomas Friedman chats engagingly 
about the tug-of-war between the Lexus (a luxury model car), which represents 
our desire for progress and a better life, and the olive tree, which represents 
our roots, our humanity, home and identity.  
 Globalisation, according to Friedman, contains many paradoxes - at its 
best, the new interconnected system we fi nd ourselves living in gives us new 
ways to express ourselves and preserve our olive trees - but it can also destroy 
that same uniqueness by homogenising environments until around the world it‛s 
all Anywhere, USA.  
And just why is the USA so dominant, you might ask?  
 Why, despite Friedman presenting globalisation as being unrelated to 
politics but simply a mass event that nobody controls, does he assert that “the 
hidden hand of the market will never work without a hidden fi st - the US Army, 
Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps”?
 What has really been globalised, as John Pilger graphically illustrates, 
is poverty.  
 In over 90 countries the IMF and World Bank have implemented 
policies of “structural adjustment” designed to give the USA and friends 
unrestricted access to markets, natural resources and cheap labour.  
Mountains of unrepayable debt are created, enslaving many developing 

countries as effectively as imperialism ever did.  
 Subsidies that make essentials affordable for the poorest are given 
the chop and services are wiped out, with massive human consequences: Pilger 
quotes a UN report saying that every year globalisation kills 12 million children 
under the age of fi ve.  (Makes those Iraq sanctions look pretty tame, doesn‛t 
it!)  
 And what if a country would rather not hand over the goods, and 
refuses to fall in line with the US agenda?  
Well, this is where that iron fi st comes in mighty handy...  Even a democratically 
elected government is not immune to “regime change” - through assassination, 
through showering rivals with military hardware, cash and CIA terrorist 
training, or maybe just through outright warfare if a good enough excuse can 
be found.  (Weapons of mass destruction, anyone?) 
 This version of events is glossed over in Friedman‛s book, and in fact 
doesn‛t appear clearly anywhere in the mainstream media.  
We are told that the economic benefi ts of globalisation, despite accruing to a 
select few, are supposed to “trickle down” to everyone and if it isn‛t working, 
then we need to tighten our belts and structurally adjust a bit harder.  
 We are told a fable in which “we” are the good guys and only use our 
military forces in the service of “democracy” and “liberation”.  
 But my Mum always told me to be suspicious of someone whose words 
sound good, but whose actions are something else entirely.
 * Kuranda Partners for Peace - we are a community group dissatisfi ed 
with the usual media coverage of complex events such as the Iraq confl ict.  
We‛re seeking to explore the issues underlying the news through sharing 
different perspectives and in depth information.  
Interested in joining us?  Phone 4093 9647 or email action4peace_
Kuranda@yahoo.com.au for details of our next meeting.  The books are both 
available from the library.

Letters continued....
Dear Kuranda Paper, 

Re: Kuranda Rainforest Aquatic & Aquarium Centre.

Negotiations between the Kuranda Community and Mareeba Shire Council over a 

Kuranda public pool seem to have broken down over the issue of money. So lets 

use the Kuranda Tourist Levy Money, local rates and ATSIC money to fund a Kuranda 

Rainforest Aquatic & Aquarium Centre that will attract more tourists to Kuranda 

as well as providing a much needed public facility for the locals. As well as a 

Rainforest themed aquatic centre with waterfalls,water slides and swimming pools 

the Centre could use successful ideas from other tourist ventures like an aquarium 

and underwater tunnel. The Sydney Aquarium uses an underwater tunnel with fi sh 

swimming above the tourists to showcase the Harbour marine life. Kuranda could 

showcase its freshwater marine life such as platypus, freshwater crocodile,crayfi sh

eels,tortoises and fi sh species. Such a Centre would need to be in the village. The 

large carpark area near the library,already owned by Council, would be ideal. If you 

support this concept please contact our two State Members Lesley Clarke and Steve 

Bredhauer,and our Mayor Mick Borzi. 

  Andrew Ryan.

Lets Bee Universal
What Is Bee Barter LETS Organisation
 There‛s a LETS (That‛s Local Energy Exchange System) group starting in 
Cairns.. We‛re going to call it Bee Barter and we‛re going to trade in Honey 
Pots instead of money. The idea is to get away from money as much as 
possible.
A Honey Pot will be our unit of currency. These will be exchanged between 
members as virtual money. After each transaction is complete a record will 
be sent to the administration who will then transfer units from one account 
to another upon verifi cation. For example: Sara gets a massage from Tania. 
Tania charges 20 Honey Pots for this service. The accountant transfers 20 
units from Sara‛s account to Tania‛s.
        Now let‛s say Sara bakes excellent cakes. Mary may buy one from Sara 
for 5 Honey Pots and $3. The $3 is for materials (eggs, fl our, etc) this will 
not be reported to the admin as it is a deal between Sara and Mary. Only the 
5 Honey pots is reported to admin so the transfer of virtual unit can take 
place.
        You can keep trading happily until you get to either 500 units in debt 
or 500 units in credit. At either end you may receive a letter from admin or 
have a cap placed on your account until you earn or spend. The point of the 
System is to allow a fl ow of goods and services between members without the 
restrictions of income. It is understood by all involved that at any one time 
½ the membership will be in debt. So long as no-one approaches the 500 unit 
limit all is well.
        The valuing of goods and services is up to those involved. The admin 
is not responsible for any personal fi nances or the reporting thereof. 
Membership fees will be set at $20 per year and $5 initial joining cost. 
There will also be a 3 Unit levy per month on each account. These fees are 
to cover administration and accounting costs. A family need have only one 
membership. Bee Barter LETS Organisation is managed by Bee Universal Inc. 
        Bee Universal Inc is an event management group that promote global 
and community issues relating to peace and healing. In the past we have 
facilitated the Peace Mandala Festivals at Machans Beach and the  Theatre 
of The Holy Numbers for the Solstice this year.
Those wishing to join Bee Barter LETS may contact Aneira on beeuniversal@
yahoo.com.au    
Or ring Renee on 4055 9761 for info on Bee Barter or Bee Universal. 
Application forms are avaliable from the Green House Environment Shop. 

Dear Kuranda Paper,

Kuranda Medical Service is still trying to organize a “Just Walk It” program. We 

are looking for an enthusiastic volunteer who is interested in regular walking & 

can co-ordinate this fairly simple program for any one else who wants to join in.

We have all the details at the surgery, so anyone who wants to add years to their 

life please contact Janet Condon the practice manager on 4093 7118.

  Yours truly, Dr Dave Cuming.

USE OUR 
RESOURCES 

WISELY, THEY ARE 
FINITE.

Profi le of Yvonne Drupper’s Solution 

Orient Counselling and Hypnotherapy
  Many of us who encounter the word ‘counselling’ still get the vivid 

impression of long sessions with the counsellor for extended periods of time. 

Sessions where one is expected to elaborate on past experiences, as the old way 

of counselling has long been to fi nd causes ‘where does it come from’ and knowing 

those, to try to eliminate them. This sounds logical but has the disadvantage of 

placing a lot of emphasis on the past, not the present and on personal fears, not on 

positive thinking.

 I have been trained in ‘Solution Oriented Counselling’ which is based on 

the view that it is much better to focus on ‘solutions’ and has proven to be very 

effi cient. I have also been trained in ‘Hypnotherapy’ which is centred around the 

idea of building a roadmap through positive images and in ‘NLP or Neuro Linguistic 

Programming’ which basically tries to fi nd alternative ways to use our internal 

communication processes. What I offer is a combination of these with the emphasis 

on ‘Solution Oriented Counselling’ as I have found this to be the most effective.

 Qualifi cations in the medical profession usually take the form of 

unpronounceable acronyms, and in my case these are Full Memb Asocha (Association 

of Solution Oriented Counselling and Hypnotherapy Australia), Cert SOC, Dip SOC 

(Ampersand), Cert Lic NLP (NLP Australia), hypnotherapy (postgraduate), Cert Mod 

Ericksonian (McGlendon) with a range of supportive certifi cates and diplomas like 

breast cancer support, target counselling and suicide intervention.

 As a resident of Kuranda it is exciting to see the new Kuranda Medical 

Centre taking shape and to have the opportunity to be part of this as well. You 

can contact me through the centre (07 4093 7118) for any inquiries or to make an 

appointment.

Effective Therapy Kuranda Yvonne Druppers

07 4093 7118 (B/H)07 4093 8589 (A/H)
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St Cristopher’s Catholic  

Church 
Barang St 

Our Sunday Mass will be held at 6 pm  

 1st Wednesday of each month 

Mass 7.30 pm 

 If someone in your family has  

a drinking problem, you can see 

what it is doing to them. But can 

you see what it is doing to you ? 

AL-ANON can  

   help you 

Meetings : 

Kuranda 10.30 a.m. Sunday 

Neighbourhood Centre 

Cnr. Coondoo & Barang Sts. 

Ph 4093 0462 

... if there‛s no 
peace and happiness

within our mind 
this dominant

experience of mental 
suffering or

unhappiness will not 
enable us to
enjoy physical 

comfort.  

The Dalai Lama.

Veg Out Cafe Update!
    Veg Out Cafe is still churning out the meals, feeding 
locals and tourists from 10.15am until 2.15pm. Deliveries 
around town are usually available during this time, although 
when it‛s really busy a delivery may take a little longer!                  
There‛s only Tracey and Julian in there but they‛re very fi t! 
Lardoo‛s, Simply Wonderfuls, Barfi , Coconut and Date Logs 
and other wonderful sweets are all for the taking, while the 
main meals get nervous. Their CD and cookbook are availble 
too. Demand something from them anytime. Catering is 
also available and evening bookings of 8 or more are most 
welcome.  Ph: 4093 8483 or 042 572 5901.
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* Internet service available 
* Any 5 Weekly movies for $11 
* TV or Video machine hire from $33 per month 
* $3.30  to $6.60 Overnight movies 
* Game hire and DVD’s 
* Refreshments

KURANDA VIDEOS 
Shop 4,  3 Rob Veivers Dr 
KURANDA 
Phone/Fax 4093 7664 

Business Hours

Watch What You Want — When You Want 

7 Days  

a Week 

     10 am.  
     to 8 pm. 

LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE AND LANDSCAPING.  

LAWN MOWING (COMMERCIAL AND BODY CORPORATE) 

 WEEED CONTROL, GARDEN DESIGN SERVICE.  

SUPPLY OF ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY PLANTS.  

INSTALL AND REPAIR IRRIGATION SYSTEMS  

LOCAL KURANDA BUSINESS –  

FOR PROMPT, FRIENDLY ADVICE CONTACT CRAIG 4093 8104.  

GREAT FOOD 

WIDE SELECTION 
CLASSY COFFEE OUR SPECIALITY 

OPEN FROM 8.00AM—5.00PM 

PH.  4093 7184  5 COONDOO STREET 

Are your business records in a mess? 
Is it costing you too much to prepare for tax? 

I can teach you how, or help you out 
(including Self Managed Super Funds) 

Julie Schofield BBus (Acc) 

ABN6 62 678 178 678 

10 Years ATO Experience      2 Years Accounting 

47 Bangalow Place                    Phone 4093 9304 

Kuranda 4872                          Fax 4093 9505 

jurasco@tpg.com.au                 Mobile 0417 917 351

“let yourself be open 

and life 

will be easier.”

buddha

Peace and 
Tranquility are 
Essential for 

Mankind
On the last 

Saturday of each 
month at the QCWA 

hall in Kuranda, at 
5:00 pm  We hold a 
meeting where the 

scriptures of various 
Faiths are read. 

Spiritual growth can 
help us  and an hour 
of Peace, Tranquility 

and Meditation is 
good for everyone. 
Each and everyone 

is welcome. The 
meeting is free and 
light refreshments 
will be served after 

it. For further 
information contact 

Roofi a 
 40 930 396.
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DEADLINES
September 2003 Paper

Editorial: Thurs 21 Aug

Advertising: Thurs 21 Aug

Classifi eds: Mon 25 Aug

Paper out: Thur 29Aug
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KURANDA RAINFOREST PARK

Come and experience the beauty and tranquility in our 

10 acre park only a short walk from Kuranda Village. 

                Cottages and Cabins - all fully self-contained 

                with verandahs or courtyards 

                Budget Accommodation (single and double rooms only) 

                Caravan and Campsites 

                On-site caravans for long-term residency. 

                                                               Annette and Hans Christensen 

                                Kuranda Heights Road, Kuranda 4872 

                                Phone/Fax: (02) 4093 7316 

                                E-mail: kur.vanp@austarnet.com.au

                                Website: www.kurandatouristpark.com 
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FIRE AWARENESS WEEK
STATION OPEN DAY

ON SUNDAY 24 AUGUST
STARTING AT 10:00 AM
    Kuranda Fire Station will be holding an 
Open Day on the 24 August to promote Fire 
Awareness Week. During the open day we 
would like to show visitors and the community 
of Kuranda into their Fire Station. We will 
hold displays of fi re fi ghting techniques, 
have a sausage sizzle, show videos, have 
giveaways,L‛il Squirt fi re engine will give 
rides and Blazer Bear is reported to show 
up on the day. We hope that you will come 
along,meet some of your local Firies and have 

a good time.

Queensland Fire and 
Rescue Service

Vacancies
Auxiliary Fire Fighters

Kuranda

The Kuranda Fire Station 
currently has a number of 
vacancies for Auxiliary Fire 
Fighters.

Main Duties
* Work as a member of a team 
which crews a fi re appliance or 
other emergency response vehicle 
in order to respond to emergency 
incidents (for example, fi res, 
vehicle entrapment, chemical 
spills, salvage operations).

* Provide basic fi rst aid, if 
required

* Promote community awareness 
in fi re prevention by participating 
in public education lectures/
demonstrations

Requirements
* Police Record check

* Hold a current “A” class licence 
and obtain an MR within (12) 
months

* Australian Citizen or Permanent 
Resident

* Able to obtain a medical fi tness 
certifi cate

* Live or work within 5 minutes 
travel from the fi re station

For further information please 
contact: 0417 138 576

QFRS is an Equal 
Opportunity 
Employer

Fact or Fiction….
what the medical evidence suggests.

Is the green skin on potatoes harmful?

 When potatoes are exposed to light, toxic substances called solanine 

& chaconine form & are visible as a green tinge on the potato skin especially 

washed potatoes packed in clear plastic bags or exposed to brighter lights.

As with most toxins, the dose can be poisonous. Small quantities will not do 

any harm but a completely green skinned potato would have enough solanine to 

cause a stomach upset & might make a small child vomit.

 Contrary to current claims circulating on the internet, there is no 

evidence that either of these toxins is carcinogenic & with a food consumed 

as commonly as the potato we would have expected to see evidence of this by 

now. Medical literature shows no link with cancer.

 Practical Tip: Neither solanine nor chaconine are destroyed by cooking 

but can be removed by thick peeling. If the potato is small & green either throw 

it out or take it back & complain to the retailer.

      Dr Dave Cuming   

      Kuranda Medical Service

Peace and Tranquility 

are Essential for Mankind

 On the last Saturday of each month at the QCWA 

hall in Kuranda, at 5:00 PM  We hold a meeting where the 

scriptures of various Faiths are read. Spiritual growth can 

help us and an hour of Peace, Tranquility and Meditation is 

good for everyone. Each and everyone is welcome. 

 The meeting is free and light refreshments will be 

served after it. 

For further information 

contact Roofi a on 4090 0396.

Recruitment of Foster Carers
 

 Since October 1997, Cairns Shared Family Care has 

been providing a Shared Family Care program for children in 

need of out-of- home care in the Cairns district (from Aloomba 

in the south to Daintree Township in the north and west to 

Koah).  

 Cairns Shared Family Care constantly needs to recruit 

potential Foster Carers for training and possible approval as 

registered Foster Carers.

 At this point in time, we are in need of new Foster 

Carers in all areas and accordingly, we seek your assistance.  

            If you would like further information, please contact 

our agency on 4051 3926.  Your assistance will be greatly 

appreciated.

Foster carers are needed in the Kuranda Area

Cairns Shared Family Care is the local community based Foster Care agency 

    Foster Carers are fi nancially and emotionally secure people who are fl exible and have the ability 

to offer a safe home for children at risk.  They are trained, assessed and supported to care for 

children in need of out-of-home care.

    If you are interested in becoming a Foster Carer to care for children in your home, or would like 

more information about this,  please phone  Cairns Shared Family Care on 4051 3926.
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QCWA KURANDA BRANCH 

NEWSLETTER AUGUST 2003 
   Well, it was here comes July - there 

goes July - and huge sighs of relief from 

all our members (and some husbands/

partners).   Kuranda QCWA members 

have not only been busy in their own 

branch but also travelling to branches 

throughout the Far Northern Division 

- from Silkwood to Port Douglas to Mt. 

Molloy and a several Branches within 

this circle.  While not required to attend 

other Branch Annual Meetings, ours is a 

sisterhood and where possible we like to 

show our support (along with the local 

communities) for these hardworking 

ladies. 

    With our Annual Meeting held on 

July 16, we would like to congratulate 

and welcome back the Branch Executive 

who were returned to offi ce for another 

year.  President: Mrs Marion Hubbard; 

Vice Presidents: Mesdames Emily Matsen 

and Jeanine Veivers; Treasurer: Mrs 

Sandra McCorry and Secretary: Mrs 

Yvonne Dighton. Our Branch is looking 

forward, once again,  to contributing to 

the Kuranda Community.  We would also 

like to thank those invited guests who 

attended the Annual Meeting. Results 

for our handcraft members at both 

Innisfail and Cairns Shows were worth 

the hard work and travelling back and 

forth. Entries covered several crafts 

from Bobbin Lace to Handmade Cards.  

Congratulations to Sandra McCorry for 

her success at Innisfail and taking off the 

Trophy for Champion Hardcraft.Sandra’s 

decorated fabric covered box was the 

envy of all. On Friday, August 1, Kuranda 

branch will host the Divisional Handcraft 

Meeting. A display and talk on Thai 

Handcrafts to be given by Mrs Sue Hoger 

will add interest to this meeting. 

    AUGUST CRAFT CLASS:  RIBBON 

EMBROIDERY - class to be held on 

WEDNESDAY, AUG 6 (9.30 - 11.30am) 

- QCWA Hall Kuranda, kits $5 approx, 

at cost, will be available for the class. 

Come along and join us.

    Charity Bowls Night: The QCWA scribe 

is fast running out of suitable adjectives 

to describe our team’s efforts. After 

listening to the reasons for not winning, 

one can only assume that “a respectable 

beating” was the outcome of this 

particular competition. However, if 

enthusiasm was skill there’s no doubt 

that we would be gold medal winners in 

any competition.  The raffl e of a meat 

tray (with the compliments of Kuranda 

Butchery) and petrol vouchers did raise 

a nice little sum for our nominated 

charity.   

   For Hall Bookings, please contact 

C. Jeanes on 40937187.  For other 

queries, contact the Branch Secretary 

on 40937016.
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bookings essential

An afternoon of Banner Painting  for primary school kids. 

A time to paint, create and learn some interesting facts about water  
The banners will be proudly displayed at Envirofiesta. 

There will be a Circus and Dance workshops in the middle of the session. 
Please bring an apron. 

Parents are welcome to attend. 
Please ring to let us know your coming call Paul on 4032 1746 or 0405 761 060. 

This is another Envirofiesta project aimed at linking the community together for 
the environment through art, culture and celebration. 

Envirofiesta and Graft’N’Arts proudly present 

Did you know… 
Young Peoples Banner Painting DayYoung Peoples Banner Painting DayYoung Peoples Banner Painting DayYoung Peoples Banner Painting Day 

+ Dance & Circus Workshop 

Graft'N'Arts 124 Grafton St (corner of Aplin St) 

3 & 10th August   1 to 5 pm (two Sunday afternoons) 

Envirofi esta 2003 Far 

North Queensland’s biggest 

environmental festival
Sunday 24th August at the Tanks Art Centre

  

 Cairns and Far North  Environment Centre’s (CAFNEC) 

colourful culturally diverse fun-fi lled day for all ages is on again. This 

year’s focus is on celebrating “Water - our most precious resource” 

in recognition of  2003 being UNESCO’s International Year of Fresh 

Water.

  The quality of entertainment and activities that has become 

a feature of Envirofi esta will again fi ll the day with enjoyment and 

education. Attractions include live music and cultural performances, 

exhibitions and workshops on aspects of sustainable living (for both 

children and adults), interactive circus performances, Eco-friendly 

market stalls, great tasting world foods prepared by C.AFNEC.,s own 

friendly catering crew, large friendly kids space with an extensive 

and interactive  program , an expanded recycled art exhibition and 

auction, and last but not least the ever popular and increasingly 

renowned Recycled Fashion Parade!

  The day will start with a welcome to country by traditional 

inhabitants @ 10.00am on the Clam Shell stage, and will end around

10.00pm after the funky Recycled Fashion Parade with some great 

dancing music in Neptune’s Palace.

 This year Envirofi esta has even more activities for everyone

to enjoy with an expanded young peoples space and a new adults 

workshop and seminar area .The theme of Water for this year

Envirofi esta will see the Tanks Art Centre turned into another world. 

Working within the spirit of participation we ask all Guests to 

consider dressing within the theme of Water. This can be as grand or

as humble as you wish.

 Envirofi esta is CAFNEC’s annual fundraising and public exposure 

event. It showcases the organizations community spirit and current 

campaigns within the most diverse wilderness area in Australia. This

is a prime time for all members of the FNQ community to increase 

their network of friends and enjoy the community spirit that is so 

rich in Cairns. Please place the 24th August on your calendar and 

remember to bring lots of friends. 

 We would like your help in  preparing for Envirofi esta 2003 

(e.g. help is needed in preparing the young peoples space and 

collection of recyclables and materials used to setup the venue) 

please contact CAFNEC and leave your details with one of our 

friendly crew. - email:envirofi esta@cafnec.org.au or phone 40321 

746 
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A research project to 

help older drivers retire and 

make alternative transport and 

lifestyle arrangements has been 

provided a $25,000 federal grant, 

Parliamentary Secretary to the 

Minister for Transport and Regional 

Services, Senator Ron Boswell, 

announced today.

The funding has been 

provided under the Australian 

Transport Safety Bureau’s (ATSB) 

2003 Road Safety Research Grant 

Scheme.

Dr Kryss McKenna of the 

Department of Occupational 

Therapy, University of Queensland, 

will oversee the project, entitled 

“Older road users: from driving 

cessation to safe transportation.”

Senator Boswell said the 

project aimed to develop resources 

to help retiring drivers make 

alternative transport and lifestyle 

arrangements, by drawing on 

the experience of retired drivers 

and older people who have never 

driven.

“There comes a time when 

older drivers recognise that it is 

not safe to continue driving, but 

many have diffi culty in making 

the change because they have 

not developed a practical plan 

for maintaining their lifestyle,” 

Senator Boswell said.

“This research will draw 

on the experience of those who 

have retired from driving and those 

who have never driven to develop 

practical guidelines for retiring 

drivers.

 “The importance of 

maintaining an active family and 

social life in retirement is widely 

recognised, and this research looks 

at how people use alternative 

transport choices to maintain a full 

and active lifestyle without driving.

 “There is a growing number 

of older Australians who recognise 

that they should stop driving, and 

this research will help us to provide 

practical advice for people working 

through that process.”

 Senator Boswell said 

that the Federal Government 

made these grants available to 

researchers and the community 

so that people with good research 

ideas could compete for funding.

 “The Road Safety Research 

Grant Scheme aims to promote 

interest in road safety research 

from a wide range of research 

disciplines, and this project 

will apply expertise from the 

occupational therapy fi eld to a 

recognised road safety problem,” 

Senator Boswell said.

 Contact – Leah Nicoll 07 

3001 8150      

Mob: 0407 132 284
 

$25,000 RESEARCH GRANT TO HELP 

OLDER DRIVERS RETIRE

FLYING THE COOP ?

TO FILL THAT EMPTY NEST !

Contact Louise Cox...4093 9050 / 0421 023 605
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A big thankyou to Leon Cartledge for a workshop on the 
pottery wheels last month.  Thanks also to Mr Seiji Cho 
who presented a demonstration of Japanese porcelain 
throwing, and to Alison Kempe for organising it at short 
notice.
 
WORKSHOPS
We have no visiting artist this month.  Our workshop 
will be on SATURDAY, AUGUST 3rd at 10.30am at 
the Stables.  It is some time since we have had some 
unstructured workshop time, so this will be an opportunity 
to practise wheel throwing skills, and share ideas.  Bring 
money for clay only.
 
THE FUTURE OF THE MUD SLINGERS
In an introspective moment at the last meeting, the Mud 
Slingers present discussed our future as an organisation.  
As president, I will be looking at reducing my involvement 
at this year,s A.G.M.  In the absence of anyone to take 
on responsibilities for fundraising and for kiln fi ring, we 
may look for ways to change the nature of the group, scale 
down or even ways of staging a graceful death by early 
next year.  (In the meantime, all will continue as usual!)  
If you have suggestions or strong opinions on the future, 
speak to me!
Ian Whittaker 4093 9652

Ian and Tonya 
Whittaker are 
delighted to 
announce the 

birth of 
Layla Rani

on the 20th 
of June 2003 

weighing 
3920g or 8lb 
10oz [almost] 
at Mareeba 

Hospital, Qld, 
a sister for 

Mia.

Healthy Body Healthy Mind
    It’s great to see that most of our community has 

begun to realise the strong infl uence that our state 

of mind has on our physical health.

    The idea that our body, mind and spirit are all 

interconnected has become widely recognised and 

there has been a resurgance in holistic medicine/ 

natural therapies. Orthodox medical practitioners 

and scientist’s, have well documented the effects 

that our thoughts can have on our bodies.

    It is important to remember that this body/mind 

connection works both ways. Thus our physical 

health can infl uence our thoughts and emotions 

i.e. our mental health. Our brains are fed by blood 

supply from our lower bodies and the quality of our 

blood is largely determined by the food we eat and 

our digestive function. 

    Poor blood supply to the brain or lack of nutrient 

will defi nitely effect our cognitive processes and the 

way we feel in general. This is especially important 

in mental illness. Conditions such as depression, 

anxiety, alzheimers,autism, bipolar, schizophrenia 

and ADHD have been found to be associated with 

nutrient defi ciencies, especially, Zinc, B vitamins 

and essential fatty acids. Also, chemicals can cause 

damage to nerve cells and result in impairment of 

mental abilities. They can also disrupt the endocrine 

system [hormonal balance]. Most of us are well 

aware of the impact our hormones can have on our 

moods.

    Even simply not drinking enough water can 

dehydrate cells and impair cognitive functions.

    By improving the function of our digestive, 

nervous and endocrine system we can improve the 

way we think and feel. These principles hold true for 

minor ailments through to more serious conditions.

Physical ways to improve mental health, drink about 

2 Lts fi ltered or spring water daily Avoid cigarettes 

and other drugs, limit alcohol and caffeine eat 

a balanced diet of fresh whole foods. Reduce 

chemical exposure i.e. pesticides, chlorinated 

water, petrochemical based shampoos, conditioners, 

moisturisers and toothpastes [natural options at 

health food store], chemical perfumes and room 

fresheners etc.

    Investigate before vaccinating. Supplement with 

herbal medicine or other nutrients when necessary.

    Holistic treatment involves treating body, mind 

and spirit.

   By B J Mc Dean

BJ is a qualifi ed naturopath practising at White-Ryan 

Acupuncture Clinic 179 Jensen St Edge Hill 

Ph 40 536299

>

 Modern day Noah

   And the Lord spoke to Noah and said, “In one year, I am going to make it 

rain and cover the whole earth with water until all fl esh is destroyed. 

   But I want you to save the righteous people and two of every kind of living 

thing on the earth. Therefore, I am commanding you to build an Ark.” In a 

fl ash of lightning, God delivered the specifi cations for an Ark. In fear and 

trembling, Noah took the plans and agreed to build the Ark. 

  “Remember” said the Lord, “You must complete the Ark and bring 

everything aboard in one year.” 

   Exactly one year later, fi erce storm clouds covered the earth and all the 

seas of the earth went into a tumult. The Lord saw Noah was sitting in his 

front yard weeping. 

  “Noah,” He shouted. “Where is the Ark?” 

  “Lord, please forgive me!” cried Noah. “I did my best, but there are big 

problems. 

   First, I had to get a permit for construction and your plans did not comply 

with the codes. I had to hire an engineering fi rm and redraw the plans. Then 

I got into a fi ght with the Occupational Health & Safety Commission over 

whether or not the Ark needed a fi re sprinkler system and fl otation devices. 

Then my neighbour objected, claiming I was violating zoning ordinances by 

building the Ark in my front yard, so I had to lodge a Rezoning Application 

with the City Council & it is now with the Land & Environment Court. 

I had problems getting enough wood for the Ark, because there was a ban 

on cutting trees to protect the Kookaburra. I fi nally convinced the Dept 

of Conservation & Land Management that I needed the wood to save the 

kookaburras. However, National Parks & Wildlife won’t let me catch any 

kookaburras, so no kookaburras. 

The carpenters formed a union and went out on strike. I had to negotiate a 

settlement with the Dept of Industrial Relations before anyone would pick 

up a saw or a hammer. Now, I have 16 carpenters on the Ark, but still no 

kookaburras. 

When I started rounding up the other animals, I got sued by the RSPCA. They 

objected to my only taking two of each kind aboard. 

Just when I got the suit dismissed, the EPA notifi ed me that I could not 

complete the Ark without fi ling an environmental impact statement on Your 

proposed fl ood. They didn’t take very kindly to the idea that they had no 

jurisdiction over the conduct of the Creator of the universe. 

Then the Dept of Land and Water Conservation demanded a map of the 

proposed new fl ood plain. I sent them a complete set of UBDs & Gregory’s. 

   Right now, I am trying to resolve a complaint fi led with the Equal 

Employment Opportunity Commission that I am practicing discrimination by 

not taking godless, unbelieving people aboard! The Australian Tax Offi ce has 

seized my assets, claiming that I’m building the Ark in preparation to fl ee the 

country to avoid paying taxes. I also have to wait for the registration of my 

ABN for the GST. 

I just got a notice from the Waterways Authority that I owe them some kind 

of user tax and I have failed to register the Ark as a “recreational water 

craft.” I also need a Boat Drivers Licence but they are debating about how to 

classify the craft. 

   I am getting continual visits from Greenpeace, RSPCA, WorkCover, Sheriff’s 

Offi ce & numerous other government departments. 

   Finally, the Australian Council for Civil Liberties got the courts to issue an 

injunction against further construction of the Ark, saying that since God is 

fl ooding the earth, it’s a religious event and therefore unconstitutional. 

   I really don’t think I can fi nish the Ark for another 5 or 6 years!” Noah 

wailed. 

 The sky began to clear, the sun began to shine and the seas began to calm. 

A rainbow arched across the sky. Noah looked up hopefully. 

“You mean you are not going to destroy the earth Lord?” 

 “No,” said the Lord sadly. “I don’t have to, bureaucracy already has.”

 Member for Leichhardt 

Warren Entsch has appealed to 

Premier Peter Beattie to afford the 

residents of Russett Park the same 

consideration he was so eager to 

give residents of Trinity Park.

 He said the Russett Park 

residents face far more than a 

failed development; they face 

an extremely dangerous and life-

threatening situation.

 “I congratulate the Premier 

for allowing common sense to 

prevail in Trinity Park,” he said.

 “I thank Peter Beattie 

for the gusto and urgency with 

which he resolved the Bluewater 

debacle by agreeing to amend the 

management plan of the Trinity 

Inlet-Marlin Coast Marine Park,” 

Mr Entsch said.

 “Peter Beattie now needs to 

apply the same gusto and urgency 

to resolving the long-standing 

issue of emergency access when 

the existing causeway is fl ooded 

at Russett Park by amending 

the management plan of the 

surrounding World Heritage area to 

allow residents to use an existing 

disused timber track when the only 

other road into the community is 

cut off by fl oodwaters.”

 During wet season residents 

of Russett Park can be stranded for 

days at a time when the Barron 

River fl oods the causeway on the 

only road into the community. 

 With a multi-million dollar 

bridge out of range of the Mareeba 

Shire Council’s budget, the only 

affordable alternative for Russett 

Park residents is to give them 

emergency access to a 1.2km 

stretch of an existing timber track 

when the road is fl ooded.

Entsch Urges Premier to Give 

Russett Park Residents the 

Same Attention he Gave Trinity Park 

True Spirituality
    Another morning ‘Abdu’l-Baha began at once to speak as he joined the group

of seekers. He said: “Praise be to God, this century is a glorious century;may 

love increase every day; may it strike fi re to light the candle in the

darkness, like a gift and mercy of God.

   “Know, O thou possessors of insight, that true spirituality is like unto a

lake of clear water which refl ects the divine. Of such was the spirituality

of Jesus Christ. There is another kind which is like a mirage, seeming to be

spiritual when it is not. That which is truly spiritual must light the path

to God, and must result in deeds. We cannot believe the call to be spiritual

when there is no result. Spirit as reality and when the spirit in  each  o f

us seeks to join  itself with the Great reality it must in turn give life

the jews in the  time of Christ were dead having  no real life . and  jesus

actully wafted a new breath into their bodies . behold what has been

accomplished  since ?

 Anyone requiring further information should 

contact Roofi a Solouki on 4093 0396.
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$3.6 MILLION FUNDING BONANZA FOR 

TABLELANDS
Almost $3.6 million in federal funds has been approved for a further seven 
projects on the Atherton Tablelands, bringing to more than $6 million the funds 
provided to the region through the Federal Government’s Sustainable Regions 
Programme. 

Funding for the diverse projects will be announced on Monday 
morning at Koah in the Mareeba Shire by the National Party Senator Ron 
Boswell and Federal Member for Leichhardt, Warren Entsch. 

Senator Boswell said the Atherton Tablelands has been 
allocated up to $18 million over three years under the Sustainable Regions 
Programme which helps selected regions meet the test of major economic, 
social or environmental change.

“This funding will open the doors to important economic 
opportunities in the region which has been hit hard by a whole range of 
changing circumstances within the agricultural sector,” Mr Entsch said.

Senator Boswell said the funding would address a number 
of regional priorities including encouraging the development of local tourism, 
fostering enterprise development, broadening the economic base, creating 
new jobs and skills development opportunities and ultimately building 
community capacity.  
The projects include:

Tourism 

• Development of the Mareeba Wild Animal Park at Koah to enhance 
tourism ($491,900).

• The creation of a world class safari camp to enhance the eco-tourism 
experience in the Atherton Tablelands through the Mareeba Wetland 

Foundation ($250,000).
• New accommodation for backpacker, selfdrive tourism and seasonal 

workers at the Kalamunda Caravan Park in Walkamin (Atherton Shire) 
($150,000).

Construction of the tourism heritage centre at the Great Northern Mine site in 
Herberton as part of the community hub precinct being developed on the old tin 
mine ($253,000).

Festival Time is here again
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Congratulations
to Julie & Whisky of Speewah on the arrival 

of their beautiful new daughter Samara 

Elyse, born 10 July 2003. Above drawing by

Ellie Geering 3 years old.

Below: Julie, Whisky and Samara going for a walk.

EnviroCare is celebrating corridors 

PO Box 494  Kuranda  4872  Phone: 4093 8834 
www.envirocare.org.au 

CELEBRATING THE 
KURANDA

ENVIROLINK
WILDLIFE CORRIDOR 

Saturday 2nd August 2003 at 3pm 
On this day, we will pay tribute to the hundreds of 
volunteers who planted over 40,000 trees during the past 
six years. We plan to plant the last few trees before 
retiring to the barbecue for a commemorative feast. 

This event is for you.  We’ve chosen a time when most 
people will have finished work and will be able to join in. 
If you ever planted a tree in the corridor in all these 
years, this party is for you.  If you drive, walk or ride 
through it and wonder at the change to the environment, 
this party is for you.  If you live in it, this party is for you.  

The site for the festivities will be in the corridor, along 
Myola-Oakforest Road between Mantaka and Kowrowa, and 
will be clearly marked with signs. 

It’s Party Time — See You There !
Another most important event coming up is the release of  

MAREEBA SHIRE’S INTEGRATED PLANNING ACT 

PLANNING SCHEME (what a mouthful!) for public comment. 

We’ve been waiting for this to be announced so we can get together with 
interested people in the community to study the draft plan and make 
submissions to Council if necessary.  We’ll be guided through the process 
by solicitors from the Environmental Defender’s Office and a town planning 
consultant. 

Please note in your diary Saturday 20th September, 4.30pm at

the Kuranda Medical Centre meeting room (corner Thongon and Barang 
Streets). Please let us know if you can’t make that session and we’ll try to 
arrange another that suits you.  

This is our chance to get ahead of the game, not always on our back foot 
because of old or irrelevant planning.  If the planning is right, then there’ll 
be controls on tree clearing, subdivisions in forested areas and things like 
proper access to subdivisions such as Russett Park. 

ENVIROFIESTA 

CAFNEC’s Envirofiesta is on Sunday 24th August at The Tanks Art Centre.   
Look out for the EnviroCare display trailer. 

CASSOWARIES ABOUND AROUND 

We are receiving reports of sightings of young and juvenile Cassowaries 
regularly these days.  This is probably because the adult birds are setting 
up for the next generation and are shoo-ing last year’s offspring away to 
find their own home ranges.  In an increasingly urban environment such 
as ours, Cassowary habitat is seriously under threat—food trees coming 
down and houses going up. 

Please refrain from feeding them.  This makes them dependent on 
humans for food handouts and puts them at risk of coming into contact 
with our dogs and cars.  For more information on Cassowaries, visit our 
web site on www.envirocare.org.au. 

Our next meeting will be on Wednesday 6th August at  

Kuranda Primary School, 7pm (Up the stairs, Arara St entrance) 

SPECIAL GUEST: Debbie-Sue Van Rangelrooy 

GREENING AUSTRALIA’S Ergon Energy Program Coordinator 

(trees under power lines) 

Chloe Geering Grade 2

In the forest, near the trees there lived a Lion, a Spider and a Butterfl y. They all 

lived happily in the forest.

One  day the Lion had a mean idea. He would do it in the morning. When the nice 

animals woke up the next morning the Lion said, “This is MY forest-go and fi nd 

your own one!”. So the animals said”We are going to fi nd a better place where 

we can drink water and eat grass!”. 

The next day, early in the morning the Butterfl y and the Spider went and found 

another forest. The Lion felt sad because he had been mean to the nice animals. 

To make friends again he decided to collect seeds and grow some more trees in 

the empty space between the two forests.

 The Lion waited until the trees grew and then he went and said to the nice 

animals,”I am sorry that I yelled at you. Let’s share each other’s forests”. The 

Spider and the Butterfl y said “OK” and they all played hide and seek together and 

lived happily ever after.

Shay is a ten year old girl living in Israel and 

is the granddaughter of Sylvia and Allan Rose 

.She naturally uses the Hebrew language and 

neither spoke nor understood English until she 

started lessons at school.Ten months later she 

wrote this poem in class:

MELANCHOLIA

Today I’m happy, tomorrow sad,

 Today its food, and tomorrow bed,

 Some days bite, and some day’s home,

 Maybe water and maybe stone.

 I saw green, and I saw blue,

 I heard an answer and I gave a clue.

 But now I’m old, my legs are weary,

 and tomorrow I’m going to marry,

 And start to have a normal life.

 And to say goodbye to the things that I like.

 Shay Rose, age: 10 years.

Organic Gardening
    I hope all your seedlings are growing 

well and that you are anticipating a good 

healthy crop of vegetables.

    My citrus trees have been prolifi c this 

year with a constant supply of delicious 

fruits. I have discovered mandarin juice 

with passion fruit in it to be a lovely 

treat.

    I expect to have citrus to eat for several 

weeks to come.

    My custard apple has produced some 

fruit but not as much as other years. My 

pumpkin vines have been wonderful, 

producing numerous large pumpkins. My 

pawpaws have produced large quantities 

of fruit but they have been lacking in 

fl avour, this is a indication they need 

more nourishment, liquid seaweed is my 

1st choice. 

    The spring rains have made gardening 

much easier, remember to  keep our plants 

well mulched to conserve the moisture.

  Marjorie Spear

Healthy Though Elderly
    My life has brightened up with the gift of 

a large friendly desexed tabby cat. He is a 

great joy to me, sits with me, talks to me 

and fi lls my life with company.

    I now feel motivated to continue using 

my exercise bike, my back frame and my 

foot exerciser. I have my appetite back and 

feel much stronger and heathier. Everyone 

says I look well and with a birthday next 

week that’s encouraging.             

    My eyesight is still a major obstacle to 

healthy life but with the help of friends 

I’m managing.

               Marjorie Spear 4093 7205

Kuranda Garden Group
A very disappointing turnout for the 

meeting held at the Botanic Gardens 

on 12 th July. Those who didn’t come 

should make a visit in the near future. 

The gardens were in peak condition 

with beautiful displays and everything 

clearly labelled.

If any reader would like a meeting at 

their home please phone me [Marjorie 

Spear 4093 7205]. At the moment we 

are unable to have any more meetings 

until December as no-one has invited us 

to view their garden until then.

Our December meeting is always held at 

my place fi rst, fi nishing at Pat and Lyle 

Greene’s where smoko is shared.

Marjorie Spear 

HEARD IT ON THE GRAPEVINE 2003
 Following two successive years as close runner up in the Amateur Wine Section 

of Cairns Show, our local winemaker, Bob Dighton, has a chest similar in size to a Pouter 

Pigeon at present! Bob fl ew home to Koah with a swag of blue, red and white ribbons, 

quite a few Highly Commended cards and - the big purple sash for Champion Winemaker 

of the Cairns Show 2003. Putting quite a bit of time and work into both winemaking 

and as President of the Cairns Amateur Winemakers Guild, his efforts have been justly 

rewarded.  Only problem now is to convince the good wife that he really needs a space 

in the Glass Cabinet in which to place the Trophy.  Congratulations Bob!

 Congratulations are also due to another local - Ann Simpson.  Having joined the 

CAWG late last year and, after attending a workshop in February, Ann made several litres 

of Jaboticaba Wine.  Must have been a good drop as only had 1 bottle still available to 

enter in the Cairns Show (after much nagging from CAWG President).  To her surprise - 

but not ours - this newbie took off 1st Place and a blue ribbon in the Medium Red Class.  

Ann was so excited that she actually disconnected the call when being informed of her 

win.  

 You can be there next year too.  For information on joining this club (33 yrs old 

and still going strong), please contact the Secretary on Ph: 40937016.

We are always looking for

submissions by local kids and 

youth.Email your art,writings  to 

kurandapaper@iig.com.au or leave in 

an envelope at the Greenhouse Shop in 

Coondoo Street.

Chris Wright passing the position of President to Lesley Mason for year 2003-2004

Rotary Commitee for 2003-2004

Back L-R:  Diamuid Houston, Allan Birchall, Chris Wright,  Steve Dominikovic, Lynn 

Neate. Front L-R: Lesley Mason,Valarie Birchall.

Rotary Committee for 2003 - 2004
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KURANDA CHAMBER OF 

COMMERCE & TOURISM INC
From all accounts, Kuranda is humming 

nicely at the moment. Refurbishment of the lower 

end of Coondoo Street is proceeding as planned.  

Disruption is occurring but is minimal with Council 

workers doing all they can to keep noise and dust 

down.  Artwork is looking great.

It’s always a shock when the trees come 

down, but it’s a necessary evil in order to pave the 

way for more appropriate vegetation.  The idea is to 

get a tree canopy over the road, like the upper end 

of Coondoo Street.  Yes, that’s a long way off, but if 

you never start you never get there.

MAPPING OUR FUTURE

We’ve moved away from the idea of an 

information booth at the Skyrail/train end of town 

in favour of map signs.  When visitors leave the 

terminals to come into Kuranda, they can walk to 

the left to Coondoo Street or right to Arara Street.  

Strategic placement of Kuranda maps and bus signs 

in each direction will help them choose how to get 

to where they want to go. These signs will work in 

conjunction with the hand held street map which is 

under production.

THE STREET MAP

 Your business will be contacted in the near 

future to ask if you want to be listed on the hand 

held street map.  This is probably our most effective 

marketing tool and is widely used by the Scenic 

Train, Skyrail and the Information Centre.

            THE KURANDAFEST  AUGUST 29-31  

  

The theme for the fest is HAPPY HIPPY.  Saturday 

is traditionally the day when the community lets 

its hair down.  It is hoped you’ll get into the 

happy mood and dress up yourself, your staff or a 

mannequin in hippy style. Or you could paint your 

van, decorate your bike or give that wheelie bin a 

hippy facelift.  Then, put your Happy Hippy into the 

grand parade.

Other ways the business community can give as good 

as it gets is to donate a percentage of Saturday’s 

takings to a local charity, offer discounts for the day, 

do a spring cleaning sale and convert those hard to 

sell curios in the bottom of the cupboard into hippy 

cash.  Maybe you could consider running a ‘special’ 

on the day or get noisy with dancers and musicians 

at your doorway.

 The town will be buzzing on Saturday 

evening with the grand parade and prize giving.  It’d 

be a brilliant touch to stay open till 8pm and show 

those locals who never get to your place what you’ve 

got.          CHANGE OF MEETING VENUE

 We are unable to meet at Billy’s Bar for 

our next meeting so we’ll be meeting at the new 

Kuranda Medical Centre at the corner of Barang and 

Thongon Streets—same time. 

 OUR NEXT MEETING will be at 5pm at 

Kuranda Medical on TUESDAY 5th AUGUST 

Jax Bergersen President  4093 8834 

Anja Bakker Vice President  4093 7575

Steve Caught Secretary  4093 9311 

Louise Mabbutt Treasurer  4093 7231

$3.6 MILLION FUNDING 

BONANZA FOR TABLELANDS
Almost $3.6 million in federal funds has 

been approved for a further seven projects on 

the Atherton Tablelands, bringing to more than $6 

million the funds provided to the region through 

the Federal Government’s Sustainable Regions 

Programme. 

Funding for the diverse projects will be 

announced on Monday morning at Koah in the 

Mareeba Shire by the National Party Senator Ron 

Boswell and Federal Member for Leichhardt, Warren 

Entsch. 

Senator Boswell said the Atherton Tablelands 

has been allocated up to $18 million over three 

years under the Sustainable Regions Programme 

which helps selected regions meet the test of major 

economic, social or environmental change.

“This funding will open the doors to 

important economic opportunities in the region 

which has been hit hard by a whole range of 

changing circumstances within the agricultural 

sector,” Mr Entsch said.

Senator Boswell said the funding would 

address a number of regional priorities including 

encouraging the development of local tourism, 

fostering enterprise development, broadening 

the economic base, creating new jobs and skills 

development opportunities and ultimately building 

community capacity.  

The projects include:
 Tourism 

Development of the Mareeba Wild Animal 

Park at Koah to enhance tourism ($491,900).

The creation of a world class safari camp to 

enhance the eco-tourism experience in the Atherton 

Tablelands through the Mareeba Wetland Foundation 

($250,000).

New accommodation for backpacker, 

selfdrive tourism and seasonal workers at the 

Kalamunda Caravan Park in Walkamin (Atherton 

Shire) ($150,000). Construction of the tourism 

heritage centre at the Great Northern Mine site in 

Herberton as part of the community hub precinct 

being developed on the old tin mine ($253,000).

 New and Emerging Industry

Support for the Atherton Geographic 

Information System (GIS) to collate and develop 

up to date data across the four Shires in the region 

and provide new industry and skills development 

opportunities in the area ($1,549,835).

Development of a Kenaf handling, processing and 

manufacturing facility in Mareeba to produce eco-

friendly consumer products to be sold in Japanese 

and domestic markets ($750,00).

Upgrade and expansion of Marlin Mango processing 

and packaging facilities in Mareeba ($115,000).

“These projects have potential to diversify 

and stimulate economic growth by broadening 

the economic base, which is a key element of the 

Sustainable Regions Programme objectives,” Senator 

Boswell said.

“They also provide new industry 

opportunities for farmers experiencing structural 

adjustment who may be looking for ways to diversify 

their existing business, as well as job and skills 

development opportunities for youth already in or 

interested in moving to the region.”

 Mr Entsch said the Mareeba Tropical Savanna 

and Wetlands Reserve is already a mainstay of the 

Tableland tourism community and the addition of 

a world class safari camp will boost its tourism 

potential to the next level.

 He said a wild animal park is also sure to 

attract much interest to the Koah area.

 Senator Boswell said the projects announced 

today would add to existing successful enterprises 

in the region and help ensure the vitality and 

sustainability of the region.

 He said he was impressed that nearly all the 

projects will involve development of training, skills 

and opportunities for youth, with the GIS project 

for example already being tied in with high schools 

across the region.

 The Sustainable Regions programme is 

helping strengthen the Tableland’s economic base 

and develop confi dence for the future by creating 

local solutions to local challenges.  Project funding 

supports the ATSRAC and Atherton Neighbourhood 

Centre partnership to build capacity and engage the 

region in planning for the future.

 Media Contacts       

Yvonne Tunney - ATSRAC Executive Offi cer -

                0418 747 193

Leah Nicoll - Senator Boswell’s offi ce  -  0407 132 284

Kate Mutton - Mr Entsch’s offi ce   - 0427 737 203  

PROJECT DESCRIPTION FUNDING ALLOCATED 

 

Mareeba Wild Animal Park  This will support 

the development of the Wild Animal Park and key 

tourism infrastructure in the region that will attract 

tourists from Cairns beyond Kuranda and further into 

the Atherton Tablelands.  Up to 15 jobs are expected 

to be generated from this project $491,900 

Mareeba Wetland Foundation     This will enhance 

the development of a world class safari park in the 

Mareeba Tropical Savanna and Wetland Reserve.  

The project will provide a signifi cant eco-tourism 

destination that will enhance tourist numbers, length 

of stay and create employment.  Up to 10 jobs are 

expected to be generated through this venture. 

$250,000 

Kalamunda Caravan Park  The project will 

enhance the scope of accommodation for seasonal 

workers, backpackers and self drive holidaymakers.  

It will also create employment opportunities and 

fl ow on trade for local businesses  $150,000 

Great Northern Mine Tourism Heritage Centre  

 This will support the development of 

a tourism and heritage centre in the proposed 

community hub precinct at the old Great Northern 

Mine site.  The project will contribute to building 

community capacity and stimulate tourism, based 

on the heritage and history of the area.  It will be 

linked with other tourism information centres in the 

region.  $253,000 

Atherton Tablelands Geographic Information 

System (GIS) Funding will support the 

development of a GIS network and centre for 

excellence in the Atherton Tablelands.  The system 

will provide a service directory, data warehousing, 

IT services, digital imagery and copying as well 

as GIS training and workshops.  It is creating a 

new information resource, training and industry 

opportunities in the region. $1,549,835 

Nature Trust Australia - Kenaf     The project 

will support the development of infrastructure to 

process kenaf fi bre for export and domestic sales 

and a new primary industry in the region.  The plant 

produces an eco-friendly fi bre that is used in a range 

of consumer goods.  Examples of the manufactured 

product include biodegradable plastics, non-woven 

fabric, pulp and fi reproof wallboard.  Markets for 

this product have been established in Japan. The 

completed project is expected to generate around 

250 jobs. $750,000 

Gambino and Sons - Marlin Mangoes Funding will 

support upgrading and expanding packaging and 

processing infrastructure for Marlin Mangoes.  The 

expansion will allow processing of a broad range of 

horticultural produce and is expected to generate 

9 jobs.  The existing operation has well developed 

supply chains and markets that support promotion of 

the region to domestic and international markets. 

$115,000 

TOTAL  $3,559,735 

Kuranda Tennis Club News 

 Congratulations to all our Junior Fixture winners and 

runners up. Well done. Good luck to the fi xture players this school 

term. Also do not forget our Fun Doubles Tournament on 13/14th 

September - all ages and all levels. Look out for the notices in the 

paper and around town.

 Main news for the month is that we are having our Annual 

General Meeting to elect new offi ce bearers.

Kuranda Tennis Club AGM
        When:      Monday 1/9/03 at 7.30 pm

        Where:      Kuranda Sports and Social Club

 AGENDA:

  1. President’s report

  2. Treasurer’s report

  3. Election of offi ce bearers for 2003/2004

 N.B: Parents and guardians of fi nancial junior members 

also have the voting rights to represent their child and the 

interests of the club.  All members are invited

 Thank you for the kind support at 

the Charity Bowls night on Thursday 3rd July. 

Congratulations to L. Gould and D. Loosemore 

who were the winners of the Q.C.W.A. raffl es 

of a fuel voucher and a juicy-meat tray. 

Our next Charity Bowls date-claimer at the 

friendly Kuranda Bowls Club [Fallon Road] 

is Thursday evening  August 7. Registering 

should be completed by 6.30pm for 7pm game 

commencement. The extra fund raisers on 

this evening will be the Kuranda Community 

Kindergarten and Pre-School team. Game cost 

is $7 p.p. Social Lawn bowls is held on other 

Thursday evenings at 7pm [reg. by 6.30pm]

 With regard to the business side of the 

Kuranda Bowls Club - the Club’s Annual Meeting, 

and election of club Offi ce Bearers, will be held 

on Saturday morning 9th August at 10.00am at 

the Fallon Road Lawn Bowls Club. Membership is 

$35 [$15 to K. Bowls Club and $20 members to K. 

Sports and Social Club].

 Sunday social bowls commence at 1.30 

pm [reg. by 1pm]. The game time has been 

brought forward due to the cooler months.

 Work around the bowling green is 

progressing and is a credit to those who are 

involved in the demanding exacting work.

Telephone President 40 938057 or Secretary 

40 937117 [evenings] if further information is 

required. Bowls are provided and fl at smooth-

soled shores [or bare feet] are part of the casual 

attire.

 Remember - lawn bowls is a young 

persons’ game at which older persons excel!

 I look forward to seeing you at the 

Kuranda green......Jack

Kuranda 8 Ball 2003
 Hello again to all our members and indeed to 

the readers of the Kuranda Paper. Just a bit of news 

to keep you up to date with what’s been happening.

 Season 1 is over and we would like to 

congratulate everyone on their efforts. The 

competition has been very good and the new 

players and teams have proven to be very worthy 

competitors. Well done! 

 The fi nals round started on June 24. Top 

Pubbers met True Cues in fi nal 1. This match turned 

out to be a very close affair. In all fi nals matches the 

fi rst team to seven is the winner. If it is six all after 

the twelve games one player will be nominated to 

represent each team and play one game to decide 

the winner. That’s what happened. True Cues won 

the match in an extra game play off between Ken 

and James. Certainly not for the faint hearted!

  Top Way and Top Shots met in fi nal 2. Top 

Shots won the match with a couple of games to 

spare. The second round of fi nals was played on 

June 30 with Four Cues [Minor Premiers] hosting True 

Cues at the Sports Club in fi nal 3. True Cues won this 

match in fairly convincing fashion 7 games to 3 and 

went directly to the grand fi nal.

 Final 4 was played at the Top Pub between 

Top Pubbers and Top Shots. Top Pubbers won the 

match in less than satisfying circumstances because 

Top Shots were short one player. The qualifying fi nal 

between Four Cues and Top Pubbers was played on 

July 3 at the Sports Club. Four Cues won this match 

in what one could only say was a fair result seeing 

as they had been on top of the table all season. Top 

Pubbers fi nished their season in third spot. 

 The Grand Final, played on Saturday July  5 

at the Sports Club was an absolute ripper. The match 

started at 11.30am and fi nished about 6.00pm. True 

Cues took the early lead over Four Cues and when 

the score was sitting at 4 - 1 it looked like a re-run 

and fi nal 3. But you can’t keep a good team down. 

Four Cues levelled the score at fi ve all and then took 

the lead at 6 - 5. We were down to the last pairing 

of the match and after a lot of games and gasps 

and sighs, the winning team would be decided by 

who won this game. Defi nitely not for the fainted 

hearted! Anyway, Four Cues won the match and were 

to be congratulated on their tenacity and good play. 

It really was a fi nal to remember and we thought last 

season’s fi nal was close. Presentations were made to 

the winning teams and individuals at the conclusion 

of the grand fi nal. The winners for this season are:

 Premiers: Four Cues.  Runners up: True Cues.  

Third: Top Pubbers. 

 Best Male Player: Gordon Matcalfe.  

 Runner up: James Reilly

 Best Female Player: Janet Hoey.

 Best And Fairest Male: Jason Guy.  

 Best and Fairest Female: Kylie Guy.

    Congratulatons to the teams and individuals on 

their successes and good luck for next season.

The B.B.Q. that followed was really good and we 

would like to thank all the volunteers who put in 

time and effort to make it a really memorable, if 

somewhat noisy, celebration. The good spirit of 

the game and how it was played continued into the 

evening with a pleasing party atmosphere. It was a 

really good day and enjoyed by all.

 The next season starts on Monday, July 28 

and new players are always welcome. So if you 

would like to play, come along to the Sports Club or 

Top Pub or Speewah Tavern on Monday nights and see 

what it’s all about. 

 That’s about it for now except to mention 

a couple of other winners, albeit on the numbers 

board. Bill Anderson was a winner as was Richie O. 

From the country? You can win too. Just be at the 

Post Offi ce on Thursdays. Jo will be there to sell you 

the winning numbers.

           Bye for now from Kuranda 8 Ball.

Village Green   

                                  Green Lines         by Jack McBowl

Kuranda Basketball
Newsletter 

 Tom and Julie would like to welcome everyone back from our short break between 
seasons. We hope you had a safe and happy holiday. We would like to congratulate all players 
for last season; what a great effort! Both the Under 14’s and 16’s made it into the fi nals. 
Well done to the Under 12’s for their persistence and determination throughout the season. 
It’s great to see the teamwork really coming together. A big thanks to those who supported 
us, especially the parents who are of great importance to the team.Your help is greatly 
appreciated! 
 Kuranda has already had their sign- on date, which was Monday the 28th of July, 
however you could check with either Tom or Julie on whether there are any places available 
in the teams. If not, fortunately Mulgrave Coast Basketball at Smithfi eld may be able to 
allocate any extra players into their teams- so nobody  misses out! Mulgrave Coast Basketball 
will be holding 5 minute round robins for Under 12’s and 14’s on Friday the 1st of August, 
and Under 16’s on Tuesday the 5th of August. If you haven’t already signed on you can do 
it on these two afternoons. We look forward to seeing you there! 

    Yours in Basketball
             Tom Sterling   0402012430
             Julie Battersby 40 939693                                                     

                      Fuel The Dream

COOKBOOK 
ON IT”S WAY

 

       A mouthwatering collection of family 

recipes will soon hit the kitchens of local 

cooks and chefs.

      The Mareeba/Kuranda Uniting Church is 

preparing a recipe book to commemorate 

the staging of its 40 th fl ower show in 

Mareeba on July 26.

      The recipes are tried and true ones, 

many of which have been in families 

for three or four generations, and the 

committee expects the book to contain 

well over 100 by the time the book is 

printed. The committee is delighted with 

the response to its request for recipes, 

and trusts cooks will have as much 

pleasure making and sampling them as the 

committee members have had in collecting 

them. 

      The book will be published to coincide 

with the fl ower show.

                  Sincerely Leslene Woodward 

             For the organising   

        committee. Kuranda Cools Softball Champs

L-R Back Row: Darren,Kim, Les, Baz, Bruce, Elias, Isha, Trevor, Helen                  

Front Row: Luke, Kenny, Jappa.

Eightball trophy winners

Congratulations
 

to
 KURANDA KOOLS SOFTBALL TEAM 2003 

on
 Winning The Annual Softball Tournament

 in
 Julatten 

This year we put together a winning side with all the 

players performing extremely well,beating

 Julatten All Stars 12-4 in the Final

 Best and Fairest for the Tournament went to our Darren 

Coleman and Elias Wright 

WELL DONE GUYS !!!!!!!
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Wait-A-while
By Dr Lesley Clark MP

I noticed that a local resident raised the 

issue of Kuranda’s local government representation 

in a recent letter to the Cairns Post.  The merits 

of divisional vs whole shire representation has long 

been a subject of debate in Kuranda.  The settlement 

pattern of the population within Mareeba Shire is 

such that Kuranda could only ever hope to have one 

representative under the divisional system while the 

Mareeba district would have 4-5.  This system re-

inforced the parochial tendencies of councillors to 

look after their own patch fi rst and Kuranda suffered 

accordingly.  When the Borzi team was elected in 

2000, a review of the voting system was carried out 

and it was decided to stick with the whole-of-Shire 

representative system which requires all councilors 

to be concerned with all parts of the Shire.  In my 

experience this seems to be working quite well and 

Kuranda residents tell me they are able to get their 

voice heard.  However, I do believe Kuranda would 

be better served if there was a local resident on the 

Council - we all remember the great job done by 

Oliver Gilkerson.  There are a number of people who 

would be great representatives for Kuranda, so with 

the local government elections due next March, now 

is the time for aspiring councillors to throw their hat 

in the ring and start campaigning.

The work on Lower Coondoo St is progressing 

well and the public art works look great.  I was in 

Kuranda with Ergon for the announcement of the 

under-grounding of the power lines as part of the 

streetscape works. This work is a 50:50 partnership 

between Ergon and the Council and will signifi cantly 

enhance the visual amenity of the street.  It will also 

improve reliability of the power supply, as will the 

planned vegetation management program on the 

feeder lines through the World Heritage area.  Ergon’s 

longer term plan for a new switching station at Koah 

in the next 4-5 years will make a signifi cant difference 

to reliability of supply in the Kuranda district.

 You may have heard that the Kuranda Advisory 

Committee is due to wind up soon.  This Committee, 

which advises the Council on the capital works 

program for the tourism levy, will have completed its 

work when the Lower Coondoo St project is fi nished. 

because all the work planned has been completed 

and there is no more funding available.  Whilst the 

tourism levy will be in place until 2014, future monies 

raised from this are required to service the loans 

that have made the beautifi cation and infrastructure 

works possible.  Thanks go to all those people who 

have served on the Committee since its inception in 

1994, particularly Bob Madden and Arch McArthur who 

have been on the Committee for the whole time.  It 

has been a privilege to serve as the Chair and help to 

guide the process which has brought so many benefi ts 

to the Kuranda township.  Also my special thanks 

and farewell goes to Joy Gordon who is bowing out 

of Kuranda after many years serving on the KVPP, 

Chamber and Advisory committees.

 The environment is important to very many 

Kuranda residents and planning for the upgrading 

of the Range Rd over the last few years has been 

a hot topic with locals serving on the community 

consultative committee. Work has progressed to the 

stage where the fi nal alignment has been decided and 

an information session is planned for the near future 

when the video simulation of the road will be shown 

and questions answered by the project team from the 

Main Roads Department.  The environmental impact 

of the work on the surrounding forest and fauna has 

been minimized by the creation of a large number 

of bridges which reduce the need for extensive ugly 

and potentially unstable cuttings and keep wildlife 

corridors intact.

 While not of the same immediate concern 

to Kuranda residents, the recent publicity about the 

Bluewater canal estate development on the Marlin 

Coast has also generated some calls to the offi ce 

from local residents concerned about environmental 

impacts, so I thought I would use this opportunity 

to clarify some of the issues.  The Premier’s 

announcement about the decision to allow the 

Bluewater project to proceed has resolved a situation 

whereby two separate decisions made at different 

times by the EPA were in fact in confl ict with one 

another.  The Government decided to give priority 

to the existing EPA approvals to dredge Half Moon 

Creek and create a navigable channel by amending 

the Marine Park legislation to recognize the existence 

of prior approvals. The environmental impact of 

dredging Half Moon Creek was taken into account 

by the EPA before the initial approvals were given 

in 1998.  The EPA has therefore not been overruled; 

rather its fi rst decision to permit dredging and allow 

the development to proceed has been re-affi rmed by 

the Government and supported by myself as the local 

MP. The Premier has indicated that the amending 

legislation, expected to be introduced into the next 

sitting of Parliament, will be very narrow so as not to 

create a precedent for other marine parks and will 

include penalties for the non-compliance on the part 

of the developer.

 I re-iterate my commitment to ecologically 

sustainable development wherever it occurs in the 

electorate of Barron River.  The recent signs that the 

Cairns region is facing strong population growth and 

attracting investors will no doubt also generate a new 

set of environmental challenges, but I do believe that 

developers have learned important lessons during the 

last two decades and hopefully future proposals will 

pay proper regard to the magnifi cent environment we 

call home.

TABLELANDS HEALTH SERVICE 

DISTRICT TO CONSULT WITH 

LOCAL COMMUNITIES
      The month of August will see senior staff from the 

Tablelands Health Service District visiting all of the local 

communities which surround its twelve health facilities. 

Community meetings have been organised with key 

stakeholders and members of the public invited to attend 

the meetings to be held at their local facility.   

        A brief questionnaire will be distributed to all invited 

guests and is also available for collection from local 

health facilities. Participants will be asked to bring the 

completed questionnaire to the meetings, where ideas will 

be welcomed during general discussions. If community 

members are unable to attend the meeting on the day, 

completed questionnaires can also be left at facilities prior 

to the meetings, and this information will also contribute to 

the general discussion.

      “Like any large organisation, this district is committed 

to thorough planning to guide the activities of the health 

service in the short term, and in the longer term as we look 

ahead to providing quality services in the future,” District 

Manager Ms Alison Faigniez said.

    “To assist with the planning activities of our Health 

Service District we are organising a series of meeting in 

all of our communities. Following brief presentations from 

senior health service staff, we will provide the opportunity 

for participants to discuss priorities for planning over the 

next fi ve years,” Ms Faigniez said.        

       Details of meeting dates and times are available from 

local health facilities, and are also available from the 

Tablelands Health Service District Development Service 

offi ce on 40910244.

   For more information contact: 

            Sonya Clarson   4050 8320/ 0405 108 512

            Rosalie Spencer   4050 3603/0417 760 417

 Who will be Kuranda’s Keeper of the Mountain?

Kuranda is to have a Keeper of the Mountain who will be invited to perform ambassadorial 

attendance at public functions and in meeting with Kuranda’s visiting dignitaries and other famed 

personalities.  To fi nd the Keeper, a competition open to Kuranda residents aged between 13 yrs and 20yrs, 

will be conducted as part of the annual Kurandafest celebrations.  An offi cial ceremony will take place 

following the Grand Parade on Saturday evening for the Keeper to be announced and presented with the 

“robes of offi ce” for the following year as well as collecting an exciting prize package valued at over $500 

including a Bendigo Bank cash account.

 The competition will be conducted on an accumulated points basis with nominees attempting some 

or all of a variety of achievable tasks designed to encourage the Kuranda spirit and a sense of community 

- such as the entering of a fl oat in the Parade. The fl oat may be sponsored, or a group effort, but should be 

themed “Keeper of the Mountain” with points being awarded to the nominee for presentation and originality.

 Though the competition is primarily meant to be a fun and self-development experience for all 

competitors, the Keeper title does refl ect the personality of the village in the rainforest and one visualizes a 

Keeper who would take particular and personal interest in the heritage and well being of the natural world 

around us especially its harmonious integration with other elements of our society; and may be asked to 

comment on that aspect.

 Keeper of the Mountain competition entry forms available from 

Kuranda Information Centre from 1st August 2003.
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K.N.C. Operated byKURANDA INFORMATION 

& SUPPORT CENTRE ASSOC. INC

7 Rob Veivers Drive Kuranda  

PO BOX 170 KURANDA Qld   
 4872       

Ph: 4093 8933 
Fax: 4093 8607
Email: knc@cairns.net.au

NEWS FROM THE NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE  

August 2003

Hello Everyone,
  Well here I am again, back in the chair after three months of 
Kuranda Paper contributions by Tricia Innes, our 3rd year Social Work student whose 
fi eld placement has now come to an end. We at KNC are truly indebted to Tricia 
and want to thank her publicly for all her work with the Centre. Her research into 
community needs, and local perceptions of how best KNC can address these, has 
been invaluable. Thankyou to the 17 services and organisations who enthusiastically 
participated in the survey. Your responses form the basis of the report and make 
very interesting reading! Copies will be available for a small donation to those who 
are interested. Phone 4093 8933. Below are the key recommendations arising from  
consultations with the community:
        Recommendations: it is recommended that KNC: 
1.  Be granted increased government funding to open every weekday and to expand 
its activities accordingly. This is due to consistent high demand for its services and 
projected increases to the future population of Kuranda and district. 
2.  Be centrally located in Kuranda in permanent appropriate premises, co-located 
with other existing community organisations, (in addition to Kuranda District 
Child Protection Service), and with available space for meetings and community 
activities.
3. Undertake a proactive role in developing activities, facilities, safe houses and 
a centre for youth. These would support and protect young people and help 
counteract drug and alcohol abuse and other unsafe behaviours to which they are 
susceptible.   

4. Deve!lop and present free parenting programs to local families
5. Offer other programs and services as requested by the general public
6. Raise social issues in the Kuranda Paper which address drug and alcohol use, suicide
prevention, mental illness, older people and their carers, cross cultural awareness etc.  

7. Source opportunities to work more closely  with indigenous groups especially
during NAIDOC Week and through adult literacy and numeracy  programs.
8. Develop ways of working with the growing issue of problem gambling which
often goes unrecognised as a major social concern.
Are we up to it you may ask! I’d like to think so, even with only half a government
funded position! I have enormous faith in the power and willingness of our small
but dynamic community. Essentially, we’re all aiming for the same thing; strong,
healthy, fully functioning families, a fair go for all, economic and social equity, life
with meaning and purpose....................the list goes on.
      On a more practical note: KNC has experienced a record three months of
activity with nearly 1000 phone calls or visits by community members. We have a
saying at the Centre: “ There are no strangers here, only friends we’ve yet to meet
“, and it couldn’t be more true! In the Book Exchange, choosing ten or more books
will reduce the price to only 50 cents a book – a great deal for these cool wintry
days. And we will now have to close the door on Thursdays again due to the very
limited funding to the Centre – though we’re working on this one so we’ll keep you
posted!

      So until next time, stay well and happy: Cherry Ferrari ( Centre Co-

ordinator) 

Kuranda Lions Club 

Report
    Well it has been a quiet time this month, 

    as I have not caught up with what has 

 been going on while I have been away. Col has still been down town most   

days with our daughter, Judy, thank you, Judy.

 The 100 Club Board will be drawm to-night at our meeting 23/7/

03. Col has had no raffl es to sell at present. But it won’t be long now to 

him helping the Ambulance Committee to sell the Melbourne Cup sweep 

tickets, again.

 We will be doing some repairs to bus shelters around our district 

very soon. This being one of our many on-going projects for our local 

community. 

   Yours in Lionism, Carol Jeanes.

Here’s where it all Happens

True Spirituality
     

      Another morning ‘Abdu’l-Baha began at once 

to speak as he joined the group of seekers. He said: 

“Praise be to God, this century is a glorious century;

may love increase every day; may it strike fi re to light 

the candle in the darkness, like a gift and mercy of 

God.

    “Know, O thou possessors of insight, that true 

spirituality is like unto a lake of clear water which 

refl ects the divine. Of such was the spirituality of 

Jesus Christ. There is another kind which is like a 

mirage, seeming to be spiritual when it is not. That 

which is truly spiritual must light the path to God, and 

must result in deeds. We cannot believe the call to be 

spiritual when there is no result. Spirit as reality and 

when the spirit in  each  of us seeks to join  itself with 

the Great reality it must in turn give life. The Jews in 

the  time of Christ were dead having no real life and 

Jesus actually wafted a new breath into their bodies . 

Behold what has been accomplished  since. “

Anyone requiring further information should contact  

     Roofi a Solouki on 4093 0396.

KURANDA PLAYGROUP
     Kuranda Playgroup meets every Monday morning 

between 10 and 12 at the Barang Street church hall. Once 

a month we like to go on excursions.  Last month our 

playgroup went on a Barron River cruise with Kuranda 

Riverboat and Rainforest Tours.  The children really 

enjoyed their trip. They saw ducks, turtles, and the 2m. 

croc who has recently come here to live!  The weather was 

lovely and perfect for sitting under the shady trees on the 

bank of the river to share our fruit for morning tea.

Next month, on the 25th August we will be visiting the 

Kuranda Fire Station.  We will meet at the church hall at 

the usual time of 10a.m. and walk there together. 

     We welcome all children under 5 years and their 

parents/carers. The Playgroup is about providing a calm, 

loving atmosphere, which is focused on the children. We 

seek to treat the children with respect and dignity. We try 

to provide opportunities for children to free play, and to 

come together to participate in singing, dancing and other 

activities. The Kuranda Playgroup tries to steer away from 

the commercialisation of children’s play. 

       

       If you would like more information please contact       

                          Faith on 40 938172 or Julie on 40 938433. 
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 Who will be Kuranda’s Keeper 

of the Mountain?
 

Kuranda is to have a Keeper of the Mountain who will be invited to perform 

ambassadorial attendance at public functions and in meeting with Kuranda’s 

visiting dignitaries and other famed personalities.  To fi nd the Keeper, a 

competition open to Kuranda residents aged between 13 yrs and 20yrs, will 

be conducted as part of the annual Kurandafest celebrations.  An offi cial 

ceremony will take place following the Grand Parade on Saturday evening 

for the Keeper to be announced and presented with the “robes of offi ce” for 

the following year as well as collecting an exciting prize package valued at 

over $500 including a Bendigo Bank cash account.

 

The competition will be conducted on an accumulated points basis with 

nominees attempting some or all of a variety of achievable tasks designed 

to encourage the Kuranda spirit and a sense of community - such as the 

entering of a fl oat in the Parade. The fl oat may be sponsored, or a group 

effort, but should be themed “Keeper of the Mountain” with points being 

awarded to the nominee for presentation and originality.

 

Though the competition is primarily meant to be a fun and self-development 

experience for all competitors, the Keeper title does refl ect the personality 

of the village in the rainforest and one visualizes a Keeper who would take 

particular and personal interest in the heritage and well being of the natural 

world around us especially its harmonious integration with other elements of 

our society; and may be asked to comment on that aspect.

 

Keeper of the Mountain competition entry forms available from Kuranda 

Information Centre from 1st August 2003.

SPONTANEOUS
ART 

COMPETITION
Impressions of Kuranda

Dear Kuranda artists
1 hope you are all able to 
compete in the “spontaneous art” 
competition which will be held 
on Saturday 30th August and 
exhibited all day Sunday august 
31st in kuranda village.
Hopefully it will be won by a 
kuranda artist 
it‛s all up to you. There are no 
restrictions apart from
the under 12 age group, whose 
work will have a special
voting card. All the voting for best 
work will be by the
residents and visitors to kuranda.
Front up with your canvas (any 
size) your paper etc. We
will stamp it (on the back) with 
the time and date and
expect you back with a 
masterpiece completed by sun set.
Or before if you are happy with 
your image of kuranda.
We shall exhibit the work for you 
and ask everyone to
make their choice of the best 
representation of kuranda.
So please join in and make this a 
success and perhaps we
can do it regularly. Best wishes 
for your success and
see you soon at the enrolment 
desk next to jo-jo‛s 9.00
a.M. Saturday morning August 
30th” . Entrance fee $5.00 under
12 years free.Winners prize will 
be all entry money collected.

Hey Kids!
Kurandafest’s 

Best Decorated Bike & Scooter 

Competition

Grab your Stack hats, 

Brighten up your Bikes (or Scooters) 

Join the Grand Parade and be 

in with a chance to win some Cash $$$$

What you need to do:  

~ Be 13yrs or under  ~

~ Check with your parents/guardians to see if you 

can enter ~

~ Get Creative and Decorate your Bike or Scooter ~

 Entry Forms available from Kuranda Primary School 

offi ce or 

The Information Centre at Centenary Park ~ 

Lodge your Entry Form ASAP at the Information 

Centre (Centenary Park) ~

ON THE DAY

( Saturday 30th August - Grand Parade 4.30 assembly, 

5.30pm start) 

~ Wear your stackhat, shoes and any other protective 

gear ~

~ Display your entry number on your bike. ~

~ Beginner Riders - we suggest an Adult walk with 

you in the parade. ~

Any Queries to Information Centre - Centenary 

Park -  40 937 593
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 Who will be Kuranda’s Keeper 

of the Mountain?
 

Kuranda is to have a Keeper of the Mountain who will be invited to perform 

ambassadorial attendance at public functions and in meeting with Kuranda’s 

visiting dignitaries and other famed personalities.  To fi nd the Keeper, a 

competition open to Kuranda residents aged between 13 yrs and 20yrs, will 

be conducted as part of the annual Kurandafest celebrations.  An offi cial 

ceremony will take place following the Grand Parade on Saturday evening 

for the Keeper to be announced and presented with the “robes of offi ce” for 

the following year as well as collecting an exciting prize package valued at 

over $500 including a Bendigo Bank cash account.

 

The competition will be conducted on an accumulated points basis with 

nominees attempting some or all of a variety of achievable tasks designed 

to encourage the Kuranda spirit and a sense of community - such as the 

entering of a fl oat in the Parade. The fl oat may be sponsored, or a group 

effort, but should be themed “Keeper of the Mountain” with points being 

awarded to the nominee for presentation and originality.

 

Though the competition is primarily meant to be a fun and self-development 

experience for all competitors, the Keeper title does refl ect the personality 

of the village in the rainforest and one visualizes a Keeper who would take 

particular and personal interest in the heritage and well being of the natural 

world around us especially its harmonious integration with other elements of 

our society; and may be asked to comment on that aspect.

 

Keeper of the Mountain competition entry forms available from Kuranda 

Information Centre from 1st August 2003.

SPONTANEOUS
ART 

COMPETITION
Impressions of Kuranda

Dear Kuranda artists
1 hope you are all able to 
compete in the “spontaneous art” 
competition which will be held 
on Saturday 30th August and 
exhibited all day Sunday august 
31st in kuranda village.
Hopefully it will be won by a 
kuranda artist 
it‛s all up to you. There are no 
restrictions apart from
the under 12 age group, whose 
work will have a special
voting card. All the voting for best 
work will be by the
residents and visitors to kuranda.
Front up with your canvas (any 
size) your paper etc. We
will stamp it (on the back) with 
the time and date and
expect you back with a 
masterpiece completed by sun set.
Or before if you are happy with 
your image of kuranda.
We shall exhibit the work for you 
and ask everyone to
make their choice of the best 
representation of kuranda.
So please join in and make this a 
success and perhaps we
can do it regularly. Best wishes 
for your success and
see you soon at the enrolment 
desk next to jo-jo‛s 9.00
a.M. Saturday morning August 
30th” . Entrance fee $5.00 under
12 years free.Winners prize will 
be all entry money collected.

Hey Kids!
Kurandafest’s 

Best Decorated Bike & Scooter 

Competition

Grab your Stack hats, 

Brighten up your Bikes (or Scooters) 

Join the Grand Parade and be 

in with a chance to win some Cash $$$$

What you need to do:  

~ Be 13yrs or under  ~

~ Check with your parents/guardians to see if you 

can enter ~

~ Get Creative and Decorate your Bike or Scooter ~

 Entry Forms available from Kuranda Primary School 

offi ce or 

The Information Centre at Centenary Park ~ 

Lodge your Entry Form ASAP at the Information 

Centre (Centenary Park) ~

ON THE DAY

( Saturday 30th August - Grand Parade 4.30 assembly, 

5.30pm start) 

~ Wear your stackhat, shoes and any other protective 

gear ~

~ Display your entry number on your bike. ~

~ Beginner Riders - we suggest an Adult walk with 

you in the parade. ~

Any Queries to Information Centre - Centenary 

Park -  40 937 593
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 Who will be Kuranda’s Keeper 

of the Mountain?
 

Kuranda is to have a Keeper of the Mountain who will be invited to perform 

ambassadorial attendance at public functions and in meeting with Kuranda’s 

visiting dignitaries and other famed personalities.  To fi nd the Keeper, a 

competition open to Kuranda residents aged between 13 yrs and 20yrs, will 

be conducted as part of the annual Kurandafest celebrations.  An offi cial 

ceremony will take place following the Grand Parade on Saturday evening 

for the Keeper to be announced and presented with the “robes of offi ce” for 

the following year as well as collecting an exciting prize package valued at 

over $500 including a Bendigo Bank cash account.

 

The competition will be conducted on an accumulated points basis with 

nominees attempting some or all of a variety of achievable tasks designed 

to encourage the Kuranda spirit and a sense of community - such as the 

entering of a fl oat in the Parade. The fl oat may be sponsored, or a group 

effort, but should be themed “Keeper of the Mountain” with points being 

awarded to the nominee for presentation and originality.

 

Though the competition is primarily meant to be a fun and self-development 

experience for all competitors, the Keeper title does refl ect the personality 

of the village in the rainforest and one visualizes a Keeper who would take 

particular and personal interest in the heritage and well being of the natural 

world around us especially its harmonious integration with other elements of 

our society; and may be asked to comment on that aspect.

 

Keeper of the Mountain competition entry forms available from Kuranda 

Information Centre from 1st August 2003.

SPONTANEOUS
ART 

COMPETITION
Impressions of Kuranda

Dear Kuranda artists
1 hope you are all able to 
compete in the “spontaneous art” 
competition which will be held 
on Saturday 30th August and 
exhibited all day Sunday august 
31st in kuranda village.
Hopefully it will be won by a 
kuranda artist 
it‛s all up to you. There are no 
restrictions apart from
the under 12 age group, whose 
work will have a special
voting card. All the voting for best 
work will be by the
residents and visitors to kuranda.
Front up with your canvas (any 
size) your paper etc. We
will stamp it (on the back) with 
the time and date and
expect you back with a 
masterpiece completed by sun set.
Or before if you are happy with 
your image of kuranda.
We shall exhibit the work for you 
and ask everyone to
make their choice of the best 
representation of kuranda.
So please join in and make this a 
success and perhaps we
can do it regularly. Best wishes 
for your success and
see you soon at the enrolment 
desk next to jo-jo‛s 9.00
a.M. Saturday morning August 
30th” . Entrance fee $5.00 under
12 years free.Winners prize will 
be all entry money collected.

Hey Kids!
Kurandafest’s 

Best Decorated Bike & Scooter 

Competition

Grab your Stack hats, 

Brighten up your Bikes (or Scooters) 

Join the Grand Parade and be 

in with a chance to win some Cash $$$$

What you need to do:  

~ Be 13yrs or under  ~

~ Check with your parents/guardians to see if you 

can enter ~

~ Get Creative and Decorate your Bike or Scooter ~

 Entry Forms available from Kuranda Primary School 

offi ce or 

The Information Centre at Centenary Park ~ 

Lodge your Entry Form ASAP at the Information 

Centre (Centenary Park) ~

ON THE DAY

( Saturday 30th August - Grand Parade 4.30 assembly, 

5.30pm start) 

~ Wear your stackhat, shoes and any other protective 

gear ~

~ Display your entry number on your bike. ~

~ Beginner Riders - we suggest an Adult walk with 

you in the parade. ~

Any Queries to Information Centre - Centenary 

Park -  40 937 593
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Wait-A-while
By Dr Lesley Clark MP

I noticed that a local resident raised the 

issue of Kuranda’s local government representation 

in a recent letter to the Cairns Post.  The merits 

of divisional vs whole shire representation has long 

been a subject of debate in Kuranda.  The settlement 

pattern of the population within Mareeba Shire is 

such that Kuranda could only ever hope to have one 

representative under the divisional system while the 

Mareeba district would have 4-5.  This system re-

inforced the parochial tendencies of councillors to 

look after their own patch fi rst and Kuranda suffered 

accordingly.  When the Borzi team was elected in 

2000, a review of the voting system was carried out 

and it was decided to stick with the whole-of-Shire 

representative system which requires all councilors 

to be concerned with all parts of the Shire.  In my 

experience this seems to be working quite well and 

Kuranda residents tell me they are able to get their 

voice heard.  However, I do believe Kuranda would 

be better served if there was a local resident on the 

Council - we all remember the great job done by 

Oliver Gilkerson.  There are a number of people who 

would be great representatives for Kuranda, so with 

the local government elections due next March, now 

is the time for aspiring councillors to throw their hat 

in the ring and start campaigning.

The work on Lower Coondoo St is progressing 

well and the public art works look great.  I was in 

Kuranda with Ergon for the announcement of the 

under-grounding of the power lines as part of the 

streetscape works. This work is a 50:50 partnership 

between Ergon and the Council and will signifi cantly 

enhance the visual amenity of the street.  It will also 

improve reliability of the power supply, as will the 

planned vegetation management program on the 

feeder lines through the World Heritage area.  Ergon’s 

longer term plan for a new switching station at Koah 

in the next 4-5 years will make a signifi cant difference 

to reliability of supply in the Kuranda district.

 You may have heard that the Kuranda Advisory 

Committee is due to wind up soon.  This Committee, 

which advises the Council on the capital works 

program for the tourism levy, will have completed its 

work when the Lower Coondoo St project is fi nished. 

because all the work planned has been completed 

and there is no more funding available.  Whilst the 

tourism levy will be in place until 2014, future monies 

raised from this are required to service the loans 

that have made the beautifi cation and infrastructure 

works possible.  Thanks go to all those people who 

have served on the Committee since its inception in 

1994, particularly Bob Madden and Arch McArthur who 

have been on the Committee for the whole time.  It 

has been a privilege to serve as the Chair and help to 

guide the process which has brought so many benefi ts 

to the Kuranda township.  Also my special thanks 

and farewell goes to Joy Gordon who is bowing out 

of Kuranda after many years serving on the KVPP, 

Chamber and Advisory committees.

 The environment is important to very many 

Kuranda residents and planning for the upgrading 

of the Range Rd over the last few years has been 

a hot topic with locals serving on the community 

consultative committee. Work has progressed to the 

stage where the fi nal alignment has been decided and 

an information session is planned for the near future 

when the video simulation of the road will be shown 

and questions answered by the project team from the 

Main Roads Department.  The environmental impact 

of the work on the surrounding forest and fauna has 

been minimized by the creation of a large number 

of bridges which reduce the need for extensive ugly 

and potentially unstable cuttings and keep wildlife 

corridors intact.

 While not of the same immediate concern 

to Kuranda residents, the recent publicity about the 

Bluewater canal estate development on the Marlin 

Coast has also generated some calls to the offi ce 

from local residents concerned about environmental 

impacts, so I thought I would use this opportunity 

to clarify some of the issues.  The Premier’s 

announcement about the decision to allow the 

Bluewater project to proceed has resolved a situation 

whereby two separate decisions made at different 

times by the EPA were in fact in confl ict with one 

another.  The Government decided to give priority 

to the existing EPA approvals to dredge Half Moon 

Creek and create a navigable channel by amending 

the Marine Park legislation to recognize the existence 

of prior approvals. The environmental impact of 

dredging Half Moon Creek was taken into account 

by the EPA before the initial approvals were given 

in 1998.  The EPA has therefore not been overruled; 

rather its fi rst decision to permit dredging and allow 

the development to proceed has been re-affi rmed by 

the Government and supported by myself as the local 

MP. The Premier has indicated that the amending 

legislation, expected to be introduced into the next 

sitting of Parliament, will be very narrow so as not to 

create a precedent for other marine parks and will 

include penalties for the non-compliance on the part 

of the developer.

 I re-iterate my commitment to ecologically 

sustainable development wherever it occurs in the 

electorate of Barron River.  The recent signs that the 

Cairns region is facing strong population growth and 

attracting investors will no doubt also generate a new 

set of environmental challenges, but I do believe that 

developers have learned important lessons during the 

last two decades and hopefully future proposals will 

pay proper regard to the magnifi cent environment we 

call home.

TABLELANDS HEALTH SERVICE 

DISTRICT TO CONSULT WITH 

LOCAL COMMUNITIES
      The month of August will see senior staff from the 

Tablelands Health Service District visiting all of the local 

communities which surround its twelve health facilities. 

Community meetings have been organised with key 

stakeholders and members of the public invited to attend 

the meetings to be held at their local facility.   

        A brief questionnaire will be distributed to all invited 

guests and is also available for collection from local 

health facilities. Participants will be asked to bring the 

completed questionnaire to the meetings, where ideas will 

be welcomed during general discussions. If community 

members are unable to attend the meeting on the day, 

completed questionnaires can also be left at facilities prior 

to the meetings, and this information will also contribute to 

the general discussion.

      “Like any large organisation, this district is committed 

to thorough planning to guide the activities of the health 

service in the short term, and in the longer term as we look 

ahead to providing quality services in the future,” District 

Manager Ms Alison Faigniez said.

    “To assist with the planning activities of our Health 

Service District we are organising a series of meeting in 

all of our communities. Following brief presentations from 

senior health service staff, we will provide the opportunity 

for participants to discuss priorities for planning over the 

next fi ve years,” Ms Faigniez said.        

       Details of meeting dates and times are available from 

local health facilities, and are also available from the 

Tablelands Health Service District Development Service 

offi ce on 40910244.

   For more information contact: 

            Sonya Clarson   4050 8320/ 0405 108 512

            Rosalie Spencer   4050 3603/0417 760 417

 Who will be Kuranda’s Keeper of the Mountain?

Kuranda is to have a Keeper of the Mountain who will be invited to perform ambassadorial 

attendance at public functions and in meeting with Kuranda’s visiting dignitaries and other famed 

personalities.  To fi nd the Keeper, a competition open to Kuranda residents aged between 13 yrs and 20yrs, 

will be conducted as part of the annual Kurandafest celebrations.  An offi cial ceremony will take place 

following the Grand Parade on Saturday evening for the Keeper to be announced and presented with the 

“robes of offi ce” for the following year as well as collecting an exciting prize package valued at over $500 

including a Bendigo Bank cash account.

 The competition will be conducted on an accumulated points basis with nominees attempting some 

or all of a variety of achievable tasks designed to encourage the Kuranda spirit and a sense of community 

- such as the entering of a fl oat in the Parade. The fl oat may be sponsored, or a group effort, but should be 

themed “Keeper of the Mountain” with points being awarded to the nominee for presentation and originality.

 Though the competition is primarily meant to be a fun and self-development experience for all 

competitors, the Keeper title does refl ect the personality of the village in the rainforest and one visualizes a 

Keeper who would take particular and personal interest in the heritage and well being of the natural world 

around us especially its harmonious integration with other elements of our society; and may be asked to 

comment on that aspect.

 Keeper of the Mountain competition entry forms available from 

Kuranda Information Centre from 1st August 2003.
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NEWS FROM THE NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE  

August 2003

Hello Everyone,
  Well here I am again, back in the chair after three months of 
Kuranda Paper contributions by Tricia Innes, our 3rd year Social Work student whose 
fi eld placement has now come to an end. We at KNC are truly indebted to Tricia 
and want to thank her publicly for all her work with the Centre. Her research into 
community needs, and local perceptions of how best KNC can address these, has 
been invaluable. Thankyou to the 17 services and organisations who enthusiastically 
participated in the survey. Your responses form the basis of the report and make 
very interesting reading! Copies will be available for a small donation to those who 
are interested. Phone 4093 8933. Below are the key recommendations arising from  
consultations with the community:
        Recommendations: it is recommended that KNC: 
1.  Be granted increased government funding to open every weekday and to expand 
its activities accordingly. This is due to consistent high demand for its services and 
projected increases to the future population of Kuranda and district. 
2.  Be centrally located in Kuranda in permanent appropriate premises, co-located 
with other existing community organisations, (in addition to Kuranda District 
Child Protection Service), and with available space for meetings and community 
activities.
3. Undertake a proactive role in developing activities, facilities, safe houses and 
a centre for youth. These would support and protect young people and help 
counteract drug and alcohol abuse and other unsafe behaviours to which they are 
susceptible.   

4. Deve!lop and present free parenting programs to local families
5. Offer other programs and services as requested by the general public
6. Raise social issues in the Kuranda Paper which address drug and alcohol use, suicide
prevention, mental illness, older people and their carers, cross cultural awareness etc.  

7. Source opportunities to work more closely  with indigenous groups especially
during NAIDOC Week and through adult literacy and numeracy  programs.
8. Develop ways of working with the growing issue of problem gambling which
often goes unrecognised as a major social concern.
Are we up to it you may ask! I’d like to think so, even with only half a government
funded position! I have enormous faith in the power and willingness of our small
but dynamic community. Essentially, we’re all aiming for the same thing; strong,
healthy, fully functioning families, a fair go for all, economic and social equity, life
with meaning and purpose....................the list goes on.
      On a more practical note: KNC has experienced a record three months of
activity with nearly 1000 phone calls or visits by community members. We have a
saying at the Centre: “ There are no strangers here, only friends we’ve yet to meet
“, and it couldn’t be more true! In the Book Exchange, choosing ten or more books
will reduce the price to only 50 cents a book – a great deal for these cool wintry
days. And we will now have to close the door on Thursdays again due to the very
limited funding to the Centre – though we’re working on this one so we’ll keep you
posted!

      So until next time, stay well and happy: Cherry Ferrari ( Centre Co-

ordinator) 

Kuranda Lions Club 

Report
    Well it has been a quiet time this month, 

    as I have not caught up with what has 

 been going on while I have been away. Col has still been down town most   

days with our daughter, Judy, thank you, Judy.

 The 100 Club Board will be drawm to-night at our meeting 23/7/

03. Col has had no raffl es to sell at present. But it won’t be long now to 

him helping the Ambulance Committee to sell the Melbourne Cup sweep 

tickets, again.

 We will be doing some repairs to bus shelters around our district 

very soon. This being one of our many on-going projects for our local 

community. 

   Yours in Lionism, Carol Jeanes.

Here’s where it all Happens

True Spirituality
     

      Another morning ‘Abdu’l-Baha began at once 

to speak as he joined the group of seekers. He said: 

“Praise be to God, this century is a glorious century;

may love increase every day; may it strike fi re to light 

the candle in the darkness, like a gift and mercy of 

God.

    “Know, O thou possessors of insight, that true 

spirituality is like unto a lake of clear water which 

refl ects the divine. Of such was the spirituality of 

Jesus Christ. There is another kind which is like a 

mirage, seeming to be spiritual when it is not. That 

which is truly spiritual must light the path to God, and 

must result in deeds. We cannot believe the call to be 

spiritual when there is no result. Spirit as reality and 

when the spirit in  each  of us seeks to join  itself with 

the Great reality it must in turn give life. The Jews in 

the  time of Christ were dead having no real life and 

Jesus actually wafted a new breath into their bodies . 

Behold what has been accomplished  since. “

Anyone requiring further information should contact  

     Roofi a Solouki on 4093 0396.

KURANDA PLAYGROUP
     Kuranda Playgroup meets every Monday morning 

between 10 and 12 at the Barang Street church hall. Once 

a month we like to go on excursions.  Last month our 

playgroup went on a Barron River cruise with Kuranda 

Riverboat and Rainforest Tours.  The children really 

enjoyed their trip. They saw ducks, turtles, and the 2m. 

croc who has recently come here to live!  The weather was 

lovely and perfect for sitting under the shady trees on the 

bank of the river to share our fruit for morning tea.

Next month, on the 25th August we will be visiting the 

Kuranda Fire Station.  We will meet at the church hall at 

the usual time of 10a.m. and walk there together. 

     We welcome all children under 5 years and their 

parents/carers. The Playgroup is about providing a calm, 

loving atmosphere, which is focused on the children. We 

seek to treat the children with respect and dignity. We try 

to provide opportunities for children to free play, and to 

come together to participate in singing, dancing and other 

activities. The Kuranda Playgroup tries to steer away from 

the commercialisation of children’s play. 

       

       If you would like more information please contact       

                          Faith on 40 938172 or Julie on 40 938433. 
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KURANDA CHAMBER OF 

COMMERCE & TOURISM INC
From all accounts, Kuranda is humming 

nicely at the moment. Refurbishment of the lower 

end of Coondoo Street is proceeding as planned.  

Disruption is occurring but is minimal with Council 

workers doing all they can to keep noise and dust 

down.  Artwork is looking great.

It’s always a shock when the trees come 

down, but it’s a necessary evil in order to pave the 

way for more appropriate vegetation.  The idea is to 

get a tree canopy over the road, like the upper end 

of Coondoo Street.  Yes, that’s a long way off, but if 

you never start you never get there.

MAPPING OUR FUTURE

We’ve moved away from the idea of an 

information booth at the Skyrail/train end of town 

in favour of map signs.  When visitors leave the 

terminals to come into Kuranda, they can walk to 

the left to Coondoo Street or right to Arara Street.  

Strategic placement of Kuranda maps and bus signs 

in each direction will help them choose how to get 

to where they want to go. These signs will work in 

conjunction with the hand held street map which is 

under production.

THE STREET MAP

 Your business will be contacted in the near 

future to ask if you want to be listed on the hand 

held street map.  This is probably our most effective 

marketing tool and is widely used by the Scenic 

Train, Skyrail and the Information Centre.

            THE KURANDAFEST  AUGUST 29-31  

  

The theme for the fest is HAPPY HIPPY.  Saturday 

is traditionally the day when the community lets 

its hair down.  It is hoped you’ll get into the 

happy mood and dress up yourself, your staff or a 

mannequin in hippy style. Or you could paint your 

van, decorate your bike or give that wheelie bin a 

hippy facelift.  Then, put your Happy Hippy into the 

grand parade.

Other ways the business community can give as good 

as it gets is to donate a percentage of Saturday’s 

takings to a local charity, offer discounts for the day, 

do a spring cleaning sale and convert those hard to 

sell curios in the bottom of the cupboard into hippy 

cash.  Maybe you could consider running a ‘special’ 

on the day or get noisy with dancers and musicians 

at your doorway.

 The town will be buzzing on Saturday 

evening with the grand parade and prize giving.  It’d 

be a brilliant touch to stay open till 8pm and show 

those locals who never get to your place what you’ve 

got.          CHANGE OF MEETING VENUE

 We are unable to meet at Billy’s Bar for 

our next meeting so we’ll be meeting at the new 

Kuranda Medical Centre at the corner of Barang and 

Thongon Streets—same time. 

 OUR NEXT MEETING will be at 5pm at 

Kuranda Medical on TUESDAY 5th AUGUST 

Jax Bergersen President  4093 8834 

Anja Bakker Vice President  4093 7575

Steve Caught Secretary  4093 9311 

Louise Mabbutt Treasurer  4093 7231

$3.6 MILLION FUNDING 

BONANZA FOR TABLELANDS
Almost $3.6 million in federal funds has 

been approved for a further seven projects on 

the Atherton Tablelands, bringing to more than $6 

million the funds provided to the region through 

the Federal Government’s Sustainable Regions 

Programme. 

Funding for the diverse projects will be 

announced on Monday morning at Koah in the 

Mareeba Shire by the National Party Senator Ron 

Boswell and Federal Member for Leichhardt, Warren 

Entsch. 

Senator Boswell said the Atherton Tablelands 

has been allocated up to $18 million over three 

years under the Sustainable Regions Programme 

which helps selected regions meet the test of major 

economic, social or environmental change.

“This funding will open the doors to 

important economic opportunities in the region 

which has been hit hard by a whole range of 

changing circumstances within the agricultural 

sector,” Mr Entsch said.

Senator Boswell said the funding would 

address a number of regional priorities including 

encouraging the development of local tourism, 

fostering enterprise development, broadening 

the economic base, creating new jobs and skills 

development opportunities and ultimately building 

community capacity.  

The projects include:
 Tourism 

Development of the Mareeba Wild Animal 

Park at Koah to enhance tourism ($491,900).

The creation of a world class safari camp to 

enhance the eco-tourism experience in the Atherton 

Tablelands through the Mareeba Wetland Foundation 

($250,000).

New accommodation for backpacker, 

selfdrive tourism and seasonal workers at the 

Kalamunda Caravan Park in Walkamin (Atherton 

Shire) ($150,000). Construction of the tourism 

heritage centre at the Great Northern Mine site in 

Herberton as part of the community hub precinct 

being developed on the old tin mine ($253,000).

 New and Emerging Industry

Support for the Atherton Geographic 

Information System (GIS) to collate and develop 

up to date data across the four Shires in the region 

and provide new industry and skills development 

opportunities in the area ($1,549,835).

Development of a Kenaf handling, processing and 

manufacturing facility in Mareeba to produce eco-

friendly consumer products to be sold in Japanese 

and domestic markets ($750,00).

Upgrade and expansion of Marlin Mango processing 

and packaging facilities in Mareeba ($115,000).

“These projects have potential to diversify 

and stimulate economic growth by broadening 

the economic base, which is a key element of the 

Sustainable Regions Programme objectives,” Senator 

Boswell said.

“They also provide new industry 

opportunities for farmers experiencing structural 

adjustment who may be looking for ways to diversify 

their existing business, as well as job and skills 

development opportunities for youth already in or 

interested in moving to the region.”

 Mr Entsch said the Mareeba Tropical Savanna 

and Wetlands Reserve is already a mainstay of the 

Tableland tourism community and the addition of 

a world class safari camp will boost its tourism 

potential to the next level.

 He said a wild animal park is also sure to 

attract much interest to the Koah area.

 Senator Boswell said the projects announced 

today would add to existing successful enterprises 

in the region and help ensure the vitality and 

sustainability of the region.

 He said he was impressed that nearly all the 

projects will involve development of training, skills 

and opportunities for youth, with the GIS project 

for example already being tied in with high schools 

across the region.

 The Sustainable Regions programme is 

helping strengthen the Tableland’s economic base 

and develop confi dence for the future by creating 

local solutions to local challenges.  Project funding 

supports the ATSRAC and Atherton Neighbourhood 

Centre partnership to build capacity and engage the 

region in planning for the future.

 Media Contacts       

Yvonne Tunney - ATSRAC Executive Offi cer -

                0418 747 193

Leah Nicoll - Senator Boswell’s offi ce  -  0407 132 284

Kate Mutton - Mr Entsch’s offi ce   - 0427 737 203  

PROJECT DESCRIPTION FUNDING ALLOCATED 

 

Mareeba Wild Animal Park  This will support 

the development of the Wild Animal Park and key 

tourism infrastructure in the region that will attract 

tourists from Cairns beyond Kuranda and further into 

the Atherton Tablelands.  Up to 15 jobs are expected 

to be generated from this project $491,900 

Mareeba Wetland Foundation     This will enhance 

the development of a world class safari park in the 

Mareeba Tropical Savanna and Wetland Reserve.  

The project will provide a signifi cant eco-tourism 

destination that will enhance tourist numbers, length 

of stay and create employment.  Up to 10 jobs are 

expected to be generated through this venture. 

$250,000 

Kalamunda Caravan Park  The project will 

enhance the scope of accommodation for seasonal 

workers, backpackers and self drive holidaymakers.  

It will also create employment opportunities and 

fl ow on trade for local businesses  $150,000 

Great Northern Mine Tourism Heritage Centre  

 This will support the development of 

a tourism and heritage centre in the proposed 

community hub precinct at the old Great Northern 

Mine site.  The project will contribute to building 

community capacity and stimulate tourism, based 

on the heritage and history of the area.  It will be 

linked with other tourism information centres in the 

region.  $253,000 

Atherton Tablelands Geographic Information 

System (GIS) Funding will support the 

development of a GIS network and centre for 

excellence in the Atherton Tablelands.  The system 

will provide a service directory, data warehousing, 

IT services, digital imagery and copying as well 

as GIS training and workshops.  It is creating a 

new information resource, training and industry 

opportunities in the region. $1,549,835 

Nature Trust Australia - Kenaf     The project 

will support the development of infrastructure to 

process kenaf fi bre for export and domestic sales 

and a new primary industry in the region.  The plant 

produces an eco-friendly fi bre that is used in a range 

of consumer goods.  Examples of the manufactured 

product include biodegradable plastics, non-woven 

fabric, pulp and fi reproof wallboard.  Markets for 

this product have been established in Japan. The 

completed project is expected to generate around 

250 jobs. $750,000 

Gambino and Sons - Marlin Mangoes Funding will 

support upgrading and expanding packaging and 

processing infrastructure for Marlin Mangoes.  The 

expansion will allow processing of a broad range of 

horticultural produce and is expected to generate 

9 jobs.  The existing operation has well developed 

supply chains and markets that support promotion of 

the region to domestic and international markets. 

$115,000 

TOTAL  $3,559,735 

Kuranda Tennis Club News 

 Congratulations to all our Junior Fixture winners and 

runners up. Well done. Good luck to the fi xture players this school 

term. Also do not forget our Fun Doubles Tournament on 13/14th 

September - all ages and all levels. Look out for the notices in the 

paper and around town.

 Main news for the month is that we are having our Annual 

General Meeting to elect new offi ce bearers.

Kuranda Tennis Club AGM
        When:      Monday 1/9/03 at 7.30 pm

        Where:      Kuranda Sports and Social Club

 AGENDA:

  1. President’s report

  2. Treasurer’s report

  3. Election of offi ce bearers for 2003/2004

 N.B: Parents and guardians of fi nancial junior members 

also have the voting rights to represent their child and the 

interests of the club.  All members are invited

 Thank you for the kind support at 

the Charity Bowls night on Thursday 3rd July. 

Congratulations to L. Gould and D. Loosemore 

who were the winners of the Q.C.W.A. raffl es 

of a fuel voucher and a juicy-meat tray. 

Our next Charity Bowls date-claimer at the 

friendly Kuranda Bowls Club [Fallon Road] 

is Thursday evening  August 7. Registering 

should be completed by 6.30pm for 7pm game 

commencement. The extra fund raisers on 

this evening will be the Kuranda Community 

Kindergarten and Pre-School team. Game cost 

is $7 p.p. Social Lawn bowls is held on other 

Thursday evenings at 7pm [reg. by 6.30pm]

 With regard to the business side of the 

Kuranda Bowls Club - the Club’s Annual Meeting, 

and election of club Offi ce Bearers, will be held 

on Saturday morning 9th August at 10.00am at 

the Fallon Road Lawn Bowls Club. Membership is 

$35 [$15 to K. Bowls Club and $20 members to K. 

Sports and Social Club].

 Sunday social bowls commence at 1.30 

pm [reg. by 1pm]. The game time has been 

brought forward due to the cooler months.

 Work around the bowling green is 

progressing and is a credit to those who are 

involved in the demanding exacting work.

Telephone President 40 938057 or Secretary 

40 937117 [evenings] if further information is 

required. Bowls are provided and fl at smooth-

soled shores [or bare feet] are part of the casual 

attire.

 Remember - lawn bowls is a young 

persons’ game at which older persons excel!

 I look forward to seeing you at the 

Kuranda green......Jack

Kuranda 8 Ball 2003
 Hello again to all our members and indeed to 

the readers of the Kuranda Paper. Just a bit of news 

to keep you up to date with what’s been happening.

 Season 1 is over and we would like to 

congratulate everyone on their efforts. The 

competition has been very good and the new 

players and teams have proven to be very worthy 

competitors. Well done! 

 The fi nals round started on June 24. Top 

Pubbers met True Cues in fi nal 1. This match turned 

out to be a very close affair. In all fi nals matches the 

fi rst team to seven is the winner. If it is six all after 

the twelve games one player will be nominated to 

represent each team and play one game to decide 

the winner. That’s what happened. True Cues won 

the match in an extra game play off between Ken 

and James. Certainly not for the faint hearted!

  Top Way and Top Shots met in fi nal 2. Top 

Shots won the match with a couple of games to 

spare. The second round of fi nals was played on 

June 30 with Four Cues [Minor Premiers] hosting True 

Cues at the Sports Club in fi nal 3. True Cues won this 

match in fairly convincing fashion 7 games to 3 and 

went directly to the grand fi nal.

 Final 4 was played at the Top Pub between 

Top Pubbers and Top Shots. Top Pubbers won the 

match in less than satisfying circumstances because 

Top Shots were short one player. The qualifying fi nal 

between Four Cues and Top Pubbers was played on 

July 3 at the Sports Club. Four Cues won this match 

in what one could only say was a fair result seeing 

as they had been on top of the table all season. Top 

Pubbers fi nished their season in third spot. 

 The Grand Final, played on Saturday July  5 

at the Sports Club was an absolute ripper. The match 

started at 11.30am and fi nished about 6.00pm. True 

Cues took the early lead over Four Cues and when 

the score was sitting at 4 - 1 it looked like a re-run 

and fi nal 3. But you can’t keep a good team down. 

Four Cues levelled the score at fi ve all and then took 

the lead at 6 - 5. We were down to the last pairing 

of the match and after a lot of games and gasps 

and sighs, the winning team would be decided by 

who won this game. Defi nitely not for the fainted 

hearted! Anyway, Four Cues won the match and were 

to be congratulated on their tenacity and good play. 

It really was a fi nal to remember and we thought last 

season’s fi nal was close. Presentations were made to 

the winning teams and individuals at the conclusion 

of the grand fi nal. The winners for this season are:

 Premiers: Four Cues.  Runners up: True Cues.  

Third: Top Pubbers. 

 Best Male Player: Gordon Matcalfe.  

 Runner up: James Reilly

 Best Female Player: Janet Hoey.

 Best And Fairest Male: Jason Guy.  

 Best and Fairest Female: Kylie Guy.

    Congratulatons to the teams and individuals on 

their successes and good luck for next season.

The B.B.Q. that followed was really good and we 

would like to thank all the volunteers who put in 

time and effort to make it a really memorable, if 

somewhat noisy, celebration. The good spirit of 

the game and how it was played continued into the 

evening with a pleasing party atmosphere. It was a 

really good day and enjoyed by all.

 The next season starts on Monday, July 28 

and new players are always welcome. So if you 

would like to play, come along to the Sports Club or 

Top Pub or Speewah Tavern on Monday nights and see 

what it’s all about. 

 That’s about it for now except to mention 

a couple of other winners, albeit on the numbers 

board. Bill Anderson was a winner as was Richie O. 

From the country? You can win too. Just be at the 

Post Offi ce on Thursdays. Jo will be there to sell you 

the winning numbers.

           Bye for now from Kuranda 8 Ball.

Village Green   

                                  Green Lines         by Jack McBowl

Kuranda Basketball
Newsletter 

 Tom and Julie would like to welcome everyone back from our short break between 
seasons. We hope you had a safe and happy holiday. We would like to congratulate all players 
for last season; what a great effort! Both the Under 14’s and 16’s made it into the fi nals. 
Well done to the Under 12’s for their persistence and determination throughout the season. 
It’s great to see the teamwork really coming together. A big thanks to those who supported 
us, especially the parents who are of great importance to the team.Your help is greatly 
appreciated! 
 Kuranda has already had their sign- on date, which was Monday the 28th of July, 
however you could check with either Tom or Julie on whether there are any places available 
in the teams. If not, fortunately Mulgrave Coast Basketball at Smithfi eld may be able to 
allocate any extra players into their teams- so nobody  misses out! Mulgrave Coast Basketball 
will be holding 5 minute round robins for Under 12’s and 14’s on Friday the 1st of August, 
and Under 16’s on Tuesday the 5th of August. If you haven’t already signed on you can do 
it on these two afternoons. We look forward to seeing you there! 

    Yours in Basketball
             Tom Sterling   0402012430
             Julie Battersby 40 939693                                                     

                      Fuel The Dream

COOKBOOK 
ON IT”S WAY

 

       A mouthwatering collection of family 

recipes will soon hit the kitchens of local 

cooks and chefs.

      The Mareeba/Kuranda Uniting Church is 

preparing a recipe book to commemorate 

the staging of its 40 th fl ower show in 

Mareeba on July 26.

      The recipes are tried and true ones, 

many of which have been in families 

for three or four generations, and the 

committee expects the book to contain 

well over 100 by the time the book is 

printed. The committee is delighted with 

the response to its request for recipes, 

and trusts cooks will have as much 

pleasure making and sampling them as the 

committee members have had in collecting 

them. 

      The book will be published to coincide 

with the fl ower show.

                  Sincerely Leslene Woodward 

             For the organising   

        committee. Kuranda Cools Softball Champs

L-R Back Row: Darren,Kim, Les, Baz, Bruce, Elias, Isha, Trevor, Helen                  

Front Row: Luke, Kenny, Jappa.

Eightball trophy winners

Congratulations
 

to
 KURANDA KOOLS SOFTBALL TEAM 2003 

on
 Winning The Annual Softball Tournament

 in
 Julatten 

This year we put together a winning side with all the 

players performing extremely well,beating

 Julatten All Stars 12-4 in the Final

 Best and Fairest for the Tournament went to our Darren 

Coleman and Elias Wright 

WELL DONE GUYS !!!!!!!
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Congratulations
to Julie & Whisky of Speewah on the arrival 

of their beautiful new daughter Samara 

Elyse, born 10 July 2003. Above drawing by

Ellie Geering 3 years old.

Below: Julie, Whisky and Samara going for a walk.

EnviroCare is celebrating corridors 

PO Box 494  Kuranda  4872  Phone: 4093 8834 
www.envirocare.org.au 

CELEBRATING THE 
KURANDA

ENVIROLINK
WILDLIFE CORRIDOR 

Saturday 2nd August 2003 at 3pm 
On this day, we will pay tribute to the hundreds of 
volunteers who planted over 40,000 trees during the past 
six years. We plan to plant the last few trees before 
retiring to the barbecue for a commemorative feast. 

This event is for you.  We’ve chosen a time when most 
people will have finished work and will be able to join in. 
If you ever planted a tree in the corridor in all these 
years, this party is for you.  If you drive, walk or ride 
through it and wonder at the change to the environment, 
this party is for you.  If you live in it, this party is for you.  

The site for the festivities will be in the corridor, along 
Myola-Oakforest Road between Mantaka and Kowrowa, and 
will be clearly marked with signs. 

It’s Party Time — See You There !
Another most important event coming up is the release of  

MAREEBA SHIRE’S INTEGRATED PLANNING ACT 

PLANNING SCHEME (what a mouthful!) for public comment. 

We’ve been waiting for this to be announced so we can get together with 
interested people in the community to study the draft plan and make 
submissions to Council if necessary.  We’ll be guided through the process 
by solicitors from the Environmental Defender’s Office and a town planning 
consultant. 

Please note in your diary Saturday 20th September, 4.30pm at

the Kuranda Medical Centre meeting room (corner Thongon and Barang 
Streets). Please let us know if you can’t make that session and we’ll try to 
arrange another that suits you.  

This is our chance to get ahead of the game, not always on our back foot 
because of old or irrelevant planning.  If the planning is right, then there’ll 
be controls on tree clearing, subdivisions in forested areas and things like 
proper access to subdivisions such as Russett Park. 

ENVIROFIESTA 

CAFNEC’s Envirofiesta is on Sunday 24th August at The Tanks Art Centre.   
Look out for the EnviroCare display trailer. 

CASSOWARIES ABOUND AROUND 

We are receiving reports of sightings of young and juvenile Cassowaries 
regularly these days.  This is probably because the adult birds are setting 
up for the next generation and are shoo-ing last year’s offspring away to 
find their own home ranges.  In an increasingly urban environment such 
as ours, Cassowary habitat is seriously under threat—food trees coming 
down and houses going up. 

Please refrain from feeding them.  This makes them dependent on 
humans for food handouts and puts them at risk of coming into contact 
with our dogs and cars.  For more information on Cassowaries, visit our 
web site on www.envirocare.org.au. 

Our next meeting will be on Wednesday 6th August at  

Kuranda Primary School, 7pm (Up the stairs, Arara St entrance) 

SPECIAL GUEST: Debbie-Sue Van Rangelrooy 

GREENING AUSTRALIA’S Ergon Energy Program Coordinator 

(trees under power lines) 

Chloe Geering Grade 2

In the forest, near the trees there lived a Lion, a Spider and a Butterfl y. They all 

lived happily in the forest.

One  day the Lion had a mean idea. He would do it in the morning. When the nice 

animals woke up the next morning the Lion said, “This is MY forest-go and fi nd 

your own one!”. So the animals said”We are going to fi nd a better place where 

we can drink water and eat grass!”. 

The next day, early in the morning the Butterfl y and the Spider went and found 

another forest. The Lion felt sad because he had been mean to the nice animals. 

To make friends again he decided to collect seeds and grow some more trees in 

the empty space between the two forests.

 The Lion waited until the trees grew and then he went and said to the nice 

animals,”I am sorry that I yelled at you. Let’s share each other’s forests”. The 

Spider and the Butterfl y said “OK” and they all played hide and seek together and 

lived happily ever after.

Shay is a ten year old girl living in Israel and 

is the granddaughter of Sylvia and Allan Rose 

.She naturally uses the Hebrew language and 

neither spoke nor understood English until she 

started lessons at school.Ten months later she 

wrote this poem in class:

MELANCHOLIA

Today I’m happy, tomorrow sad,

 Today its food, and tomorrow bed,

 Some days bite, and some day’s home,

 Maybe water and maybe stone.

 I saw green, and I saw blue,

 I heard an answer and I gave a clue.

 But now I’m old, my legs are weary,

 and tomorrow I’m going to marry,

 And start to have a normal life.

 And to say goodbye to the things that I like.

 Shay Rose, age: 10 years.

Organic Gardening
    I hope all your seedlings are growing 

well and that you are anticipating a good 

healthy crop of vegetables.

    My citrus trees have been prolifi c this 

year with a constant supply of delicious 

fruits. I have discovered mandarin juice 

with passion fruit in it to be a lovely 

treat.

    I expect to have citrus to eat for several 

weeks to come.

    My custard apple has produced some 

fruit but not as much as other years. My 

pumpkin vines have been wonderful, 

producing numerous large pumpkins. My 

pawpaws have produced large quantities 

of fruit but they have been lacking in 

fl avour, this is a indication they need 

more nourishment, liquid seaweed is my 

1st choice. 

    The spring rains have made gardening 

much easier, remember to  keep our plants 

well mulched to conserve the moisture.

  Marjorie Spear

Healthy Though Elderly
    My life has brightened up with the gift of 

a large friendly desexed tabby cat. He is a 

great joy to me, sits with me, talks to me 

and fi lls my life with company.

    I now feel motivated to continue using 

my exercise bike, my back frame and my 

foot exerciser. I have my appetite back and 

feel much stronger and heathier. Everyone 

says I look well and with a birthday next 

week that’s encouraging.             

    My eyesight is still a major obstacle to 

healthy life but with the help of friends 

I’m managing.

               Marjorie Spear 4093 7205

Kuranda Garden Group
A very disappointing turnout for the 

meeting held at the Botanic Gardens 

on 12 th July. Those who didn’t come 

should make a visit in the near future. 

The gardens were in peak condition 

with beautiful displays and everything 

clearly labelled.

If any reader would like a meeting at 

their home please phone me [Marjorie 

Spear 4093 7205]. At the moment we 

are unable to have any more meetings 

until December as no-one has invited us 

to view their garden until then.

Our December meeting is always held at 

my place fi rst, fi nishing at Pat and Lyle 

Greene’s where smoko is shared.

Marjorie Spear 

HEARD IT ON THE GRAPEVINE 2003
 Following two successive years as close runner up in the Amateur Wine Section 

of Cairns Show, our local winemaker, Bob Dighton, has a chest similar in size to a Pouter 

Pigeon at present! Bob fl ew home to Koah with a swag of blue, red and white ribbons, 

quite a few Highly Commended cards and - the big purple sash for Champion Winemaker 

of the Cairns Show 2003. Putting quite a bit of time and work into both winemaking 

and as President of the Cairns Amateur Winemakers Guild, his efforts have been justly 

rewarded.  Only problem now is to convince the good wife that he really needs a space 

in the Glass Cabinet in which to place the Trophy.  Congratulations Bob!

 Congratulations are also due to another local - Ann Simpson.  Having joined the 

CAWG late last year and, after attending a workshop in February, Ann made several litres 

of Jaboticaba Wine.  Must have been a good drop as only had 1 bottle still available to 

enter in the Cairns Show (after much nagging from CAWG President).  To her surprise - 

but not ours - this newbie took off 1st Place and a blue ribbon in the Medium Red Class.  

Ann was so excited that she actually disconnected the call when being informed of her 

win.  

 You can be there next year too.  For information on joining this club (33 yrs old 

and still going strong), please contact the Secretary on Ph: 40937016.

We are always looking for

submissions by local kids and 

youth.Email your art,writings  to 

kurandapaper@iig.com.au or leave in 

an envelope at the Greenhouse Shop in 

Coondoo Street.

Chris Wright passing the position of President to Lesley Mason for year 2003-2004

Rotary Commitee for 2003-2004

Back L-R:  Diamuid Houston, Allan Birchall, Chris Wright,  Steve Dominikovic, Lynn 

Neate. Front L-R: Lesley Mason,Valarie Birchall.

Rotary Committee for 2003 - 2004
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A big thankyou to Leon Cartledge for a workshop on the 
pottery wheels last month.  Thanks also to Mr Seiji Cho 
who presented a demonstration of Japanese porcelain 
throwing, and to Alison Kempe for organising it at short 
notice.
 
WORKSHOPS
We have no visiting artist this month.  Our workshop 
will be on SATURDAY, AUGUST 3rd at 10.30am at 
the Stables.  It is some time since we have had some 
unstructured workshop time, so this will be an opportunity 
to practise wheel throwing skills, and share ideas.  Bring 
money for clay only.
 
THE FUTURE OF THE MUD SLINGERS
In an introspective moment at the last meeting, the Mud 
Slingers present discussed our future as an organisation.  
As president, I will be looking at reducing my involvement 
at this year,s A.G.M.  In the absence of anyone to take 
on responsibilities for fundraising and for kiln fi ring, we 
may look for ways to change the nature of the group, scale 
down or even ways of staging a graceful death by early 
next year.  (In the meantime, all will continue as usual!)  
If you have suggestions or strong opinions on the future, 
speak to me!
Ian Whittaker 4093 9652

Ian and Tonya 
Whittaker are 
delighted to 
announce the 

birth of 
Layla Rani

on the 20th 
of June 2003 

weighing 
3920g or 8lb 
10oz [almost] 
at Mareeba 

Hospital, Qld, 
a sister for 

Mia.

Healthy Body Healthy Mind
    It’s great to see that most of our community has 

begun to realise the strong infl uence that our state 

of mind has on our physical health.

    The idea that our body, mind and spirit are all 

interconnected has become widely recognised and 

there has been a resurgance in holistic medicine/ 

natural therapies. Orthodox medical practitioners 

and scientist’s, have well documented the effects 

that our thoughts can have on our bodies.

    It is important to remember that this body/mind 

connection works both ways. Thus our physical 

health can infl uence our thoughts and emotions 

i.e. our mental health. Our brains are fed by blood 

supply from our lower bodies and the quality of our 

blood is largely determined by the food we eat and 

our digestive function. 

    Poor blood supply to the brain or lack of nutrient 

will defi nitely effect our cognitive processes and the 

way we feel in general. This is especially important 

in mental illness. Conditions such as depression, 

anxiety, alzheimers,autism, bipolar, schizophrenia 

and ADHD have been found to be associated with 

nutrient defi ciencies, especially, Zinc, B vitamins 

and essential fatty acids. Also, chemicals can cause 

damage to nerve cells and result in impairment of 

mental abilities. They can also disrupt the endocrine 

system [hormonal balance]. Most of us are well 

aware of the impact our hormones can have on our 

moods.

    Even simply not drinking enough water can 

dehydrate cells and impair cognitive functions.

    By improving the function of our digestive, 

nervous and endocrine system we can improve the 

way we think and feel. These principles hold true for 

minor ailments through to more serious conditions.

Physical ways to improve mental health, drink about 

2 Lts fi ltered or spring water daily Avoid cigarettes 

and other drugs, limit alcohol and caffeine eat 

a balanced diet of fresh whole foods. Reduce 

chemical exposure i.e. pesticides, chlorinated 

water, petrochemical based shampoos, conditioners, 

moisturisers and toothpastes [natural options at 

health food store], chemical perfumes and room 

fresheners etc.

    Investigate before vaccinating. Supplement with 

herbal medicine or other nutrients when necessary.

    Holistic treatment involves treating body, mind 

and spirit.

   By B J Mc Dean

BJ is a qualifi ed naturopath practising at White-Ryan 

Acupuncture Clinic 179 Jensen St Edge Hill 

Ph 40 536299

>

 Modern day Noah

   And the Lord spoke to Noah and said, “In one year, I am going to make it 

rain and cover the whole earth with water until all fl esh is destroyed. 

   But I want you to save the righteous people and two of every kind of living 

thing on the earth. Therefore, I am commanding you to build an Ark.” In a 

fl ash of lightning, God delivered the specifi cations for an Ark. In fear and 

trembling, Noah took the plans and agreed to build the Ark. 

  “Remember” said the Lord, “You must complete the Ark and bring 

everything aboard in one year.” 

   Exactly one year later, fi erce storm clouds covered the earth and all the 

seas of the earth went into a tumult. The Lord saw Noah was sitting in his 

front yard weeping. 

  “Noah,” He shouted. “Where is the Ark?” 

  “Lord, please forgive me!” cried Noah. “I did my best, but there are big 

problems. 

   First, I had to get a permit for construction and your plans did not comply 

with the codes. I had to hire an engineering fi rm and redraw the plans. Then 

I got into a fi ght with the Occupational Health & Safety Commission over 

whether or not the Ark needed a fi re sprinkler system and fl otation devices. 

Then my neighbour objected, claiming I was violating zoning ordinances by 

building the Ark in my front yard, so I had to lodge a Rezoning Application 

with the City Council & it is now with the Land & Environment Court. 

I had problems getting enough wood for the Ark, because there was a ban 

on cutting trees to protect the Kookaburra. I fi nally convinced the Dept 

of Conservation & Land Management that I needed the wood to save the 

kookaburras. However, National Parks & Wildlife won’t let me catch any 

kookaburras, so no kookaburras. 

The carpenters formed a union and went out on strike. I had to negotiate a 

settlement with the Dept of Industrial Relations before anyone would pick 

up a saw or a hammer. Now, I have 16 carpenters on the Ark, but still no 

kookaburras. 

When I started rounding up the other animals, I got sued by the RSPCA. They 

objected to my only taking two of each kind aboard. 

Just when I got the suit dismissed, the EPA notifi ed me that I could not 

complete the Ark without fi ling an environmental impact statement on Your 

proposed fl ood. They didn’t take very kindly to the idea that they had no 

jurisdiction over the conduct of the Creator of the universe. 

Then the Dept of Land and Water Conservation demanded a map of the 

proposed new fl ood plain. I sent them a complete set of UBDs & Gregory’s. 

   Right now, I am trying to resolve a complaint fi led with the Equal 

Employment Opportunity Commission that I am practicing discrimination by 

not taking godless, unbelieving people aboard! The Australian Tax Offi ce has 

seized my assets, claiming that I’m building the Ark in preparation to fl ee the 

country to avoid paying taxes. I also have to wait for the registration of my 

ABN for the GST. 

I just got a notice from the Waterways Authority that I owe them some kind 

of user tax and I have failed to register the Ark as a “recreational water 

craft.” I also need a Boat Drivers Licence but they are debating about how to 

classify the craft. 

   I am getting continual visits from Greenpeace, RSPCA, WorkCover, Sheriff’s 

Offi ce & numerous other government departments. 

   Finally, the Australian Council for Civil Liberties got the courts to issue an 

injunction against further construction of the Ark, saying that since God is 

fl ooding the earth, it’s a religious event and therefore unconstitutional. 

   I really don’t think I can fi nish the Ark for another 5 or 6 years!” Noah 

wailed. 

 The sky began to clear, the sun began to shine and the seas began to calm. 

A rainbow arched across the sky. Noah looked up hopefully. 

“You mean you are not going to destroy the earth Lord?” 

 “No,” said the Lord sadly. “I don’t have to, bureaucracy already has.”

 Member for Leichhardt 

Warren Entsch has appealed to 

Premier Peter Beattie to afford the 

residents of Russett Park the same 

consideration he was so eager to 

give residents of Trinity Park.

 He said the Russett Park 

residents face far more than a 

failed development; they face 

an extremely dangerous and life-

threatening situation.

 “I congratulate the Premier 

for allowing common sense to 

prevail in Trinity Park,” he said.

 “I thank Peter Beattie 

for the gusto and urgency with 

which he resolved the Bluewater 

debacle by agreeing to amend the 

management plan of the Trinity 

Inlet-Marlin Coast Marine Park,” 

Mr Entsch said.

 “Peter Beattie now needs to 

apply the same gusto and urgency 

to resolving the long-standing 

issue of emergency access when 

the existing causeway is fl ooded 

at Russett Park by amending 

the management plan of the 

surrounding World Heritage area to 

allow residents to use an existing 

disused timber track when the only 

other road into the community is 

cut off by fl oodwaters.”

 During wet season residents 

of Russett Park can be stranded for 

days at a time when the Barron 

River fl oods the causeway on the 

only road into the community. 

 With a multi-million dollar 

bridge out of range of the Mareeba 

Shire Council’s budget, the only 

affordable alternative for Russett 

Park residents is to give them 

emergency access to a 1.2km 

stretch of an existing timber track 

when the road is fl ooded.

Entsch Urges Premier to Give 

Russett Park Residents the 

Same Attention he Gave Trinity Park 

True Spirituality
    Another morning ‘Abdu’l-Baha began at once to speak as he joined the group

of seekers. He said: “Praise be to God, this century is a glorious century;may 

love increase every day; may it strike fi re to light the candle in the

darkness, like a gift and mercy of God.

   “Know, O thou possessors of insight, that true spirituality is like unto a

lake of clear water which refl ects the divine. Of such was the spirituality

of Jesus Christ. There is another kind which is like a mirage, seeming to be

spiritual when it is not. That which is truly spiritual must light the path

to God, and must result in deeds. We cannot believe the call to be spiritual

when there is no result. Spirit as reality and when the spirit in  each  o f

us seeks to join  itself with the Great reality it must in turn give life

the jews in the  time of Christ were dead having  no real life . and  jesus

actully wafted a new breath into their bodies . behold what has been

accomplished  since ?

 Anyone requiring further information should 

contact Roofi a Solouki on 4093 0396.
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$3.6 MILLION FUNDING BONANZA FOR 

TABLELANDS
Almost $3.6 million in federal funds has been approved for a further seven 
projects on the Atherton Tablelands, bringing to more than $6 million the funds 
provided to the region through the Federal Government’s Sustainable Regions 
Programme. 

Funding for the diverse projects will be announced on Monday 
morning at Koah in the Mareeba Shire by the National Party Senator Ron 
Boswell and Federal Member for Leichhardt, Warren Entsch. 

Senator Boswell said the Atherton Tablelands has been 
allocated up to $18 million over three years under the Sustainable Regions 
Programme which helps selected regions meet the test of major economic, 
social or environmental change.

“This funding will open the doors to important economic 
opportunities in the region which has been hit hard by a whole range of 
changing circumstances within the agricultural sector,” Mr Entsch said.

Senator Boswell said the funding would address a number 
of regional priorities including encouraging the development of local tourism, 
fostering enterprise development, broadening the economic base, creating 
new jobs and skills development opportunities and ultimately building 
community capacity.  
The projects include:

Tourism 

• Development of the Mareeba Wild Animal Park at Koah to enhance 
tourism ($491,900).

• The creation of a world class safari camp to enhance the eco-tourism 
experience in the Atherton Tablelands through the Mareeba Wetland 

Foundation ($250,000).
• New accommodation for backpacker, selfdrive tourism and seasonal 

workers at the Kalamunda Caravan Park in Walkamin (Atherton Shire) 
($150,000).

Construction of the tourism heritage centre at the Great Northern Mine site in 
Herberton as part of the community hub precinct being developed on the old tin 
mine ($253,000).

Festival Time is here again
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bookings essential

An afternoon of Banner Painting  for primary school kids. 

A time to paint, create and learn some interesting facts about water  
The banners will be proudly displayed at Envirofiesta. 

There will be a Circus and Dance workshops in the middle of the session. 
Please bring an apron. 

Parents are welcome to attend. 
Please ring to let us know your coming call Paul on 4032 1746 or 0405 761 060. 

This is another Envirofiesta project aimed at linking the community together for 
the environment through art, culture and celebration. 

Envirofiesta and Graft’N’Arts proudly present 

Did you know… 
Young Peoples Banner Painting DayYoung Peoples Banner Painting DayYoung Peoples Banner Painting DayYoung Peoples Banner Painting Day 

+ Dance & Circus Workshop 

Graft'N'Arts 124 Grafton St (corner of Aplin St) 

3 & 10th August   1 to 5 pm (two Sunday afternoons) 

Envirofi esta 2003 Far 

North Queensland’s biggest 

environmental festival
Sunday 24th August at the Tanks Art Centre

  

 Cairns and Far North  Environment Centre’s (CAFNEC) 

colourful culturally diverse fun-fi lled day for all ages is on again. This 

year’s focus is on celebrating “Water - our most precious resource” 

in recognition of  2003 being UNESCO’s International Year of Fresh 

Water.

  The quality of entertainment and activities that has become 

a feature of Envirofi esta will again fi ll the day with enjoyment and 

education. Attractions include live music and cultural performances, 

exhibitions and workshops on aspects of sustainable living (for both 

children and adults), interactive circus performances, Eco-friendly 

market stalls, great tasting world foods prepared by C.AFNEC.,s own 

friendly catering crew, large friendly kids space with an extensive 

and interactive  program , an expanded recycled art exhibition and 

auction, and last but not least the ever popular and increasingly 

renowned Recycled Fashion Parade!

  The day will start with a welcome to country by traditional 

inhabitants @ 10.00am on the Clam Shell stage, and will end around

10.00pm after the funky Recycled Fashion Parade with some great 

dancing music in Neptune’s Palace.

 This year Envirofi esta has even more activities for everyone

to enjoy with an expanded young peoples space and a new adults 

workshop and seminar area .The theme of Water for this year

Envirofi esta will see the Tanks Art Centre turned into another world. 

Working within the spirit of participation we ask all Guests to 

consider dressing within the theme of Water. This can be as grand or

as humble as you wish.

 Envirofi esta is CAFNEC’s annual fundraising and public exposure 

event. It showcases the organizations community spirit and current 

campaigns within the most diverse wilderness area in Australia. This

is a prime time for all members of the FNQ community to increase 

their network of friends and enjoy the community spirit that is so 

rich in Cairns. Please place the 24th August on your calendar and 

remember to bring lots of friends. 

 We would like your help in  preparing for Envirofi esta 2003 

(e.g. help is needed in preparing the young peoples space and 

collection of recyclables and materials used to setup the venue) 

please contact CAFNEC and leave your details with one of our 

friendly crew. - email:envirofi esta@cafnec.org.au or phone 40321 

746 
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A research project to 

help older drivers retire and 

make alternative transport and 

lifestyle arrangements has been 

provided a $25,000 federal grant, 

Parliamentary Secretary to the 

Minister for Transport and Regional 

Services, Senator Ron Boswell, 

announced today.

The funding has been 

provided under the Australian 

Transport Safety Bureau’s (ATSB) 

2003 Road Safety Research Grant 

Scheme.

Dr Kryss McKenna of the 

Department of Occupational 

Therapy, University of Queensland, 

will oversee the project, entitled 

“Older road users: from driving 

cessation to safe transportation.”

Senator Boswell said the 

project aimed to develop resources 

to help retiring drivers make 

alternative transport and lifestyle 

arrangements, by drawing on 

the experience of retired drivers 

and older people who have never 

driven.

“There comes a time when 

older drivers recognise that it is 

not safe to continue driving, but 

many have diffi culty in making 

the change because they have 

not developed a practical plan 

for maintaining their lifestyle,” 

Senator Boswell said.

“This research will draw 

on the experience of those who 

have retired from driving and those 

who have never driven to develop 

practical guidelines for retiring 

drivers.

 “The importance of 

maintaining an active family and 

social life in retirement is widely 

recognised, and this research looks 

at how people use alternative 

transport choices to maintain a full 

and active lifestyle without driving.

 “There is a growing number 

of older Australians who recognise 

that they should stop driving, and 

this research will help us to provide 

practical advice for people working 

through that process.”

 Senator Boswell said 

that the Federal Government 

made these grants available to 

researchers and the community 

so that people with good research 

ideas could compete for funding.

 “The Road Safety Research 

Grant Scheme aims to promote 

interest in road safety research 

from a wide range of research 

disciplines, and this project 

will apply expertise from the 

occupational therapy fi eld to a 

recognised road safety problem,” 

Senator Boswell said.

 Contact – Leah Nicoll 07 

3001 8150      

Mob: 0407 132 284
 

$25,000 RESEARCH GRANT TO HELP 

OLDER DRIVERS RETIRE

FLYING THE COOP ?

TO FILL THAT EMPTY NEST !

Contact Louise Cox...4093 9050 / 0421 023 605
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KURANDA RAINFOREST PARK

Come and experience the beauty and tranquility in our 

10 acre park only a short walk from Kuranda Village. 

                Cottages and Cabins - all fully self-contained 

                with verandahs or courtyards 

                Budget Accommodation (single and double rooms only) 

                Caravan and Campsites 

                On-site caravans for long-term residency. 

                                                               Annette and Hans Christensen 

                                Kuranda Heights Road, Kuranda 4872 

                                Phone/Fax: (02) 4093 7316 

                                E-mail: kur.vanp@austarnet.com.au

                                Website: www.kurandatouristpark.com 
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FIRE AWARENESS WEEK
STATION OPEN DAY

ON SUNDAY 24 AUGUST
STARTING AT 10:00 AM
    Kuranda Fire Station will be holding an 
Open Day on the 24 August to promote Fire 
Awareness Week. During the open day we 
would like to show visitors and the community 
of Kuranda into their Fire Station. We will 
hold displays of fi re fi ghting techniques, 
have a sausage sizzle, show videos, have 
giveaways,L‛il Squirt fi re engine will give 
rides and Blazer Bear is reported to show 
up on the day. We hope that you will come 
along,meet some of your local Firies and have 

a good time.

Queensland Fire and 
Rescue Service

Vacancies
Auxiliary Fire Fighters

Kuranda

The Kuranda Fire Station 
currently has a number of 
vacancies for Auxiliary Fire 
Fighters.

Main Duties
* Work as a member of a team 
which crews a fi re appliance or 
other emergency response vehicle 
in order to respond to emergency 
incidents (for example, fi res, 
vehicle entrapment, chemical 
spills, salvage operations).

* Provide basic fi rst aid, if 
required

* Promote community awareness 
in fi re prevention by participating 
in public education lectures/
demonstrations

Requirements
* Police Record check

* Hold a current “A” class licence 
and obtain an MR within (12) 
months

* Australian Citizen or Permanent 
Resident

* Able to obtain a medical fi tness 
certifi cate

* Live or work within 5 minutes 
travel from the fi re station

For further information please 
contact: 0417 138 576

QFRS is an Equal 
Opportunity 
Employer

Fact or Fiction….
what the medical evidence suggests.

Is the green skin on potatoes harmful?

 When potatoes are exposed to light, toxic substances called solanine 

& chaconine form & are visible as a green tinge on the potato skin especially 

washed potatoes packed in clear plastic bags or exposed to brighter lights.

As with most toxins, the dose can be poisonous. Small quantities will not do 

any harm but a completely green skinned potato would have enough solanine to 

cause a stomach upset & might make a small child vomit.

 Contrary to current claims circulating on the internet, there is no 

evidence that either of these toxins is carcinogenic & with a food consumed 

as commonly as the potato we would have expected to see evidence of this by 

now. Medical literature shows no link with cancer.

 Practical Tip: Neither solanine nor chaconine are destroyed by cooking 

but can be removed by thick peeling. If the potato is small & green either throw 

it out or take it back & complain to the retailer.

      Dr Dave Cuming   

      Kuranda Medical Service

Peace and Tranquility 

are Essential for Mankind

 On the last Saturday of each month at the QCWA 

hall in Kuranda, at 5:00 PM  We hold a meeting where the 

scriptures of various Faiths are read. Spiritual growth can 

help us and an hour of Peace, Tranquility and Meditation is 

good for everyone. Each and everyone is welcome. 

 The meeting is free and light refreshments will be 

served after it. 

For further information 

contact Roofi a on 4090 0396.

Recruitment of Foster Carers
 

 Since October 1997, Cairns Shared Family Care has 

been providing a Shared Family Care program for children in 

need of out-of- home care in the Cairns district (from Aloomba 

in the south to Daintree Township in the north and west to 

Koah).  

 Cairns Shared Family Care constantly needs to recruit 

potential Foster Carers for training and possible approval as 

registered Foster Carers.

 At this point in time, we are in need of new Foster 

Carers in all areas and accordingly, we seek your assistance.  

            If you would like further information, please contact 

our agency on 4051 3926.  Your assistance will be greatly 

appreciated.

Foster carers are needed in the Kuranda Area

Cairns Shared Family Care is the local community based Foster Care agency 

    Foster Carers are fi nancially and emotionally secure people who are fl exible and have the ability 

to offer a safe home for children at risk.  They are trained, assessed and supported to care for 

children in need of out-of-home care.

    If you are interested in becoming a Foster Carer to care for children in your home, or would like 

more information about this,  please phone  Cairns Shared Family Care on 4051 3926.
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QCWA KURANDA BRANCH 

NEWSLETTER AUGUST 2003 
   Well, it was here comes July - there 

goes July - and huge sighs of relief from 

all our members (and some husbands/

partners).   Kuranda QCWA members 

have not only been busy in their own 

branch but also travelling to branches 

throughout the Far Northern Division 

- from Silkwood to Port Douglas to Mt. 

Molloy and a several Branches within 

this circle.  While not required to attend 

other Branch Annual Meetings, ours is a 

sisterhood and where possible we like to 

show our support (along with the local 

communities) for these hardworking 

ladies. 

    With our Annual Meeting held on 

July 16, we would like to congratulate 

and welcome back the Branch Executive 

who were returned to offi ce for another 

year.  President: Mrs Marion Hubbard; 

Vice Presidents: Mesdames Emily Matsen 

and Jeanine Veivers; Treasurer: Mrs 

Sandra McCorry and Secretary: Mrs 

Yvonne Dighton. Our Branch is looking 

forward, once again,  to contributing to 

the Kuranda Community.  We would also 

like to thank those invited guests who 

attended the Annual Meeting. Results 

for our handcraft members at both 

Innisfail and Cairns Shows were worth 

the hard work and travelling back and 

forth. Entries covered several crafts 

from Bobbin Lace to Handmade Cards.  

Congratulations to Sandra McCorry for 

her success at Innisfail and taking off the 

Trophy for Champion Hardcraft.Sandra’s 

decorated fabric covered box was the 

envy of all. On Friday, August 1, Kuranda 

branch will host the Divisional Handcraft 

Meeting. A display and talk on Thai 

Handcrafts to be given by Mrs Sue Hoger 

will add interest to this meeting. 

    AUGUST CRAFT CLASS:  RIBBON 

EMBROIDERY - class to be held on 

WEDNESDAY, AUG 6 (9.30 - 11.30am) 

- QCWA Hall Kuranda, kits $5 approx, 

at cost, will be available for the class. 

Come along and join us.

    Charity Bowls Night: The QCWA scribe 

is fast running out of suitable adjectives 

to describe our team’s efforts. After 

listening to the reasons for not winning, 

one can only assume that “a respectable 

beating” was the outcome of this 

particular competition. However, if 

enthusiasm was skill there’s no doubt 

that we would be gold medal winners in 

any competition.  The raffl e of a meat 

tray (with the compliments of Kuranda 

Butchery) and petrol vouchers did raise 

a nice little sum for our nominated 

charity.   

   For Hall Bookings, please contact 

C. Jeanes on 40937187.  For other 

queries, contact the Branch Secretary 

on 40937016.
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St Cristopher’s Catholic  

Church 
Barang St 

Our Sunday Mass will be held at 6 pm  

 1st Wednesday of each month 

Mass 7.30 pm 

 If someone in your family has  

a drinking problem, you can see 

what it is doing to them. But can 

you see what it is doing to you ? 

AL-ANON can  

   help you 

Meetings : 

Kuranda 10.30 a.m. Sunday 

Neighbourhood Centre 

Cnr. Coondoo & Barang Sts. 

Ph 4093 0462 

... if there‛s no 
peace and happiness

within our mind 
this dominant

experience of mental 
suffering or

unhappiness will not 
enable us to
enjoy physical 

comfort.  

The Dalai Lama.

Veg Out Cafe Update!
    Veg Out Cafe is still churning out the meals, feeding 
locals and tourists from 10.15am until 2.15pm. Deliveries 
around town are usually available during this time, although 
when it‛s really busy a delivery may take a little longer!                  
There‛s only Tracey and Julian in there but they‛re very fi t! 
Lardoo‛s, Simply Wonderfuls, Barfi , Coconut and Date Logs 
and other wonderful sweets are all for the taking, while the 
main meals get nervous. Their CD and cookbook are availble 
too. Demand something from them anytime. Catering is 
also available and evening bookings of 8 or more are most 
welcome.  Ph: 4093 8483 or 042 572 5901.

��������������������������

���������������

* Internet service available 
* Any 5 Weekly movies for $11 
* TV or Video machine hire from $33 per month 
* $3.30  to $6.60 Overnight movies 
* Game hire and DVD’s 
* Refreshments

KURANDA VIDEOS 
Shop 4,  3 Rob Veivers Dr 
KURANDA 
Phone/Fax 4093 7664 

Business Hours

Watch What You Want — When You Want 

7 Days  

a Week 

     10 am.  
     to 8 pm. 

LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE AND LANDSCAPING.  

LAWN MOWING (COMMERCIAL AND BODY CORPORATE) 

 WEEED CONTROL, GARDEN DESIGN SERVICE.  

SUPPLY OF ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY PLANTS.  

INSTALL AND REPAIR IRRIGATION SYSTEMS  

LOCAL KURANDA BUSINESS –  

FOR PROMPT, FRIENDLY ADVICE CONTACT CRAIG 4093 8104.  

GREAT FOOD 

WIDE SELECTION 
CLASSY COFFEE OUR SPECIALITY 

OPEN FROM 8.00AM—5.00PM 

PH.  4093 7184  5 COONDOO STREET 

Are your business records in a mess? 
Is it costing you too much to prepare for tax? 

I can teach you how, or help you out 
(including Self Managed Super Funds) 

Julie Schofield BBus (Acc) 

ABN6 62 678 178 678 

10 Years ATO Experience      2 Years Accounting 

47 Bangalow Place                    Phone 4093 9304 

Kuranda 4872                          Fax 4093 9505 

jurasco@tpg.com.au                 Mobile 0417 917 351

“let yourself be open 

and life 

will be easier.”

buddha

Peace and 
Tranquility are 
Essential for 

Mankind
On the last 

Saturday of each 
month at the QCWA 

hall in Kuranda, at 
5:00 pm  We hold a 
meeting where the 

scriptures of various 
Faiths are read. 

Spiritual growth can 
help us  and an hour 
of Peace, Tranquility 

and Meditation is 
good for everyone. 
Each and everyone 

is welcome. The 
meeting is free and 
light refreshments 
will be served after 

it. For further 
information contact 

Roofi a 
 40 930 396.
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DEADLINES
September 2003 Paper

Editorial: Thurs 21 Aug

Advertising: Thurs 21 Aug

Classifi eds: Mon 25 Aug

Paper out: Thur 29Aug
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Servicing Kuranda 
and District 

Regular Pool Servicing. 

Green Pool Clean ups. 

Pump-Filter-Chlorinator  

Repairs 

Pump-Filter-Chlorinator Sales 

and service. 

Free Quotes and Chemical  

delivery. 

Ph: 4031 3600 
Fax: 4031 3661 

SOMMER 
P A I N T I N G  S E R V I C E S 

Q.B.S.A. Lic. No. 076195 

P h / F a x  4 0 9 3  0 1 4 6    M o b i l e :  0 4 1 3  3 1 3  8 2 3   

Your Local Painter

Domestic      Commercial      Maintenance 

Specialising in repaints 

NO JOB TOO SMALL!!! 

DARYL STYLES 

PLUMBING 

MAINTENANCE 
0417232567 or 40939151 

All Domestic Repairs and 

Installations 

Local Plumber       QBSA No 80021 
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Globalisation book review
By Philippa Clarkson, Kuranda Partners for Peace

The Lexus and the Olive Tree by Thomas Friedman
The New Rulers of the World by John Pilger

 I read two books recently which present some contrasting views of 
that controversial beastie, globalisation...
 New York Times correspondent Thomas Friedman chats engagingly 
about the tug-of-war between the Lexus (a luxury model car), which represents 
our desire for progress and a better life, and the olive tree, which represents 
our roots, our humanity, home and identity.  
 Globalisation, according to Friedman, contains many paradoxes - at its 
best, the new interconnected system we fi nd ourselves living in gives us new 
ways to express ourselves and preserve our olive trees - but it can also destroy 
that same uniqueness by homogenising environments until around the world it‛s 
all Anywhere, USA.  
And just why is the USA so dominant, you might ask?  
 Why, despite Friedman presenting globalisation as being unrelated to 
politics but simply a mass event that nobody controls, does he assert that “the 
hidden hand of the market will never work without a hidden fi st - the US Army, 
Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps”?
 What has really been globalised, as John Pilger graphically illustrates, 
is poverty.  
 In over 90 countries the IMF and World Bank have implemented 
policies of “structural adjustment” designed to give the USA and friends 
unrestricted access to markets, natural resources and cheap labour.  
Mountains of unrepayable debt are created, enslaving many developing 

countries as effectively as imperialism ever did.  
 Subsidies that make essentials affordable for the poorest are given 
the chop and services are wiped out, with massive human consequences: Pilger 
quotes a UN report saying that every year globalisation kills 12 million children 
under the age of fi ve.  (Makes those Iraq sanctions look pretty tame, doesn‛t 
it!)  
 And what if a country would rather not hand over the goods, and 
refuses to fall in line with the US agenda?  
Well, this is where that iron fi st comes in mighty handy...  Even a democratically 
elected government is not immune to “regime change” - through assassination, 
through showering rivals with military hardware, cash and CIA terrorist 
training, or maybe just through outright warfare if a good enough excuse can 
be found.  (Weapons of mass destruction, anyone?) 
 This version of events is glossed over in Friedman‛s book, and in fact 
doesn‛t appear clearly anywhere in the mainstream media.  
We are told that the economic benefi ts of globalisation, despite accruing to a 
select few, are supposed to “trickle down” to everyone and if it isn‛t working, 
then we need to tighten our belts and structurally adjust a bit harder.  
 We are told a fable in which “we” are the good guys and only use our 
military forces in the service of “democracy” and “liberation”.  
 But my Mum always told me to be suspicious of someone whose words 
sound good, but whose actions are something else entirely.
 * Kuranda Partners for Peace - we are a community group dissatisfi ed 
with the usual media coverage of complex events such as the Iraq confl ict.  
We‛re seeking to explore the issues underlying the news through sharing 
different perspectives and in depth information.  
Interested in joining us?  Phone 4093 9647 or email action4peace_
Kuranda@yahoo.com.au for details of our next meeting.  The books are both 
available from the library.

Letters continued....
Dear Kuranda Paper, 

Re: Kuranda Rainforest Aquatic & Aquarium Centre.

Negotiations between the Kuranda Community and Mareeba Shire Council over a 

Kuranda public pool seem to have broken down over the issue of money. So lets 

use the Kuranda Tourist Levy Money, local rates and ATSIC money to fund a Kuranda 

Rainforest Aquatic & Aquarium Centre that will attract more tourists to Kuranda 

as well as providing a much needed public facility for the locals. As well as a 

Rainforest themed aquatic centre with waterfalls,water slides and swimming pools 

the Centre could use successful ideas from other tourist ventures like an aquarium 

and underwater tunnel. The Sydney Aquarium uses an underwater tunnel with fi sh 

swimming above the tourists to showcase the Harbour marine life. Kuranda could 

showcase its freshwater marine life such as platypus, freshwater crocodile,crayfi sh

eels,tortoises and fi sh species. Such a Centre would need to be in the village. The 

large carpark area near the library,already owned by Council, would be ideal. If you 

support this concept please contact our two State Members Lesley Clarke and Steve 

Bredhauer,and our Mayor Mick Borzi. 

  Andrew Ryan.

Lets Bee Universal
What Is Bee Barter LETS Organisation
 There‛s a LETS (That‛s Local Energy Exchange System) group starting in 
Cairns.. We‛re going to call it Bee Barter and we‛re going to trade in Honey 
Pots instead of money. The idea is to get away from money as much as 
possible.
A Honey Pot will be our unit of currency. These will be exchanged between 
members as virtual money. After each transaction is complete a record will 
be sent to the administration who will then transfer units from one account 
to another upon verifi cation. For example: Sara gets a massage from Tania. 
Tania charges 20 Honey Pots for this service. The accountant transfers 20 
units from Sara‛s account to Tania‛s.
        Now let‛s say Sara bakes excellent cakes. Mary may buy one from Sara 
for 5 Honey Pots and $3. The $3 is for materials (eggs, fl our, etc) this will 
not be reported to the admin as it is a deal between Sara and Mary. Only the 
5 Honey pots is reported to admin so the transfer of virtual unit can take 
place.
        You can keep trading happily until you get to either 500 units in debt 
or 500 units in credit. At either end you may receive a letter from admin or 
have a cap placed on your account until you earn or spend. The point of the 
System is to allow a fl ow of goods and services between members without the 
restrictions of income. It is understood by all involved that at any one time 
½ the membership will be in debt. So long as no-one approaches the 500 unit 
limit all is well.
        The valuing of goods and services is up to those involved. The admin 
is not responsible for any personal fi nances or the reporting thereof. 
Membership fees will be set at $20 per year and $5 initial joining cost. 
There will also be a 3 Unit levy per month on each account. These fees are 
to cover administration and accounting costs. A family need have only one 
membership. Bee Barter LETS Organisation is managed by Bee Universal Inc. 
        Bee Universal Inc is an event management group that promote global 
and community issues relating to peace and healing. In the past we have 
facilitated the Peace Mandala Festivals at Machans Beach and the  Theatre 
of The Holy Numbers for the Solstice this year.
Those wishing to join Bee Barter LETS may contact Aneira on beeuniversal@
yahoo.com.au    
Or ring Renee on 4055 9761 for info on Bee Barter or Bee Universal. 
Application forms are avaliable from the Green House Environment Shop. 

Dear Kuranda Paper,

Kuranda Medical Service is still trying to organize a “Just Walk It” program. We 

are looking for an enthusiastic volunteer who is interested in regular walking & 

can co-ordinate this fairly simple program for any one else who wants to join in.

We have all the details at the surgery, so anyone who wants to add years to their 

life please contact Janet Condon the practice manager on 4093 7118.

  Yours truly, Dr Dave Cuming.

USE OUR 
RESOURCES 

WISELY, THEY ARE 
FINITE.

Profi le of Yvonne Drupper’s Solution 

Orient Counselling and Hypnotherapy
  Many of us who encounter the word ‘counselling’ still get the vivid 

impression of long sessions with the counsellor for extended periods of time. 

Sessions where one is expected to elaborate on past experiences, as the old way 

of counselling has long been to fi nd causes ‘where does it come from’ and knowing 

those, to try to eliminate them. This sounds logical but has the disadvantage of 

placing a lot of emphasis on the past, not the present and on personal fears, not on 

positive thinking.

 I have been trained in ‘Solution Oriented Counselling’ which is based on 

the view that it is much better to focus on ‘solutions’ and has proven to be very 

effi cient. I have also been trained in ‘Hypnotherapy’ which is centred around the 

idea of building a roadmap through positive images and in ‘NLP or Neuro Linguistic 

Programming’ which basically tries to fi nd alternative ways to use our internal 

communication processes. What I offer is a combination of these with the emphasis 

on ‘Solution Oriented Counselling’ as I have found this to be the most effective.

 Qualifi cations in the medical profession usually take the form of 

unpronounceable acronyms, and in my case these are Full Memb Asocha (Association 

of Solution Oriented Counselling and Hypnotherapy Australia), Cert SOC, Dip SOC 

(Ampersand), Cert Lic NLP (NLP Australia), hypnotherapy (postgraduate), Cert Mod 

Ericksonian (McGlendon) with a range of supportive certifi cates and diplomas like 

breast cancer support, target counselling and suicide intervention.

 As a resident of Kuranda it is exciting to see the new Kuranda Medical 

Centre taking shape and to have the opportunity to be part of this as well. You 

can contact me through the centre (07 4093 7118) for any inquiries or to make an 

appointment.

Effective Therapy Kuranda Yvonne Druppers

07 4093 7118 (B/H)07 4093 8589 (A/H)
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“Everything the power of the world does is done in 
a circle. The sky is round, and I have heard that the 
earth is round like a ball, and so are all the stars.The 

wind, in its greatest power, whirls. Birds make their nests in 
circles, for theirs is the same religion as ours. The sun comes 

forth and goes down again in a circle. The moon does the same, 
and both are round. Even the seasons form a great circle in 

their changing, and always come back again to where they were. 
The life of a man is a circle from childhood to manhood, and 
so it is in everything where power moves. Our teepees were 
round like the nests of birds, and these were always set in 

a circle, the nations hoop, a nest of many nests, where 
the great spirit meant for us to hatch our children. But 

the Wasichus have put us in these square boxes. 
Our power is gone and we are dying, for the 

power is not in us anymore.” 

Black Elk

Below: The Amphitheatre’s new fan-dangled ride-on lawn mower courtesy 

of the Reef Hotel Casino.

Celebration of the reopening of 
the Amphitheatre

   Sunday 3/8/03 2pm - 10pm
THE WAIT IS OVER! We are re-opening 
our Community Arts Space which has 
been closed since September 2001, due 
to the extreme escalation of Insurance 
Premiums to Not-For Profi t Organisations 
like ourselves. It has been no small matter 
for a small town like ours to maintain 
community support for what appeared to 
many people to be “Dead in the Water‛. 
However, with perseverance and faith, and 
a passion for our venue that defi es logic, 
we are going to be open on 3rd August.
 Because of the continued support 
in our area, we, the committee, would 
like to have as our fi rst “gig”, an opening 
day for the community, refl ecting the 
diverse cultures and arts practices we 
are so fortunate to have here.
 All of our fundraising these last 
two years have been forced to happen 
outside our venue, making it hard to make 
ends meet, and still work on the constant 
upgrading of a facility that encompasses 
almost two hectares, but we had a boost 
earlier this year with a successful grant 
funding from The Reef Casino Gambling 
Community Benefi t Fund for a ride-on-
mower. To keep the enthusiasm going, we 
named our fundraiser, The Energy Circle, 
which appears to he have struck a chord 
with the town, and so we will be calling our 
opening day by this name. As the venue 
has been closed for so long with little cash 
fl ow for upkeep, there has been a lot of 
work to be done, and a concerted effort 
to upgrade the facility by members and 
the community has been inspiring. We 
are, however, running low on tools and 
equipment. IF anybody has been taking 
care of any of the Amp. equipment eg. 
lights, leads, guerneys, power tools etc. we 
would appreciate it if they were returned   
- no questions asked. Many businesses 
have donated goods needed to get the 
work done, and Mareeba Shire Council has 
donated $4000 of work and materials “in 
kind”.
THE ARTISTIC VISION OF THE ENERGY 
CIRCLE OPENING DAY 
Sunday 3/8/03, 2pm - 10pm, Sundays are 
our Market days and by 2pm local workers 
get a chance to come to the event, and 
tourists will be a bonus. The theme is 
obviously CIRCLES, and as our venue is a 
natural amphitheatre, it lends its self to 
this concept.
 Member for Barron River, Dr 
Lesley Clarke, with Djabagui Elder, Mr 
Milton Brim will offi cially open the day, and 
the afternoon will feature workshops on: 
Banner painting and raising the banners 
to the tree tops Circus Skills.  Musicians 
will perform or run music making and 
percussion workshops in the afternoon. 
Kassowary Circus will run circus skills 
workshops, and Mrs. Pat will help the young 
ones “costume up” for the afternoon. The 
stage will have lots of performances in the 
afternoon. 
Tai Chi and Karate demonstrations.
 Bar and Food will be available on 
the day.

On dusk, costumed youth [still room for a 
couple more] will encourage the audience to 
sit in circles painted on the terrace, where 
a surprise gift will be given to audience 
members to enable them to participate in 
the opening main show, which will be from 
5.30pm to 7pm and will be a showcase of 
Kuranda‛s artists and performers. The 
theme is “Kuranda Tribal” and “Light”. 
Throughout the day and for the evening 
there will be some excellent bands and 
performers; Claire and De Loons, local jazz 
heroes, June Graham, Rudy Homberger, 
Dave Hart and Clive Ward. Get Reel, Celtic 
at its best with Gayle Betts, Kirk Steele, 
Dave Martin, Laurie Ernst,Snake Gully, 
Willie and the Poor Boys, Funky Reggae 
and World music, Willie Brim, Aiden Brim, 
Isaac Crowley, Janey Modric, Woyaya
Kassowary Circus performances, Mantaka 
Dance Troupe, Roses of the Desert, 
Tablelands Belly Dancing Troupe. Suzie 
Lee, Physical theatre Pitter Patter, Also 
Percussion with
Unsummoned, a New upcoming group with a 
forceful set of original material - featuring 
- Ahimsa Thomas,  Scott Anderssen, Rowan 
Carroll, Mark Jones & Josh Fox. Plus other 
musical and movement surprises.
All musical and theatrical presentation will 
have a “coming together” theme, as well as 
a Kuranda song element. [We have loads of 
songs about Kuranda!]
We envisage that this will be a harmonious, 
“up” kind of day, giving everyone who wants 
to be involved an opportunity to do so.
So, what will all of this great stuff 
costs? Adults: $10, Schoolies:$2, Pre-
schoolers free. No concessions
Come and celebrate the reclaiming of our 
ONLY arts space in town!!
Thanks to all who have worked so hard, 
and stayed with it over the last two years, 
this couldn‛t have happened without you. 
Diana. (President)

Coming bookings for 
August at the Amphitheatre are:

August 23 
The John Butler Trio [Tickets at 

Kuranda Video /Ticketlink.]
August 31 

Kurandafest Recovery Party at 
the Amphitheatre 

10 am - 6p
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KURANDA MEDIA ASSOCIATION INC.

Notice of Annual General Meeting

 The membership of the Kuranda Media 

Association Inc.are advised that the 

A.G.M.of the Association will be held on 

Tuesday 26th.August 2003 at 6.00pm in 

the recreation room of the Fire Station 

in Coondoo Street Kuranda.Non members 

are invited to attend and join prior to the 

meeting (subject to approval). 

The Business will include election of offi ce 

bearers in the Management Committee.

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE   Allan Rose.
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CLASSIFIEDS 
CLASSIFIEDS COST 22 CENTS PER 

WORD. UNPAID CLASSIFIEDS WILL NOT 

BE ACCEPTED. 

Lodge at The Green House 

Environment Shop, Coondoo Street.

Trade & Commercial 

Pool Maintenance - Kuranda “The Pool 

Man” - Regular service, Pump, Filter 

and Chlorination repairs. Phone “The 

Pool Man” 4031 3600 or 0408 382 464

**********

Denture Repairs - 2 hours by 

appointment. Chipped/cracked or 

missing teeth. Registered Dental 

Technician will make you smile again. 

Phone 4093 7668 A/H or 

Mobile 0410 650 538

**********

CAR TRAILER HIRE: 6x4 box trailers for 

hire. $10 half day. $20 fullday.

*************

T V Antenna installation and repairs  

- Contact a local bloke to solve your TV 

reception problems. Call Bob Madden 

at Speewah on 4093 0169.

***************

ABSOLUTE DOMESTICS Quality 

Affordable Service. Carefully selected 

cleaners 4045 3895

**************

MULCHING HAY (round bales - equal 

to 8 square bales). Weed-free. $18 

to members, $20 to non-members. 

KURANDA EnviroCare 4093 8834

*************

NATIVE TREES - available at our 

nursery, Pademelon Lane (corner 

Kennedy Hwy and Fallon

Road) KURANDA EnviroCare 4093 8834

*************

LAND for WILDLIFE

KURANDA EnviroCare offi cers are now 

trained to assess and register your 

property. If you want your property to 

be recognised for its wildlife habitat 

value call KURANDA 

EnviroCare 4093 8834

*************

For VCR,Stereo,microwave & other 

small appliance repairs Phone Darryl 

4093 9157 Free estimates in workshop

**************

KURANDA EnviroCare 4093 8834

************

GENERAL
Wanted to Buy - Betel Nut, 

Phone 4053 2128 

****************

For Sale Morgan-Selkin solid fuel open 

fi replace. Polished brass hood and fl ue. 

$300 o.n.o. Ph4038 2087.

*****************

New toilet pedestal and seat $68. 9 

metres white tiles $12 metre. Wooden 

vanity unit,porcelain sink,taps $300 

Ph 4093 7511.

****************

Oil paintings by Paddy (C.G.) Taylor. 

Local scenes and nudes 

Phone 4093 7301.

****************

Atco transportable accomodation 

building. Located at Speewah. 

Aluminium walls and roof. 3.0mx12.0m 

Attached iron verandah and timber 

deck 5.0mx8.0m. Lounge,kitchen,toilet 

and bathroom,carpeted bedroom. Has 

hot water system and safety fuses. 

Easily moved. $12,500 

Telephone 4093 0030

*****************

Wanted to rent in Kuranda area. One 

cottage or self contained bungalow, 

(or possibly large room in share house) 

27 year old male (working,clean and 

tidy). Good references available. 

Please call Richard on 0439 354 701.

****************

Wanted to buy 1 sheet of Plywood. 

Used will be fi ne. 

Phone Larry 4093 0257.

***************

Garden shed,zincaloom,excellent 

order. Easily unbolted from concrete 

pad. Comparisons priced $450 to 

$500. Cheapest Hardware Bunnings 

$398. Width 2.2, Height 2 sides 1.5 

metres. Selling $200/o.n.o. Apply 

Mainwood,Jarawee Road. 

Phone 4093 8330.

*****************

Gemstones- $300 each or 4 for $10.00. 

Many to choose from -Discover the 

power of stones at The Greenhouse.

Travel light,Travel smart-We have the 

amazing L.E.D. keyring torches,super 

cute and groovy key ring watches,and 

waterproof,slip on surf watches. 

Practical gifts for you and yours. 

The Greenhouse Ph 4093 8917.

*****************

For sale, Cox Ride On 12hp Mower and 

trailer. Good condition $1300. Stihl 

Farm Boss Chainsaw, Good Condition 

$350. Phone 4093 7589. Sunday 

afternoon.

****************

Toyota Seca 1990 5 Speed Air Con.,CD 

Player,RWC,6 months rego. Excellent 

Condition $6900.00 Peggy Woodcock 

0408615698, HM: 4093 9060.

**************

Kay and Querida’s re-location bargain 

sale. Lot 108 Myola Road- Sunday 9am 

3rd August 2003. Shoes (as new) Size 

71/2(homyped) and 9($15.00);outdoor 

metal cabinet(new $200 now $100).

School desk $50;Clothes,garden 

tools,wheel barrow(as new $50); 

outdoor table and 4 chairs;word 

processor-use as electric 

typewriter$80;small pantry 

cupboard$50;bric-a-brac.

****************

By Popular Demand-Back in stock are 

heat pads and stress balls,also arnica 

oil and lotion for bruises and deep 

tissue relief and hypericum oil for 

healing cuts. A range of pure essential 

and carrier oils,including pure hemp 

oil, available at The Green House,

main Street. Ph 4093 7487

****************

New Music Titles- Now Available 

at The Green House- World music 

including “ World Lounge”,”Asian 

Groove”,”Latin Groove” and Salsa 

around the World. Plus many more. 

Also music for massage including 

“Healing Mantras”. Open every day, 

main Street,next to St.Saviours Church 

9.30.a.m. to 5pm

*****************

Holden Barina 1987 Model, Excellent 

Condition,Roadworthy,one owner,

Low klms,$3750

Phone 0740 937 385 or 0419 702 229.

  

 

Deadlines
September

2003 Paper

Editorial: 

Thurs21 Aug

Advertising: 

Thurs 21 Aug

Classifi eds: 

Mon 25 Aug

Paper out: 

Thur29Aug

Rainfall
23-06-03

To

27-07-03

85mm
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Dorothy‛s Totally
 Delicious Gingerbread

(made from Liz Graham‛s recipe)

2/3rd cup treacle
125g butter
1 cup brown sugar
Warm on low heat until brown sugar 
melts.  Remove from heat and allow to 
cool, add to:
1 1/2  cups of plain fl our
1 tablespoon ground ginger
1/2 teaspoon mixed spice
1/2 teaspoon cloves
Sieve dry ingredients to mix well.
Add treacle mixture and beat well.
Add two beaten eggs and pour into 
lamington tin lined with greaseproof 
paper. Cook for 1 hour at 150 deg. F.  
or until fi rm to touch.

COMMUNITY LETTERS
PO BOX 66 KURANDA 4872

Please note: The Kuranda Paper attempts to print all letters 

received. Please keep yours to the point and under 200 words. All 

are subject to editing. We do not publish anonymous letters or those 

of doubtful origin. Please ensure your correct signature, name, full 

street address and phone contact are submitted with your letter. 

Opinions expressed are not necessarily those of the Kuranda 

Paper.

THE KURANDA MEDIA Assoc Inc. is the publisher of the Kuranda Paper. 
Printer: The Cairns Post Pty Ltd, Cairns, Qld. 4870 

CIRCULATION: 1600 

Cost: 55 cents. 

Address your mail as follows: 

The Sec., Kuranda Media Assoc., 

P.O. Box 66, 

Kuranda 4872. 

Phone: 4093 0543 or 4093 8942

EMAIL: kurandapaper@iig.com.au
Please state clearly if the letter is for Management only, The Media Association or The Kuranda 

Paper. The Kuranda Media Association does not authorize reporters or photographers on the 

Kuranda Paper. Conditions apply to acceptance of material. All articles submitted will be 

printed at the discretion of Production/Management and may be subject to editorial changes. 

All contributions and advertising to The Green House Environment Shop, 9 Coondoo Street. 

Deadlines must be adhered to. Photographs and items for return to be collected from the 

Green House after publication 

THE KURANDA MEDIA ASSOC. Inc. is a VOLUNTARY association.  A fi ve-member committee 

deals with the running of the Organisation and a production team is in charge of producing the 

paper. To remain viable the Association depends on the money collected from advertisers, who 

would like to see the newspaper continue circulating. Our stated objectives are to PROVIDE 

MEANS OF OPEN COMMUNICATION IN ORDER TO PROVIDE THE SPIRIT OF COMMUNITY 

INVOLVEMENT AND REFLECT THE ONGOING ASPIRATIONS OF THE RESIDENTS OF THE 

KURANDA AREA. 

This edition No.136 of the Kuranda Paper was produced by a volunteer team including: Star, 

Lotus, Ahimsa, Ra, Geoff Thomas,  Aide, Marie Boswarva,  Masthead compiled by Aide. Thanks 

to The Paper Folders.  Thanks to Ann Mansfi eld and her staff at The Green House Environment 

Shop. Contributors please present your work in Typewritten Format. We are NOT able to scan 

handwritten articles. Classifi eds and small items may be handwritten.

Dear Kuranda Paper,

 I write with horror etched across my consciousness as I have 

recently learned of the proposal of building a food irradiation plant 

in Cairns, (the fi rst in Australia !!). If this goes ahead we can all 

kiss GOODBYE to our.... Health, Economy, Ecology, Future, Our KIds 

Future, AND The Clean, Green Image our FOOD PRODUCE still retains 

at the present moment on the world market !!!! Japan & Europe will 

automatically reject our produce whether it be of plant or animal 

origin. Organically grown food once irradiated cannot be sold as 

organic!!!! Orphaned children in India used as guinea pigs had their 

white blood cell count raised 16 TIMES HIGHER after being subjected to 

this mutated muck after one month of eating it. This food is no longer 

recognisable as nutrition once irradiated, (E-Beamed, Electronic 

Pasturisation, Electronic ionisation) .... all these are the new terms 

to try to hide the word Irradiation, as these companies are well aware 

the world - wide population is not into irradiation so they name their 

dirty deeds (user-friendly ????) “Pasturisation, yes that’s one the sheep 

will recognise... we’ll use that”...  Well I call for a public investigation 

done with properly informed choice so that we and future generations 

are not led like lambs to the slaughter because of our ignorance now. 

I demand clean food for all ....  

For info: Contact Local Member, Senator Len Harris-4092 3194 or email: 

senator.harris@aph.gov.au and on the subject line put irradiated 

food...  thanks. Also you can contact Local member, Senator Andrew 

Bartlett- Ph: 1300 301 879 or email: senator.bartlett@democrats.org.

au for all the informed info. Hope to hear from the citizens of FNQ on 

this matter. Better active today than radioactive tomorrow...               

  Yours in harmony, Star Thomas.

Dear Kuranda Paper, Re: Alternative Runway In Kuranda.

 I absolutely agree with the concerns expressed by Zaiga 

Gardiner (The Kuranda Paper July edition)regarding the intense 

illumination at the lower end of Coondoo St., and I may just have a 

solution to the problem.  Make it even brighter!  Make it much bigger 

and brighter!  Let Coondoo St. beseen from space! But if we don’t want 

to take it THAT far...  How about an alternative runway? It is generally 

accepted that because of its topography, Cairns is not the 

ideal location for an International Airport, and it has long been 

suggested  (since WW2?) that Mareeba is the better site.  This being the 

case, what about a compromise? An alternative runway in Kuranda that 

caters specifi cally for a chosen few such as foreign dignities, hostage 

aircraft etc., could not possibly offend the good people of Cairns, and 

might console Mareeba for its loss. (All this and no tunnel either?) 

Considering the traditionally off handed manner in which Mareeba 

Shire Council appears to regard the wishes of Kuranda residents, this 

may have been their plan all along.

 Yours tongue in cheek, Lea Harris-Schmidt. 

“Living on Earth may be expensive, but it includes an annual free 

trip around the sun.”
Dear Kuranda Paper,

Cairns Post’s “Outdoor Passport” on18/7/03 states that you’ll fi nd 

great swimming spots on the Barron, but what Murdoch’s little paper 

doesn’t say is that if you do swim in the Barron you’ll probably cop 

a nasty ear infection or skin disorder. As any local can tell you the 

Barron is a cocktail of Ag chemicals,sewerage runoff and fertiliser. This 

cocktail according to the GBRMPA is badly harming the reef as well as 

the local children and any unsuspecting tourists. So is the Cairns Post 

into denial( A river in Egypt) or is it going on the denial by Mareeba 

Shire Council who refuses to test the river. I’ve heard that the Council 

uses the river as one of its many excuses not to build a public pool in 

Kuranda even though Mareeba and Dimbulah have had public pools for 

over 20 years.Happy swimming!    Andrew Ryan.

Dear Kuranda Paper,

Kuranda  and Julatten has not been represented by a councillor of their choice for some 

time now, whereas Cairns residents have 12 divisional councillors representing their diverse 

community interests. Both Kuranda and Julatten  have little in common with Mareeba yet we 

are ruled by a group of people who use our rates to service their own interests. I understand 

that Kuranda & Julatten contribute at least a half of all rates paid to Mareeba Shire but we 

receive little in return.One glaring example is the lack of a public pool in Kuranda. Both 

Mareeba & Dimbulah have had a pool for well over 20 years. Kuranda kids have to travel down 

the range or swim in the polluted Barron river. Kids who swim in the river regularly get ear 

infections and skin diseases.This same water is killing the reef but no one in power seems to 

give a stuff about our kids. Nearly all Kuranda residents have signed and sent a petition to 

Mareeba Shire about a pool and as usual our rulers have not the decency to reply.We can’t vote 

out the Mareeba Mafi a but we can vote out Lesley Clarke and Steve Bredhauer ,who are fully 

aware of this absurdly undemocratic farce. We want democracy and services in Kuranda and 

Julatten now.  Andrew Ryan

Dear Kuranda Paper, Re: Our Polluted Barron River

Cairns Post’s “Outdoor Passport” on18/7/03 states that you’ll fi nd great swimming spots on the 

Barron, but what Murdoch’s little paper doesn’t say is that if you do swim in the Barron you’ll 

probably cop a nasty ear infection or skin disorder. As any local can tell you the Barron is a 

cocktail of Ag chemicals,sewerage runoff and fertiliser. This cocktail according to the GBRMPA 

is badly harming the reef as well as the local children and any unsuspecting tourists. So is the 

Cairns Post into denial( A river in Egypt) or is it going on the denial by Mareeba Shire Council 

who refuses to test the river. I’ve heard that the Council uses the river as one of its many 

excuses not to build a public pool in Kuranda even though Mareeba and Dimbulah have had 

public pools for over 20 years.Happy swimming!  Andrew Ryan.
Dear Kuranda Paper,

Many people in Cairns think that their Council is undemocratic. Try living in Kuranda. We have 

no representation on probably the most undemocratic local government in Oz- Mareeba Shire 

Council. In Mareeba Shire there is no divisional representation which means that no one from 

Kuranda can ever sit on the Council unless they get more than 90% of the Kuranda vote. We are 

an Oz Bantustan. After all can’t trust those damn Kuranda hippies & murries on a respectable 

Council like Mareeba. Mareeba pollies know whats best for Kuranda! At the State level Kuranda 

is divided along the highway into the Cook and Barron River Electorates.Sophie’s choice 

between Lesley or Steve and wallah! Kuranda disappears. Can we join Cairns please? Then 

maybe we can get some of that democracy and some basic services that Cairns people take for 

granted! What’s the Minister for Local Government and No Democracy doing about this absurd 

farce? Just ask Lesley,Steve, or Mick Borzi,our Mayor of the Kuranda Bantustan.         Andrew 

Ryan.

Letters 
continued 
page 4

Dear Kuranda Paper, 

Congratulations to Star for that excellent report on food irradiation, 

& the Kuranda paper for publishing it. It is an important topic, & one 

the mainstream media is trying to keep concealed from us. The same 

is happening to other important issues, like globalization, corporate 

crime & hidden political & economic agendas. With the internet it is 

now easy to keep ourselves informed of items the mainstream media 

chooses to ignore. Try the following websites: www.newint.org/ 

www.wtowatch.org. www.corpwatch.org. www.indymedia.org. 

www.foe.org. On a different note it is pleasing to see the overhead 

powerlines fi nally disappearing from Coondoo street, & the 

Amphitheatre getting back on track again. Thanks to all those movers 

& shakers behind the scenes. Re: tourism in Kuranda, many visitors 

seem to arrive at the Skyrail terminal with no idea what there is to 

see & do in Kuranda. A simple stand with a Kuranda map, which the 

tourist Info Centre keeps, would be a great help & entice more people 

to spend time in the village & enjoy what is on offer. The tourist info 

centre seems to be in the wrong spot, as most visitors arrive by skyrail 

or train. Frank Burton.
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Local Consultant   
Geoff Thomas. 
Advanced Wind 
Technologies.
Ph: 4093 8899

KURANDA

S.E.S. 

40937188 
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KurandaFest
29/30/31

 August 2003

 All rego forms 
for the Kuranda  

Fest for any 
events are 

available from 
the Info centre 
in the park as 
from Friday 
1 August.

 Read all about 
the Youth photo 

comp.
 The theme for 
this year‛s Fest 
is the Happy 
Hippy, so haul 
out those tie-

dyed items from 
the 70‛s.

 

Community Calendar 
 Regular Meetings in Kuranda.

DATE CLAIMER

Every Sunday  Soft Ball,Hunter Park,Fallon Road 2.30 pm Ph 4093 7113

             Al-Anon 10.30 am Neighbourhood Centre Cnr.

             Coondoo & Barang Sts. Ph 4093 0462

             Alcoholics Anonymous 10.30 am at CWA Hall Ph 4093 0462

             Kuranda Bowls Club social games 3 pm (reg. 2.30 pm)

1st Sunday    R.S.L. 5pm  Sports and Social Club Family Service, Uniting Church    

 St.Christophers

2nd Sunday    Kuranda Bowls Club Monthly Meeting 2 pm

3rd Sunday    “Potters do your own thing Day” Mud Slingers 10.30 am

             284 Myola Road next to High School.Ph Ian 4093 9652

Every Mon Life Span exercise QCWA Hall 9.30 am

Every Mon  Kuranda Playgroup, 10 am – 12 noon at Catholic Church hall, Barang St.

 Ph: Faith Bassett Ph 4093 8172 or Julie Swartz Ph 4093 8433

1st Monday    Kuranda Horse and Pony Club 7.30 pm Mantaka

             Tennis Club 7.30 pm Ambulance Fallon Road

      Koah Sports & Social Club 7.30 pm Barbara La Baysse 4093 7026

             Kuranda Inter-Agency Network Meeting, 2.30-4.00pm

             Kuranda Neighbourhood Centre,7 Rob Veivers Drive Ph 4093 8933

2nd Monday    KNC (was KISC) 7.30 pm Management & 8.00 pm General

             QCWA 12.30 pm Ph 4093 8933

             High School P & C 5.00 pm

2nd & 4th Mon  Kuranda Lions 7.30 pm S & S Club Fallon Road Ph 4093 7187

3rd Monday    Kuranda State Primary P & C Assoc 3.30 pm in school staff room

             KNC Management Committee Meeting 7.00 pm Rob Veivers Dve Ph 4093 8933

Every Tuesday Taekwondo & Self Defence adults 7.00 pm CWA hall Ph 4093 8682

             8 Ball 7.15 pm at Speewah Tavern,Fitzies Tavern and Sports & Social Club

First Tuesday  Chamber of Commerce 5.00 pm Billys Bar Ph 4093 8834

3rd Tuesday Rangers Soccer Club 6.30 pm Ph 4093 8803 Norman Guy

Every Wed     Craft classes at QCWA hall 9.30 am

             Cub Scouts 5.00-6.30 pm Contact Clare Hennesy Ph 4093 9038

             Dog Training 7.00 pm Kuranda Pony Club Ph 4093 8970

First Wed      Kuranda Envirocare,Primary School 7.00 pm  Ph 4093 8834

2nd Wed       QCWA meeting 12.30 pm at hall Ph 4093 7617

Last Wed      Sports & Social Club meeting 7.30 pm

Every Thurs   Joey Scouts meeting 5.00 to 6.00 pm

             Rotary 6.00 pm KURANDA HOTEL/MOTEL PHONE: 40937 206 

             Kuranda Bowls Club Night Bowls - Casual 7.00 pm

             Taekwondo & Self Defence 7.00 pm CWA Hall Ph 4093 8682

1st Thurs     Charity Bowls 7 pm (reg. 6.45 pm) other Thurs Social Bowls 7 pm reg.6.45pm)

2nd Thurs     Ambulance 7.30 pm Ambulance Centre Fallon Road

             Respite Care QCWA Hall 9.00 am- 3.00 pm 

3rd Thurs     8 Ball Competition S & S Club 7.15 pm

1st Saturday  Pottery Workshop MUD SLINGERS 10.30 am next to High School 284 Myola Rd 

 Ph. Ian 4093 9652

2nd Saturday  Garden Group 2 pm  

 Phone David Hulme 4039 0762 

3rd Saturday  Ambulance Committee Stall outside St Saviours Church (bi monthly)

Every Sat     EnviroCare 8-9 am tree planting bees Ph 4093 8834

PLEASE CHECK IF THE DAY TIME AND PHONE NUMBERS ARE CORRECT

Kuranda Kryptic Krossword 

No. 45
Compiled by John Brooksbank
Across

1. New to You clothing in a previous life?

4. Road almost gets you to Billy’s Bar and grill.

8. Hottest place in Kamla’s house?

9. Beef sounds like it should be in the garden.

12. In short - you have be to get into the Kuranda Cemetery.

14. Could be wet or dry here in the tropics.

16. Fragrant tropical wood found on a local foot?

19. Simian copy.

20. Love lives on a pizza from Billy’s.

24. Exotic eastern antics practised at the CWA (5,7).

25. Another sucker found in the rainforest.

26. Take Marjorie hunting in the bush?

Down

1. Most Kuranda houses don’t need these.

2. Loonie poets preferred form of expression.

3. Aboriginal Tjapukai cousin - from Borneo.

5. Dr Cuming recommends you stay this way.

6. Leaving Cairo aphrodisiac is home to garden pests.

7. Any nag can be agisted on this Speewah street.

10. Most of the party used to catch rainforest ferals.

1 1.Kuranda State hopefully teaches kids to do this.

13.Leak after losing head whilst sleeping.

15.My friend - it’s French you know.

16. Sounds like 16 across but found in 8 across.

17. Pachyderm who packed her bag, said goodbye & went feral?.

18. Another friend in times of war.

2 1. Snorted in the middle of the road?

22.Essential for singing carols at St Christophers.

23. Glider borne sweetener.

ANSWERS to 44


